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Preface 
 
The criteria of universities quality appraisal are primarily focused on their research activities. 

One of the crucial indicators is the research results publication. So, it is obvious a university 

activity setting – not except our faculty – the Faculty of Informatics and Information 

Technologies of the Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava – oriented to the closest 

possible research and education connection. There is a natural effort of researchers to name 
research problems, analyse existing solutions and approaches in close confrontation with the 
design and implementation of their own solution. State of the art in a domain, as well as their 
own approach in solving problems naturally together with evaluation, are usually part of the 

final work of students at all three levels of university study. Joint research activities of 
students and their teachers, researchers are also documented by other publications. Partial 
results are often published at thematically related conferences in the form of research articles. 
The research orientation degree of a student is directly proportional to the university study 

degree. The highest rate is expected for students at the doctoral level of study, which is 
primarily focused on research in the field. The lowest but not negligible is also clear at the 
bachelor study level of university study. Bachelor students also use research techniques 
although their final theses are more of an implementation nature. The documented research 

output, exposed in the community of stakeholders, presupposes factual criticism in the form 
of a review. Assessment of papers is a natural process of selecting the relevance of the issue 
and the solution offered at conferences as well. The IIT.SRC Student Scientific Conference is 
an opportunity for students to experience the feeling of attending the conference, to 

experience the flavour of an international scientific conference and to receive feedback on 
published research results. The conference is an opportunity for these comments to lead to a 
real improvement in the scientific and research nature of the article. That is why it was 
considered particularly important to prepare at least two or more reviews for each article. 

Both internal researchers and external researchers were involved in the assessment, and 
finally, the students themselves, who had at least one such experience of publishing at another 
conference.  

A total of 56 papers were submitted to the conference. At least two reviews per paper 

were applied. There were 32 program committee members and 16 additional reviewers. 
Finally, 47 papers were accepted and so the acceptance rate is 83.93%. The conference was 
attended by 75 authors - students at all three levels of study. Exactly there were 3 doctoral 
students, 25 master students, 18 bachelor students, and one high school student. Given the 

number of articles published in this collection, the experienced feeling and feeling in the 
context of the provided feedback has shifted the quality of articles so that they are published 
on other forums. Selected young researchers were supported by special travel grants that 
cover partially their travel expenses to conferences. The best paper awards were also 

presented. The conference was opened by Professor Markus Rupp from Vienna University of 
Technology, Austria, and his keynote entitled: Wireless Communications of the Future.   

 
Bratislava, April 2020 

 
Ján Lang and Rastislav Bencel 
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Wireless Communications of the Future 

Markus Rupp 

Vienna University of Technology, Austria 

markus.rupp@tuwien.ac.at 

Abstract. The UN predicts cities to increase dramatically in size in the coming years. As more and more 

shares of the human population will live in cities, such new cities face plenty of novel challenges: public 

transportation next to individual traffic will increase, requiring more efficient planning and scheduling as well 

as safety regulations. More energy demands require efficient control of limited and expensive resources. All 

of these demands require a novel wireless infrastructure. As a consequence of such dram atic changes that we 

will face in the coming two decades, the constraints on wireless networks will also need to be changed 

considerably. My presentation will exemplarily show various research activities in our labs concerning 

NOMA techniques that are intended to solve many of such new problems. 
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Optimization of LoRa Devices Communication for 
Applications in Healthcare 

Alexander Valach* [0000-1111-2222-3333] 

Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava 
Faculty of Informatics and Information Technologies 

Ilkovičova 2, 842 16 Bratislava, Slovakia 
alexander.valach@gmail.com 

Abstract. Number of embedded devices connected to the Internet is increasing 
rapidly. Many of these devices have never meant to be connected to the Inter-
net. Especially, wireless ones that face a communication parameters selection 
problem to avoid collisions due to inability to listen before a transmission, lim-
ited power supply or duty-cycle restrictions. Another problem arises when de-
vices are operating in densely populated areas where license-free ISM band is 
jammed with many different technologies. Therefore, a network controller does 
not have exact information about channel congestion and has to determine it for 
each node from observations. Among the most promising solutions for long-
distance and low-power IoT networks is LoRa. In this paper, we propose a 
modified LoRa architecture using energy-wise LoRa@FIIT protocol to opti-
mize communication parameters selection and ensure QoS for application in 
healthcare devices, where critical information must be properly delivered and 
acknowledged. 

Keywords: LoRa, LoRaWAN, LoRa@FIIT, IoT, Health Care, Low Power 

1 Introduction 

IoT end devices are usually small embedded computers that can be wearable. They 
have less computational power, less memory capacity, limited power supply and less 
bandwidth than conventional IP and Ethernet network devices. Those factors should 
be considered during protocol or network architecture design. 

Vendors, like Ericsson or Cisco, estimate that by the end of 2020 there will be ap-
proximately 28 billion devices connected to the Internet [1]. To meet the industrial 
requirements, modern IoT networks should be scalable and automatically respond to 
network changes, e.g. congestion, duty-cycle limitations, interference from other 
technologies and interference within the same technology when two or more devices 

 
* Master study programme in field: Computer Engineering  

Supervisor: Dr. Dominik Macko, Institute of Computer Engineering and Applied Informat-
ics, Faculty of Informatics and Information Technologies STU in Bratislava 
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transmit at the same time using the same communication parameters (CP), e.g. 
spreading factor (SF) and power.  

IoT devices have potential utilization in healthcare. The typical scenario assumes a 
patient wearing a battery supplied device that would measure a blood pressure, a heart 
rate or an oxygen saturation. Based on collected data, recommendations would be 
given, or early disease detection might be possible, e. g. detection of heart arrhythmia 
using heart rate long-term measurements. 

Another constraint of communication in license-free bands is a duty-cycle. It is de-
fined as the maximum percentage of time during which an end-device can transmit on 
a selected channel [2]. In Europe, duty-cycle is regulated by ETSI EN300.220 and is 
limited to less than 36s time on air per hour for each node [3]. 

The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 summarizes lat-
est research in optimization of LoRa technology. Section 3 covers a reliable LoRa 
network architecture proposal using LoRa@FIIT and STIoT protocol with QoS. In 
Section 4, we propose a network architecture to evaluate scalability and reliability of 
a proposed network design. Section 5 summarizes the paper. 

2 Related works 

One of the toughest challenges in LoRa networks is a collision-free communication in 
densely populated areas. In recent years, there has been an intensive research in this 
field [4][5][6]. 

A lot of work has been done in the field of computing an optimal channel selection 
in the network server or end nodes [7]. Specifically, in the problem of end nodes en-
ergy optimization [8][9] a channel selection [10], a collision-free communication in 
densely populated areas [11], or an optimization of communication in general [5]. In 
[12], a reinforcement learning (RL) proved to be a huge advantage even if non-
stationary settings are present in the environment. 

However, only the research in [13] has taken into account a dissemination, i.e. a 
process of distributing gained knowledge from the network server to the end nodes. 
All gateways are bound to duty-cycle limitations, since it is the key constraint in Lo-
Ra networks. For a real-world use case with hundreds of nodes, a proper way and 
time to disseminate a network-wise model to end nodes is an important requirement. 

Authors of [4] proposed a usage of Markov Decision Process to find optimal com-
munication parameters from the end node perspective. However, as the results show 
in [13], it is important to find and test proposed solution in a real-world, where physi-
cal obstacles and interference are present.  

In [13], the researchers have further presented a mathematical model aimed to help 
distribution of the network-wise configuration. It is very important that computation 
of the current network state is done in the network server, as there is a need to con-
stantly update statistical model using the values of RSSI and SNR (or Sequence 
Number when using LoRa@FIIT protocol) from LoRa gateways. 

To conclude, a network-wise approach instead of a node-wise approach has been 
used in [13]. Both in terms of a proper communication parameters selection and a 
message importance. A message importance can be considered a form of Quality of 
Service (QoS) as in [10][13]. The main idea behind this solution is to update nodes 
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information based on the overall network congestion. Nodes prefer empty SFs or 
lower SF values to other SF values, as it means less time on air, which leads to lower 
probability of collisions [13]. The main goal was to increase network throughput in 
heterogenous IoT networks, which resemble a real-world scenario much more com-
paring to research, where a homogenous IoT network is presented [14][15]. Hetero-
genous IoT network assumes that nodes send messages on an event-driven basis or 
with different periods for each node and messages also have a different length. A 
message importance, resembling is a recurring factor, but to the authors’ best 
knowledge there is no built-in mechanism for QoS. 

To the authors’ best knowledge, most of the research done in the field was per-
formed with only in a form of a computer simulation as in [10][14]. They did not 
really consider an overhead needed for LoRa gateways to update CP on end devices. 
Except for [13], none of the above mentioned have been dealing with duty-cycle limi-
tations and an efficient way to transfer a control plane data from a network server to 
an end device or a mathematical formula to find a proper timing when to update end 
node (EN) configuration. 

 

3 A design of scalable and reliable IoT network 

LoRa, also called LoRa PHY, is a physical layer modulation which uses proprietary 
technique called chirp spread spectrum [2][16]. This mechanism gives LoRa devices 
ability to communicate with minimal power consumption over long distances with 
high resistance to interference due to the usage of lower frequencies (sub-GHz band). 
LoRa uses license-free industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) bands and operates at 
868 MHz in Europe. Frequencies may vary depending on the region [16]. 
 Typical LoRa architecture consists of several end nodes (EN), wireless access 
points (AP), also called gateways, and a central point of management called a network 
server (NS). End nodes are usually embedded devices with ability to measure or eval-
uate certain characteristics and send them via LoRa technology. LoRa frames are 
received by single or multiple APs in the node’s surrounding. A NS controls network 
traffic and is responsible for a duty-cycle computation, communication parameters 
selection, and a most adequate AP selection in case a message requires an acknowl-
edgement and had been received by multiple APs. 

It is not practical to send RAW data using LoRa technology [2][16]. For tasks like 
device addressing, encryption, and a message acknowledgment, a link layer protocol 
is required. The most popular and widely spread protocol is LoRaWAN [16], main-
tained by LoRa Alliance. It was designed to support roaming and device manipulation 
using so-called MAC commands. In this case a roaming is an important concept, be-
cause LoRaWAN networks are primarily owned by Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
and the service is provided to customers for certain fees [16]. 

LoRaWAN encrypts messages using AES-128 algorithm, which was not designed 
to be used in IoT devices and can be difficult to implement on memory and energy 
constrained nodes. To support a number of features, a LoRaWAN header is quite 
complex. For 1 B of useful information a device sends 29 B overhead [2][16]. The 
protocol was also not designed with QoS in mind and is impractical to send an emer-
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gency message. LoRaWAN networks use Adaptive Data Rate (ADR) to update com-
munication parameters of end nodes if required [16]. The ADR algorithm simply 
compares the average RSSI value (computed from N latest measurements) with a 
predefined threshold [16][17]. If the value is below or above this threshold, a down-
link message is scheduled and sent to the end node during the next uplink message. 
 
3.1 Overcoming drawbacks of LoRaWAN protocol design 

LoRa@FIIT is a link layer protocol created to overcome drawbacks of LoRaWAN 
protocol stack. It was not designed to support roaming, so we need to make sure that 
owner of the network is also owner of the devices. This could be considered a disad-
vantage when compared to LoRaWAN protocol. However, it is difficult to compare 
these protocols, since they were designed with different goals in mind. Not all use 
cases require use of roaming and LoRa@FIIT was designed to provide more efficient 
communication for such scenarios [17]. 

On the other hand, LoRa@FIIT has some advantages over LoRaWAN: 
1. It uses optional acknowledgments for messages sent. Therefore, it is not 

mandatory to open a receiving window for an end device after each message 
is sent. The values for some message types could be customized depending 
on application needs. 

2. Uses XXTEA algorithm [18] for encryption. The algorithm needs smaller 
blocks (64-bit alignment) and was designed for IoT devices with memory 
constraints in mind. It uses Diffie-Hellman [19] mechanism for key ex-
change during registration process or key update. 

3. Energy efficient communication using shorter headers compared to Lo-
RaWAN. For 1 B of payload there is only 12 B overhead. This leads to ap-
proximately 42% less battery and duty-cycle usage [17]. 

4. It uses sequence number field to achieve reliable delivery. Network server 
also benefits from it, as it can evaluate a pseudo-link quality to specific de-
vice. 

5. It has built-in mechanism for QoS support called emergency message. It 
must be acknowledged and is transmitted using maximum power. 

 
LoRa@FIIT differentiates several message types. There are register messages sent 
during initial EN registration process, hello messages which serve as a connection 
keepalive and health check mechanism, already mentioned emergency messages used 
for critical information transfer and data messages used for regular data transfer, e.g. 
battery level or oxygen saturation. Hello and data messages are presented in Fig. 1. 
Register and emergency messages are sent using full transmission power (14 dB) to 
ensure a successful delivery. 

LoRa@FIIT networks do not use Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) 
message broker for communication between APs and NS in comparison to known 
open-source LoRaWAN implementations [20]. It uses STIoT protocol [17], which is 
an acronym of Secured TCP for IoT. 

Rather than using subscriber-publisher model, it focuses on reliable and secure in-
formation exchange between APs and the NS. This architecture is simple to deploy as 
it is client-server based. The further details about STIoT can be found in [17]. 
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Both LoRa@FIIT and LoRaWAN are ALOHA-based protocols and do not have 
any collision detection or avoidance mechanism. This responsibility is transferred 
from end nodes to network server or even APs [13]. 

When updating a selection algorithm on an end node, the energy efficiency must be 
considered. Many IoT devices have very simple firmware implemented and adding 
additional overhead, when proper SF and power must be selected and statistical model 
updated, could lead to higher power consumption. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Different LoRa@FIIT packets along with header fields and their respective lengths. All 
grey fields are encrypted during transmission. 

 
3.2 Effective selection of communication parameters 

Current implementations of communication parameters selection (CPS) are mostly 
based on ADR algorithm [20] As a research have proven, it performs not very well 
when number of devices is increasing [21][13]. It also strongly depends on threshold 
values that has to be pre-calculated or updated according to results from observations. 
These values are also globally set in the current implementation of the LoRa@FIIT 
network server [22]. 
 We propose a more modern approach suitable for a dynamic environment, which is 
exactly the case for LoRa devices supporting a mobility. The network server algo-
rithm is based on Thompson Sampling with Switching Environments. The algorithm 
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was primarily developed as a RL technique to solve a Multi-Armed Bandit Problem 
(MABP), well-known from a recommendation process. It performs well in case of CP 
selection according to performed computer simulations [14] along with Upper Confi-
dence Bound (UBC) [12]. 
 These algorithms are suitable for a selection of CPs (combination of SF and trans-
mission power, where lower values are preferable) when a success of a message de-
livery or signal strength are not predefined. However, we cannot let the end nodes 
simply select these parameters. There are two main reasons for this. A statistical mod-
el, which both algorithms are based on, has to be constantly updated using RSSI, SNR 
or Sequence Number values, which are not known to end nodes. Also, energy con-
sumption comes to mind when considering such a solution. All the IoT devices have 
less memory, computational power and have a limited power supply, and are not 
ready to select parameters with limited knowledge of a network state. 

Another option is to let a NS maintain a statistical model for EN and AP and send 
it only when the environment changes or a link quality has been degraded. ENs are 
responsible only for CP selection based on the updated statistical model. The main 
problem of the proposed solution is maintaining this model on ENs. The model is 
easily updated on NS using data from APs (SNR, RSSI and Sequence Number). SNR 
and RSSI are used to determine a channel quality and Sequence Number serves as a 
mechanism for early detection of link congestion (missing values) or signal loss for 
certain ENs. 

MABP algorithm calculations are based on provided reward when a certain arm 
(CS selection in our case) is pressed (chosen) by a bandit (device). Due to duty-cycle 
limitations, it is not possible to provide immediate feedback to ENs after an uplink 
message has been sent. This is a reason, why we need to modify and maintain statisti-
cal model for each node and determine a moment in which it needs to be updated. 
 The proposed statistical model consists of spreading factor, power and a probabil-
ity of successful packet delivery when using combination of both parameters. It is 
stored in the JSON format and could be encoded to base64 string or even BSON (Bi-
nary JSON) to minimize the size of downlink messages. When a significant change 
occurs in a network, a model intended for certain EN or AP has to be updated, a NS 
schedules a downlink message with the updated model and sends it during the next 
opportunity (immediately for AP, after the next uplink message for EN). During an 
initial device registration, a statistical model of AP that received the message is sent 
to the device. 
 
3.3 Ensuring Quality of Service 
LoRa@FIIT protocol has a built-in mechanism to ensure Quality of Service and op-
tional acknowledgement. There is no need for a device to open a receiving window 
when no acknowledgment from network server is expected. However, there are some 
messages that require acknowledgement. Message acknowledgement can vary de-
pending of application needs. This is also an advantage, because non-critical systems 
do not need their hello messages to be acknowledged by server. 

One example of critical communication is an emergency message. It is sent using 
maximum transmission power to make sure it is received by one or more nearby APs. 
This special type of message also ensures QoS, but only on ENs [17]. 
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To the authors best knowledge, there is no implementation of QoS on other net-
work components, such as APs or NS. If the message is not prioritized on each com-
ponent, the QoS is not ensured at all. 
 

 
 
Fig. 2: Incoming messages are placed into separated queues depending on their type 

In this paper, we propose a priority queue to be implemented in the wireless access 
point. Its aim is to handle messages from the priority queue prior to any other mes-
sage type as presented in Fig. 2.  

Another technique which might be considered a bad practise for QoS is the fact 
that a network server waits predefined time in seconds for another LoRa packets to 
arrive. The reason behind this is a duty-cycle limitation on APs (also called gateways 
or concentrators). The network server also manages a duty-cycle of APs. It waits for 
replicas of the received message to select an AP with the highest duty-cycle available, 
even if it was received only by a single AP, which is unknown to network server until 
the waiting timer expires. This leads to a delay, which is not tolerated in QoS ensured 
environment. 
 We assume there will be no waiting timer for the emergency queue, as it is of a 
high importance. If an emergency message is received by the network server, it does 
not wait for other packets to come. It immediately processes the message and send it 
to the AP from which the message originated. 

4 Network evaluation using load tests 

To test our proposed solution, we have designed the network architecture presented in 
Fig. 3. Both physical and simulated devices are present in this architecture. The de-
vices have been divided into three groups. Groups A and B consist of simulated end 
nodes and access points. However, main difference between these groups is a network 
delay. The fact that LoRa messages could be decoded by every single access point in 
the nodes’ range is taken into account. As a result, the network server should wait for 
any other duplicate messages to properly select an access point with the highest duty-
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cycle available. A network delay is simulated by connecting to a remote VPN server 
to ensure the traffic from group B will come later than packets from Group A. 
 We also need physical devices to compare energy efficiency with the currently 
implemented LoRa@FIIT library on end nodes [23]. We use the nodes based on 8 
MHz ATmega328P processor, powered by 3.3V LiSOCl2 battery. The selected power 
supply is preferred for long-life (several years) ENs, because it has a very low dis-
charging rate, less than 1% per year. A RFM95W LoRa communication module is 
also used. To simulate a heart-rate measurement a MAX3015 particle-sensing board 
is used rather than heart-rate monitoring sensor MAX30101. However, it is sufficient 
to simulate the measurements and drain a battery power, for the scenario to be more 
realistic. 

Our real-world LoRa AP in group C is based on Raspberry Pi 3 model B and 
iC880A concentrator and connected to the Internet. To test the scalability of the pro-
posed solution, we use a single LoRa@FIIT NS implemented in Java. We plan to 
register thousands of simulated LoRa ENs and hundreds of APs to simulate the situa-
tion which might occur during this decade. 

 

Fig. 3: Proposed architecture for evaluation of network reliability and scalability 

In a real-world scenario, there would be interference and packet collisions. In our 
simulated environment, a collision occurs on APs when two ENs transmit using the 
same frequency and the same SF at the same time. Interference and signal loss during 
a movement of patient wearing a sensor device are simulated by pseudo-randomly 
decreasing SNR values of received packets on APs. 
 At the time of writing this paper, we have successfully deployed our own Lo-
Ra@FIIT network with 10 ENs and 1 AP. We are now collecting data from stationary 
(not moving) nodes. One of them has a MAX30105 [24] sensor connected. Other 
nodes just simulate the process of heart-measuring by generating pseudo-random 
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sensor-measured values and calculations based on the heart-rate calculation algorithm 
currently implemented in the library [24]. 
 At this state, we are currently developing a console application written in Python to 
simulate a daily routine of ENs. The application is heavily inspired by the Lo-
Ra@FIIT library [23]. It simulates the functions of both ENs and APs. 

5 Conclusion 

One of the most promising technology for IoT devices communicating over long dis-
tances with minimal power consumption is LoRa. The potential of this technology 
could be lost when not handling with care. An increasing number of connected devic-
es, duty-cycle limitations and unoptimized communication parameters selection 
threaten a real-world deployment with thousands of connected devices. 

Based on the work of other researchers in this field, we used a network-wise statis-
tical model for each network device maintained by a NS using information gathered 
from APs. ENs acquire this model during a registration process and use it as a 
knowledge base for optimal communication parameters selection. The model is fur-
ther updated by NS when significant network changes occurs. As a channel selection 
based on statistical model can be energy-consuming, we intend to test the process of 
communication selection in a real-world scenario using ATmega328P based ENs.  

For evaluation purpose, we have proposed a network architecture consisting of 
three groups of devices. In group A, there are only simulated devices with direct In-
ternet connection. Group B also consists of simulated devices; however, they use 
slower VPN connection to provide higher latency than group A. The last one, group 
C, consists of real ATmega328P-based nodes powered by batteries. 

In the future, we plan to implement modified Thompson Sampling and Upper Con-
fidence Bound on the network server to compare the results with the currently imple-
mented Adaptive Data Rate algorithm. There is also a possibility to choose not only 
between Spreading Factor and transmission power, but also using different frequen-
cies. This can lead to higher required maintenance for the statistical model in com-
pensation for higher throughput or collision-free communication. 
  
Acknowledgement: This research was supported by the Ministry of Education, Sci-
ence, Research and Sport of the Slovak Republic, Incentives for Research and Devel-
opment, Grant No.: 2018/14427:1-26C0. This work was also partly sponsored by the 
Eset Research Centre. 
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Abstract. Job Shop Scheduling (JSS) problem is a hard combinatorial optimiza-

tion problem in the fields of computer science and operations research. It is NP-

Hard and, therefore, heuristics are used for solving large-size cases of the prob-

lem. One of the real-world JSS examples is minimizing makespan of an assem-

bly line finding an appropriate sequence of orders to be processed by operators. 

Although many approaches of optimization can solve JSS, metaheuristic al-

gorithms appeared to be the most effective. However, it is recommended to use 

neighbourhood-based approaches for solving JSS or hybrid algorithms with a 

local search element.  

Genetic Algorithm, Simulated Annealing, Electrical Particle Swarm Optimi-

zation and Particle Swarm Optimization with Multitype Individual Enhance-

ment were implemented and preliminary results were presented. 

Keywords: metaheuristics, job shop scheduling, artificial intelligence, combi-

natorial optimization problem. 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Scheduling of Conveyor Systems 

Complex conveyor systems are commonplace in the factories and delivery companies. 

And they usually tackle with a problem of scheduling of those systems so that they 

can receive the most profitable outcome of their work. However, scheduling is a hard 

combinatorial optimization problem and because of its huge state space an optimal 

solution is rarely found.  

 The problem, that we were tackling with, related to optimization of employees’ 

work at the conveyor system in the warehouse. There was a list of orders which 

should be rearranged in such a way that the work was done in a minimal period of 
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time. In this case, state space is N! big, where N is a number of orders, if all the or-

ders are unique.  

 Containers were conveyed to a fixed number of picking points, where an operator 

put appropriate items into it according to an order. But containers did not visit all the 

operators, because an order might not need items that some operator possessed. In 

addition, there were several starting points of containers: further or closer to a deliv-

ery point. 

In our case, we had a conveyor with 5 workers, who were responsible for the order 

picking. An order consisted of a list of products to be picked. There were 20 types of 

products in an order and totally there were 1000 orders. An order could not include 

more than one equivalent product, so the maximum order size was equal to 20. Each 

worker had only 4 unique product types at his disposal. Hence, if an order did not 

need a product type, that some worker did not have, then the worker was skipped.  

Order processing took time for each employee, but different products had different 

processing times and they were stochastic. The time was calculated according to nor-

mal distribution 𝛮(𝜇, 𝜎2), where a mean value was equal to 2, standard deviation was 

equal to 2, minimum and maximum values were equal to 1 and 4, respectively. 

The conveyor was not fed with new containers continually. If any of workers had 

more than 4 orders in a queue to be processed, then supply of new containers was 

stopped. In addition, workers did not have an infinite number of products at his dis-

posal, but they were periodically supplied. The period was 20 seconds after the mo-

ment when less than 5 products of a particular type had left in worker’s possession. 

After that period, 4 new products were delivered to the operator. 

This type of a scheduling problem appeared to be equivalent to the Job Shop 

Scheduling (JSS) problem. 

For the visualization of such a conveyor system and the evaluation of its efficacy 

we used JaamSim simulator. It was shown in the Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. Visualization of the problem in the JaamSim simulator 
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1.2 Job Shop Scheduling 

Job Shop Scheduling problem is a task of minimization of the execution period of 

jobs that are carried out on machines. Suppose we have a set of jobs 𝐽, a set of ma-

chines 𝑀 and a set of operations 𝑂. Each job is represented as a sequence of opera-

tions that have to be performed on definite machines. Machines perform only unique 

types of operations, so if 𝑀1 can perform the operation 𝑂1 then 𝑀2 must not perform 

𝑂1. Jobs visit machines and are processed there for a predefined period of time 

𝜇(𝐽𝑥, 𝑀𝑦). If we have the job 𝐽𝑎  =  {𝑂2, 𝑂4, 𝑂5}, the machine 𝑀2  =  {𝑂2, 𝑂5} and 

𝑀3  =  {𝑂4}, then 𝐽𝑎 must be performed on machines 𝑀2 and 𝑀3. However, there are 

several constraints in the process. Machines can perform only one job at the same 

time, but it cannot be preempted and be processed twice on the same machine. If a job 

visits a busy machine, it will wait in a queue until the machine is free. All types of 

machines must be unique, but it is optional for the job types. Besides the general con-

straints the JSS problem can be expanded with some technological restrictions (i.e. 

time of travelling from 𝑀1 𝑡𝑜 𝑀2). Rearranging the jobs order and the operations or-

der in every job we need to minimize the time of accomplishment of all the jobs. This 

time is called a makespan. The JSS problem was visualized in the Fig. 2. 

 In our case, a worker was interpreted as a machine that performed order picking. 

Each order was considered as a job and products were operations of the jobs. Howev-

er, we omitted permutations of operations in jobs because machines were connected 

sequentially and therefore a job 𝐽𝑎, that should be fulfilled on the machines 𝑀2 and 

𝑀3, could not visit the 𝑀3 before the 𝑀2. 

 

Fig. 2. Diagram of the generalized job-shop problem. The figure was taken from [1] 
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2 Related Work 

Metaheuristic techniques are usually applied for the JSS problem. They showed fast 

convergence to near-optimal solutions. The most popular algorithms appeared to be 

Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Simulated Anneal-

ing (SA). However, not all pure algorithms have a local-search element, which is 

efficient for converging to near-optimal results. Hence, hybrid algorithms are com-

mon for that type of a problem. Several algorithms that showed promising results in 

solving the JSS problem were introduced. 

 

2.1 Hybrid Evolutionary Algorithm 

This Hybrid Evolutionary Algorithm (HEA) [2] is a combination of particle swarm 

optimization and simulated annealing algorithms. As the PSO could be easily stuck in 

a local optimum, utilizing SA helped to jump over an obstacle and to continue search-

ing for better solutions. Moreover, in the proposed algorithm SA was modified by λ 

search method. That has been designed for searching not for the one solution but a set 

of solutions that are compared according their fitnesses and the best one is chosen. 

Tests showed better results in comparison with the other algorithms mentioned in the 

paper. 

2.2 Multitype Particle Swarm Optimization 

PSO with Multitype Individual Enhancement Scheme (MPSO) is an algorithm pre-

sented by Lin et. al. [3] to solve the JSS problem. Combined random-key encoding for 

transforming a continues space into a discrete one, multi-type individual enhancement 

scheme for adding local search feature and the PSO algorithm, they presented a robust 

algorithm for solving the combinatorial optimization problem. The algorithm was 

tested on 43 instances that are a part of a benchmark in the OR-Library. Research 

showed that the proposed MPSO can find near-optimal solutions with a smaller popu-

lation size and less iterations, comparing to the HIA [4], HEA [2] and HGA [5] algo-

rithms. In addition, for 35 instances the best-known results were reached. 

2.3 Genetic Algorithm for Stochastic JSS 

Deming Lei in his work [6] presented an algorithm based on GA, that was used for 

the stochastic variation of the JSS problem, where time of processing of a job on a 

machine was uncertain. GA was constructed of encoding, decoding, binary tourna-

ment selection, generalized order crossover (GOX) and swap mutation. The proposed 

algorithm showed better results in comparison with the Simulated Annealing and 

Similar Particle Swarm Optimization [9]. 
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2.4 Hybrid Genetic Algorithm 

Hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA), that was proposed by Qing-dao-er-ji and Wang 

[10], showed promising results according to compared algorithms. From 43 instances 

of the benchmark the hybrid genetic algorithm found the best-known solutions in 33 

instances. The main emphasis was on population diversity and improving quality of 

solutions. Presented local search operator provided the desired quality improvement 

and new selection operator kept individuals being unique. In addition, the conver-

gence of the proposed approach to the global optimum was proven by the authors. 

2.5 Electrostatic Particle Swarm Optimization 

Electrostatic Particle Swarm Optimization (EPSO) is modification of the canonical 

PSO that can deal with multimodal optimization types of problems. It does not require 

any additional parameters to tune by a user as other variants of PSO multimodal op-

timization. Comparing to the standard PSO algorithm, EPSO does not have a global 

best-found particle for the whole population, which is determined according to fit-

nesses of individuals. Each particle in a population has its partner to which it gravi-

tates. The force of gravitation is computed according to the Coulomb’s law in physics. 

EPSO showed good results in testing: it has found all the optima and the number of 

evaluations of a fitness functions were less comparing to the other tested algo-

rithms.[8] 

 Originally, EPSO was not intended for the JSS problem. However, since it showed 

promising results with multimodal optimization problems and high-dimensional JSS 

problem can be interpreted as multimodal problem, presumably EPSO can show good 

results for the JSS problem, as well. 

2.6 Summary 

According to the aforementioned descriptions of algorithms we can say that MPSO 

seems to be the best-suited algorithm for our case, because considering that one eval-

uation of the fitness function lasts approximately for 4 seconds, a small population 

size and a low number of fitness function evaluations are desired. 

3 Method Proposal 

For a solution of the problem we decided to use several metaheuristic algorithms for 

finding the most appropriate approach. The first two implemented algorithms were 

Genetic Algorithm and Simulated Annealing. The algorithms were chosen because 

they appeared to be common solutions for optimization problems. In addition, they 

were trivial to implement. After analysing state-of-the-art algorithms for solving op-

timization problem and, particularly, JSS problem, Electrostatic Particle Swarm Op-

timization and Particle Swarm Optimization with Multitype Individual Enhancement 

Scheme appeared to be decent approaches for our case. 
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For all the algorithms we used equal representation of individuals/particles in a 

population. Each individual/particle was described as a list of 1000 orders: 

 𝑖𝑛 =  {𝑜1, 𝑜2, . . ., 𝑜1000} (1) 

where orders were represented as lists of unique numbers from the range [1, 20]. The 

minimal size of an orders could be equal to 1 and the maximal size could be equal to 

20. Hence, the order 𝑜1 could be as follows: 

 𝑜1 =  {2, 5, 20} (2) 

3.1 Genetic Algorithm 

The GA was implemented in a classical way [7]. It consists of several operations: 

crossover, mutation and selection. For the crossover process we chose one-point 

crossover. Crossover is performed every iteration. Mutation was defined as a swap of 

two elements in a population. The chance of the operation was set to 10%. For the 

selection process was used the roulette-wheel method and the principle of elitism was 

added – the best several chromosomes are always selected for the next population. 

The whole population consisted of 30 individuals. 

3.2 Simulated Annealing 

Simulated annealing was implemented in a canonical variant [11]. Starting tempera-

ture was set to 15. Cooling speed was equal to 0,09. The temperature was continually 

decreasing by the value of the cooling speed every 5 iterations. Stop condition of the 

algorithm was the moment when temperature is less of equal to 0,1.  

3.3 EPSO 

The Electrical Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm was implemented according to 

Barrera’s and Coello’s description [8]. The only difference was that we had a discrete 

type of the problem, so several transformations of the algorithms were made.  

A distance between two particles are calculated as a difference of order sequences. 

Consider two particles 𝑝1 and  𝑝2 that are represented as follows: 

 𝑝1 = {𝑜1, 𝑜2, 𝑜3} (3) 

 𝑝2 =  { 𝑜3, 𝑜2, 𝑜1} (4) 

The distance between these particles is: 

 ‖𝑝1  −  𝑝2‖ =  2 (5) 

Velocity of a particle is represented as a number of swaps of orders to be made. 

Swaps are made in such a way that a sequence of orders becomes more similar to the 

other sequence that has been chosen as a particle with the biggest force. 
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Parameters 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 were set to 0.3 and 0.2, respectively. A size of the swarm 

consisted of 30 particles.  

3.4 MPSO 

The implementation of the Particle Swarm Optimization with Multitype Individual 

Enhancement Scheme (MIE) algorithm was almost equivalent to the description of 

the authors [3]. The distinction is in generating new particles in the MIE. Instead of 

generating only one particle, we generated 8 new particles and a particle with the best 

fitness was chosen. All the parameters of the algorithm were set to the values chosen 

by authors. 

In addition, for this algorithm we have tried two approaches for applying it on our 

problem. The first approach was a standard one – manipulating all the items in a list 

of orders to find a good solution. During the second approach we divided the algo-

rithm into three steps: manipulating all the orders, then manipulating the first half of 

the orders and after all manipulating the second half of the orders. Using this tech-

nique, we were trying to increase the quality of the local search. 

4 Preliminary Results 

All the algorithms were being tested for 5 times with a random permutation of orders. 

A quantity of iterations of implemented algorithms were set in such a way that a total 

number of fitness function evaluations was equal to approximately 2700. The quality 

of a solution is represented by a makespan of processing all the orders, so the lower a 

number, the better solution is. Experimental results of all algorithms are shown in the 

Table 1. Best known solution (BKS) is equal to 3969,0413839999997. 

From the chart we can see that the SA showed itself as the least effective algo-

rithm: an average fitness of the best-found fitnesses is 4245,646 and that is 7% worse 

than the BKS.  

EPSO algorithm performed as the most stable algorithm: all the tests found values 

that are close to 4175. An average fitness of all the test is 4175.412 and that is 5.2% 

worse than the BKS. 

GA sometimes showed itself better than EPSO, but it was not so stable as the 

EPSO was. An average fitness of the GA is 4186.442 and that is 5.5% worse than the 

BKS. 

MPSO with a standard approach (MPSO1) had better results than the EPSO. It was 

not so stable as EPSO, but variance of results was less than GA had. An average fit-

ness is equal to 4150.43 and that is 4.6% worse than the BKS. MPSO with our local 

search approach (MPSO2) performed better than all the aforementioned methods. 

Stability was the same as standard MPSO had. An average fitness is equal to 

4099.538 and that is 3.3% worse than the BKS. 
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5 Conclusions 

The problem of minimizing time for picking all the orders by workers at the conveyor 

system scheduling the order list appeared to be equivalent to the Job Shop Scheduling 

problem. However, there were some modifications in the interpretation. 

The JSS problem is usually solved by algorithms from the metaheuristics field and 

GA and PSO are the most popular approaches for solving the problem. However, 

many works showed that ‘pure’ algorithms performed not so effectively comparing to 

hybrid algorithms or approaches with local-search modification in itself.  

Prototypes of the Simulated Annealing, Genetical Algorithm, Electrical Particle 

Swarm Optimization and Particle Swarm Optimization with Multitype Individual 

Enhancement Scheme algorithms were implemented, and experimental tests were 

carried out. EPSO was the most stable, MPSO with our local search approach found a 

solution with minimal value from all the tests, the SA showed the worst results. 

From the results we can concluded that a local search element of an algorithm def-

initely increased quality of solutions, but alone this element appeared not to be appro-

priate for solving the problem. MPSO showed the best results by the virtue of high-

quality integration of the SA algorithm into PSO. And with our extra local search 

technique we could achieve even better results. Hence, the final proposed method is 

Particle Swarm Optimization with Multitype Individual Enhancement Scheme.  

In the future work it is advised to experiment with the different configurations 

(population size, constants, etc.) of the implemented algorithms in order to find an 

optimal one for our problem.  

 

Table 1. Results of the implemented algorithms 

Algorithm Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 Best Deviation* Avg. Avg. deviation 

SA 4215.95 4273.29 4274.91 4247.08 4217 4215.95 6.2% 4245,646 7% 

GA 4199.37 4146.38 4162.08 4214.22 4210.16 4146.38 4.5% 4186.442 5.5% 

EPSO 4173 4176.16 4167.8 4182.45 4177.65 4167.8 5% 4175.412 5.2% 

MPSO1 4157.13 4159.96 4116.14 4149.33 4169.54 4116.14 3.7% 4150.43 4.6% 

MPSO2 4105.01 4087.15 4123.95 4107.86 4073.72 4073.72 2.6% 4099.538 3.3% 

*Deviation = ( BKS – Best ) / BKS 
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Abstract. Traveling is an indispensable part of people's life. Everyone uses pub-
lic transport or roads on an everyday basis. From walkers and bicycles, to buses 
and big trucks, all these participants need to arrive to their destination quickly 
and most of all, safely. In the daily news, we can see more and more accidents 
on the roads caused by a driver with lack of sleep or a person driving under the 
influence of alcohol. Our goal is to avoid situations like these, or better to say, 
help drivers to realize, that their condition is not suitable to drive. Many car mak-
ers are developing their own systems, that are available only for their concern. 
We are focusing on a group of drivers in a role with much more responsibility - 
they are the bus drivers. They handle big and heavy vehicles and carry mostly a 
large amount of people. Add to this a long journey and serious problem can hap-
pen. Based on this, we decided to implement our system for Funtoro devices. A 
platform, that can be installed into buses from more than one brand. 

Keywords: OpenCV, Object detection, Funtoro, Python, Android  

1 Platform 

We are developing this project for Funtoro devices. An entertaining system that can be 
installed in transport vehicles. It’s easy to find in long-distance buses as a tablet, that 
are usually docked in the seat in front of the passenger. It can be used to watch movies, 
read books, play games or order drinks and snacks (if available).  
System consists of FreeBSD Server and several Android tablets (also called monitors), 
where one is in “Driver mode” – this opens new abilities, such as freezing all monitors 
and displaying a message, but declines the other ones, like watching movies, reading 
books. This gives us an option, to contact only the driver when malicious behavior is 
detected.  
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2 Solution design 

Our project is currently in development. This section contains our planned approach on 
individual steps.  

See Fig. 1 For better understanding of the interaction between entities.  

2.1 Image capture 

Images are captured on IP camera with good night vision capabilities thanks to IR tech-
nology (Milesight C2682-P). The camera provides two streams (primary and second-
ary), where different resolution and codec can be used. We are listening to primary 
stream with resolution 1280x720 and h.264 codec. For this an RTSP stream is opened 
on server. 

Server is running FreeBSD operating system, where our application for driver’s be-
havior detection (hereinafter referred to as application) is running. The application is 
written in Java and uses OpenCV library. 

2.2 Image processing 

Every image is evaluated. We need to find person, face, eyes and any objects, that driver 
could, but shouldn’t interact with (like a mobile phone).  

First a face needs to be found. For this we use the Viola-Jones algorithm.[1] It is 
much simpler than CNNs, so we don’t need to spend so much processing power. For 
example, in [2] they use much faster CPU to achieve at least 21 FPS using Lite version 
of YOLO. 

When the face is located, we are looking for eyes. There is no need to search whole 
image, so now we are looking only in the rectangle, where the face was detected. Using 
the same algorithm, but this time with different classifier (trained for eyes). 

To detect drowsiness, the UKF algorithm is used, this algorithm has great positive 
detection rate of 99% [3]. The idea is to measure how much is eyelid covering the pupil. 
This level is measured and evaluated. Into consideration comes level of coverage and 
time.  

We are trying to find a smartphone in an image. If it is located, we are measuring 
time, that it spends there. Since camera should be in location, where it cannot see any 
store compartments, the only case the smartphone is visible, is when driver operates it. 
After 3 seconds the notification is sent to alert the driver. Searching is done  with the 
same Viola-Jones algorithm, but a different classifier.  

Every detected object is put into blue rectangle to provide visual feedback. This is 
streamed into network. 

2.3 Displaying live status 

Available is option to display the current status of the driver. On the one hand, there are 
notifications, that are displayed, when needed (e.g. when drowsiness is detected). 
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Another way is a build-in app. It can show history of notifications and live video stream. 
This stream is provided by server and already edited.  

 

Fig. 1. Diagram shows the kind of interactions between each entity. Number of customer moni-
tors is individual for each vehicle. 

 

 

3 Future work 

Application has a lot of room to expand. We will focus on efficiency of individual 
detections, with time consumption and accuracy in mind. Also detecting more objects 
would be beneficiary.  

Next, we want to add progress bar, that gives the driver feedback about his perfor-
mance. This would be based on the number of notifications he received. In other words, 
the more concentrated to driving he is, the more points he gets. These points will be 
displayed in progress-bar and transformed to percentage. The color of the progress-bar 
will be dependent on percentage.  
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In further future, next sensors could be added. Information we could benefit from 
would be steering angle, heartrate, alcohol in blood. These could help us even more to 
detect any unwanted behavior like driving under influence of alcohol[4] or help with 
drowsiness detection[3].   

 

4 Conclusion 

Safety on roads is an important topic, that every car maker is trying to improve, but it 
is still not perfect. Systems like these can help to implement many features and help 
drivers and so forth increase safety. It alerts driver, when his sleepiness starts to inter-
fere with his performance in situations, when he may think it’s not that bad. Also inter-
action with smartphone is monitored and in case of positive monitoring, an alert is sent. 
These alerts are stored, with the ability to display them through application and edited 
record from camera is streamed and also viewable in application. Since these are only 
early stages of development there is a lot of place for optimization and new or improved 
features.  
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Abstract. Nowadays, there is a huge boom in the utilization of smart meters 
in homes. These meters measure and send electricity consumption measure-
ments to data centers. By analyzing this data, it is possible to predict and opti-
mize future electricity consumption. We can also calculate possible savings 
from the data, for example when installing new elements into the network, such 
as photovoltaic panels, high-capacity batteries and more. In this paper, we ana-
lyzed the forecasts of electricity consumption for 30 different households in one 
locality. Predicted power consumption is optimized using connected battery. 
Optimization is understood to minimize electricity consumption from the distri-
bution network. Finally, the original and the optimized consumption are com-
pared. 

Keywords: prediction, optimization, neural networks, PSO. 

1 Introduction 

Electricity is a part of the daily lives of a large part of the population. Electricity con-
sumption by humans in 2018 exceeded 23,000 TWh and is expected to increase fur-
ther in the upcoming years [3]. On the other hand, the European Union is increasingly 
regulating the use of fossil fuels and it is the responsibility of countries to use clean 
electricity [10]. The future of energy are undoubtedly the microgrids, which are small 
local energy systems capable of autonomous supply of electricity to a particular loca-
tion and self-sufficiency. For this purpose, they use coordinated renewable energy 
sources such as photovoltaic panels, wind farms and electricity produced from bio-
mass. The main advantages of these grids include system resilience, economic and 
energy efficiency, and environmental protection. 

Scientific and research work in power engineering field has already made a signifi-
cant progress. Several new methods and procedures have been proposed to optimally 
manage electricity. However, there is still a place for improvement of the electricity 
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production and consumption planning using standard mathematical calculations, but 
also statistical methods, artificial intelligence and machine learning. This work is 
aimed at comparison of the power demand prediction by several types of neural net-
works and minimization of electricity consumption from the grid after connecting the 
battery using particle-swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm. By comparing the con-
sumption before and after optimizing the microgrid we can tell the impact of the new-
ly added element, i.e. the high-capacity battery. 

2 Related Work 

Currently, there are several researches in the field of electricity consumption predic-
tion and optimization. A common approach to prediction is the use of statistical 
methods, artificial intelligence methods, or their combination. These approaches can 
achieve high precision [1, 2].  C. Heghedus et al. [5] compared three types of neural 
networks – fully recurrent neural network, LSTM and GRU. They implemented their 
work in Python using TensorFlow framework. They used data provided by a local 
electricity supplier in Stavanger, Norway. They divided the experiment into two dif-
ferent case studies: either only Mondays are selected from dataset and predictions are 
made just for Mondays, or prediction for the following month when the entire dataset 
is considered. In their work, future consumption value is predicted based on its previ-
ous two values. Their mean absolute error (MAE) rate for daily forecast is 0.09 using 
GRU and the best MAE for the entire month is 0.059 using LSTM. Various principles 
are used in the field of optimization, among others evolutionary algorithms. Com-
pared to other optimization methods (linear programming and genetic algorithm), 
PSO achieves better results [6]. In the field of power engineering, PSO is a good 
choice for problems of electricity price prediction [13] and also for electricity usage 
optimization [4], or maximization of the consumption of electricity produced by pho-
tovoltaics [8]. 

3 Optimal battery utilization schedule 

The goal of our method is to obtain a battery charging schedule for the next day to 
maximize the usage of electricity from photovoltaics. To achieve this, we need to 
know the future electricity consumption and production. Finally, we optimize battery 
charging based on the predictions. Our method consists of 3 steps:  

1. power demand prediction – We decided to use neural networks (see section 5).  
2. power production prediction – We did not deal with power production prediction 

as it is a complex research field and it was out of scope of this research work. 
Therefore, we simulated the forecasts by adding Gaussian noise to actual produc-
tion data. 

3. battery charging optimization – We used PSO algorithm to calculate the optimal 
charging and discharging of the battery for the next day based on the predictions 
(see section 6). With this optimized battery schedule, we could determine the new 
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electricity consumption from the distribution network and evaluate the saved costs 
for electricity from the distribution network. We could also evaluate the return time 
of investment into high-capacity battery. 

4 Dataset 

In this paper, we use smart meter data collected in Pecan Street – Texas from 133 
different homes. The datasets contain information about the production and consump-
tion of electricity in addition to the date and time of measurement. The data are from 
January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2015.  

Because installing a high-capacity battery is not cost-effective for one household, 
we decided to implement our solution for 30 households that have similar electricity 
consumption habits. We selected the households based on the clustering results, since 
clustering also improves the power demand prediction [7]. We compared datasets 
using the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm and created clusters. The DTW 
algorithm uses a dynamic programming approach and aligns the time series to mini-
mize the measured distance between them. The final dataset was calculated using eq. 
1, where 𝐹! is the sum of the values of 30 datasets at time 𝑡, 𝑛 is the count of datasets 
and 𝑅"! is value from dataset 𝑥 at time 𝑡. 

𝐹! ='𝑅"!
#

"$%

(1) 

In the final time series, we can identify two periods for the electricity consumption 
(see Fig. 1.): peak period – 10:00 – 18:00, and flat period – 18:00 – 10:00. 

The electricity production is the highest from 9:00 to 13:00. At this time, the pro-
duction is higher than consumption and the difference between production and con-
sumption is electricity that can be stored in the battery and used later. 

  
Fig. 1. Example of electricity production and consumption. 
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For prediction purposes, we added historical measurements at the same time from past 
days. Based on the correlation matrix shown in Fig. 2, we selected 5 attributes of 
historical measurements as an input of the prediction. 

 
Fig. 2. Correlation matrix of dataset. 

5 Prediction 

Prediction using neural networks performs mostly better than prediction using statisti-
cal methods [12]. However, different neural networks have different accuracy. One 
part of this work is to compare the prediction of power consumption using 4 different 
neural networks: feed-forward neural network, LSTM, GRU and Echo-state neural 
network.  

• feed-forward neural network,  
• LSTM,  
• GRU  
• Echo-state neural network.  

5.1 Training and evaluating 

The input values for each neural network are the mentioned historical loads: load 
from 2 days ago, load from 3 days ago, load from a week ago, load from a month ago, 
and load from a year ago. The output value is the predicted consumption. We predict 
data for 28 days in summer from July 15, 2015 to August 15, 2015 and winter data 
from January 15, 2015 to February 15, 2015. To calculate the power consumption 
forecast, a Python program was written with keras and scikit-learn libraries containing 
the implementations of the forecasting algorithms. The prediction model was evaluat-
ed by computing the mean squared error (MSE), where 𝑅 is the vector of observed 
values of the variable being predicted and 𝑌 is the vector of predicted values (see 
eq. 2). 
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𝑀𝑆𝐸 =	
1
𝑛'

(𝑅𝑡 − 𝑌𝑡)&
#

!$%

(2) 

The predicted values were evaluated by computing mean absolute percentage er-
ror (MAPE): 

𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =	
1
𝑛'

|𝑅𝑡 − 𝑌!|
𝑅𝑡

#

!$%

(3) 

6 Optimization model 

In this paper, we minimized the electricity consumption from the distribution network 
after connecting a new microgrid element – high-capacity battery. For calculating the 
return time of investment, we work with the price €0.11 for 1 kWh of energy [11]. A 
suitable battery technology for implementation is a technology called Powerwall from 
Tesla, which contains of 10 batteries specified in Table 1 [9].  

Table 1. Parameters of the selected battery. 

Battery name Tesla Powerwall 2 
Capacity 13.5 kWh 
Technology Lithium-ion 
Guaranteed cycles 10,000 
Effectivity 90 % 
Operating temperature -20 °C - 50 °C 

Dimensions 115 x 75.3 x 14.7 
cm 

Weight 114 kg 
Price 5,500 € 

 
We can store in the battery at time 𝑡 the electricity 𝑏! that equals to the difference of 
production 𝑝! and consumption of electricity 𝑐! at that time 𝑡 (see eq. 4). Electricity 
consumption 𝑐! at time 𝑡 is equal to the sum of production 𝑝! at time 𝑡 and electricity 
from distribution network 𝑑! at time 𝑡 (see eq. 5).  

𝑏! = 𝑝! − 𝑐! (4)			 

𝑐! =	𝑝!+𝑑! (5) 

If we connect a battery, the electricity from the distribution network 𝑑! is equal to: 

𝑑! = 𝑐! + (𝑏!'% − 𝑏!) − 𝑝! (6) 
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Optimization is minimizing the electricity consumption from distribution network; 
our final minimizing function is:  

min𝑋 ='𝑑!
(

!$%

(7) 

7 Results 

7.1 Calculation of return time of investment 

In 2015, all 30 households together consumed 226,110.37 kWh of electricity. After 
connecting the battery, we calculated that the consumption is 204,261.33 kWh from 
the distribution network, which means reduction of 21,849.04 kWh, in total 
€2,403.39. The price of the battery technology is €55,000 and the return time of in-
vestment is 22 years and 11 months. 

7.2 Prediction 

The following Table 2. shows the prediction results and Fig. 4. shows the result con-
sumptions of the first predicted summer week as curves. Daily consumptions during 
the whole summer are similar, these consumptions were predicted with better accura-
cy. The most accurate model is LSTM network with rate 7.17 %. Fig. 5 shows the 
result consumptions of the first predicted winter week as curves. Daily electricity 
consumptions in the winter are erratic. It could be caused by unpredictable weather 
and therefore incalculable usage of heating systems. In this case also the LSTM net-
work has the lowest error rate 16.73 %. 

Table 2. MAPE of four prediction models. 

 Summer data Winter data 
Feed-forward network 7.73 % 16.86 % 
LSTM 7.17 % 16.73 %  
GRU 7.20 % 16.80 %  
Echo-state network 7.87 % 21.50 % 
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Fig. 3. Prediction of consumption in summer. 

 
Fig. 4. Prediction of consumption in winter. 

7.3 Optimization 

In section 6.1 we determined the return time of investments. Using predicted con-
sumption with LSTM model, noisy production and algorithm PSO described above, 
we calculated the optimal charging and discharging of the battery. In summer the 
original consumption was 29,753.79 kWh, after connecting the battery the consump-
tion is 28,024.32 kWh, which means in the summer 5.81 % less electricity from dis-
tribution network is consumed. In the winter the original consumption was 13,418.68 
kWh, after connecting the battery the consumption is 11,046.07 kWh, which means 
reduction 17.68 %. This higher percentage of reduction is caused by lower consump-
tion in the winter, but almost the same high production. Fig. 6 shows the original and 
the new consumptions from distribution network in the first week of the summer, Fig. 
7 in the winter. 
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Fig. 5. Consumption from distribution network in summer before and after optimization. 

 
Fig. 6. Consumption from distribution network in winter before and after optimization. 

8 Conclusion 

In this paper, power demand predictions using different types of neural networks were 
compared and an optimization of power consumption by utilization of high-capacity 
battery was modelled. Neural networks were trained using past measurements of elec-
tricity consumption. Using the predicted consumption data with the best accuracy and 
production data with added Gaussian noise we calculated the optimal battery charge 
management in the future time period. For optimization we introduced our minimiz-
ing function and we used PSO algorithm. There are more ways to improve this work. 
A possible improvement of the work would be an optimization that considers the cost 
of electricity and minimizes it, even if the final consumption from the distribution 
network is higher. Another possible improvement could be an optimization that con-
sider the number of battery charges and discharges. The third possible improvement is 
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to model another optimization function with more attributes, such as weather, popula-
tion, etc. However, these data are not available for now. Such an extension could find 
a better model with better battery charging and discharging scheduling, which would 
ultimately mean more battery power consumption and less electricity consumption 
from the distribution network. 
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Abstract. The subject of my work is to create a system for the behavior recog-
nition of the driver. The system will be designed for the Funtoro platform in the 
form of client – server solution. An Android application will be implemented 
for the client, which will communicate with the server using the HTTP proto-
col. The system will cooperate with other devices such as a camera, GPS and 
speakers, to send or receive data. The driver will be monitored by the camera 
and the video will be sent to the server where it will be processed. The server 
will use computer vision and artificial intelligence to recognize objects in the 
driver's cabin and evaluates the driver's behavior using a safety scale. The level 
of attention will be constantly displayed on the driver's monitor and the warning 
message will be shown, if the level of attention exceeds a certain value. The 
system will be based on similar existing solutions and will be expanded with 
additional features. 

Keywords: driver's attention, Funtoro, computer vision, artificial intelligence. 

1 Introduction 

One quarter to one half of all road accidents are caused by the fact that the driver is 
not focused on driving. Just as it is important to keep your eyes on the road, you need 
to maintain the necessary level of focus while driving. People overestimate their abil-
ity to do more things at once and underestimate the likelihood of an accident happen-
ing. The problem is that the situation on the road can change in a second, and a driver 
busy with other activities responds too late. 

Activities in the car that are not directly related to driving impair the quality of 
driving by diverting attention from driving. Distractions can be both physical and 
mental. Mental states such as fatigue, distraction and aggression lead to an increase of 
the possibility of an accident happening. 

Use of mobile phone in cars is one of the most dangerous driver's distractors that 
contribute to road accidents and injuries inside and outside the vehicle. While hands-
free phones and other methods such as speed dialing or voice activation reduce physi-
cal distraction, the most negative factor associated with using a mobile phone while 
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driving, whether hands-free or hand-held, is diversion from driving. Driver's response 
time can be 30% to 50% slower when calling with a mobile phone while driving. In 
practice, this means that the braking reaction time is slowed by approximately 0.3 to 
0.7 seconds.[1] 

Fortunately, there are many technological devices for detecting driver's distraction 
currently. A sleepy person shows several characteristic facial movements, including 
fast and continuous blinking, head nodding and frequent yawning. Video is usually 
obtained using a simple CCD sensor or a webcam and then image processing algo-
rithms are used to detect the face, eyes or mouth. Using element extraction algo-
rithms, PERCLOS, yawning frequency, or head angle is extracted from the image. 
Driver's behavior is then analyzed and classified using classification methods. A simi-
lar procedure to the detection of driver fatigue can be used to detect interaction with a 
mobile phone, GPS, radio, food or drinks. By analyzing the video using object recog-
nition algorithms, we can determine what object does the driver have in his hand or 
what equipment is he operating. 

2 Related work 

Almost every car company has already integrated artificial intelligence into its latest 
vehicles, whether it is the driver's attention monitoring, vehicle surroundings monitor-
ing or autonomous vehicle driving systems. Most of the companies develop their own 
technologies and do not share them with others. Below, we will describe two systems 
that are not directly linked to any brand and one that is used in Cadillac vehicles. The 
common feature of all solutions is that they use a camera to monitor the driver's be-
havior. 

Driver Monitoring System (DMS) from Veoneer. Veoneer is the world's largest 
company producing safety electronic devices, Advanced Driving Assistance Systems 
(ADAS), collaborative and automated driving systems. Veoneer uses system compo-
nents developed by Seeing Machines, which is a world leader in Human-Machine 
Interface (HMI) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies.[2][3] 

The DMS consists of a small infrared camera and other dashboard-mounted infra-
red light modules. The camera focuses on the driver's face and monitors their atten-
tion by continuously searching for and tracking the features of the driver's face - sim-
ultaneously tracking multiple facial features, eyelids and pupils, large and sudden 
head rotations, and eye angles. The video from the camera is processed in real time 
using the FOVIO Driving Monitor Engine (DME) module. DMS works robustly in all 
foreseeable driving conditions, including direct sunlight and total darkness, regardless 
of race or ethnicity, even when the driver wears sunglasses.[4][5] 

Optalert. Startup Optalert is focused on monitoring the driver's attention by tracking 
his face. The only product on the market, that has scientific confirmation from Har-
vard Medical School. It uses attention monitoring system based on Eyes on Task 
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(EoT) which also takes into account other driver visual tasks and can be specified for 
any vehicle interior. The Johns Drowsiness Scale (JDS) continuously evaluates the 
driver's inattention (from 0 to 10), so the system can warn the driver in time and avoid 
dangerous situations. The JDS driver status scale can be used as an input to other 
vehicle systems. This system can be also easily used in ADAS or Vehicle to every-
thing (V2x) systems.[6] 

DRIVE & CloudDETECT from EDGE3 Technologies. EDGE3 develops solutions 
for monitoring drivers, passengers and various personal belongings with a focus on 
complex on-board monitoring systems based on artificial intelligence for all vehicle 
segments, including autonomous vehicles.[7] 

DRIVE is a comprehensive approach to eliminating driver distraction by monitor-
ing the driver using multiple sensors in real time. It can also identify mobile phone 
use, eating, drinking, smoking, or monitor hand placement.[8] 

CloudDETECT is the first cloud-based solution on the market to extract and identi-
fy unsafe driver behavior. The recorded video (with identified driver's mistakes) is 
stored in the cloud, then it can be analyzed using CloudDETECT to evaluate the driv-
er's behavior. CloudDETECT can identify the same aspects as DRIVE.[9] 

Use of components in my project 
From each existing system, we take something we want to implement into our solu-
tion, try to improve some of the shortcomings and develop a competitive product to 
analyze the driver’s behavior. 
 Functionalities of existing systems that we would like to implement: 

- eye, face and head monitoring (eyelids, head tilt, yawning, talking ...) 
- hand monitoring (EoT definition, steering wheel use, object handling) 
- monitoring under all foreseeable conditions (direct sun, night, glasses, dif-

ferent races and ethnicities) 
- own scale to assess drowsiness and inattention 
- using data from other system components (GPS) 
- real-time image analysis 
- disturbance-free interaction with the driver 

Shortcomings of existing solutions that we will try to improve: 
- camera location (most systems have a camera directly in front of the driver) - 

in our solution we find the ideal camera location experimentally, as the bus 
driver's cabin is different from ordinary cars 

3 Solution design 

3.1 Implementation platform - Funtoro 

We will implement our system on Funtoro devices. These devices are most commonly 
used in buses, trains and airplanes and provide passengers with multimedia entertain-
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ment. The system consists of a server and interactive monitors that are placed on eve-
ry seat, in front of the passengers and can be supplemented with additional features 
such as GPS navigation or a camera. 

Funtoro server FMS5711-SHD-256GB 
The server can handle up to 72 monitors at the same time - sending a different movie 
video stream, application data, and TV broadcast to each monitor. The server is 
equipped with Intel Atom processor with 4GB of DDR3 memory, 32GB of internal 
eMMC memory and 32GB of mSATA storage. The server runs the FreeBSD 12.0 
operating system, which is tailored to the needs of the Funtoro Media On Demand 
(MOD) multimedia system. An external SSD with a capacity of 256 GB is connected 
to the server and is primarily used for storing massive (multimedia) content. 

Funtoro monitor MCT-005-04GB 
The monitor acts as a standalone device with its own Android 4.4 operating system 
and can operate in two modes - driver mode and passenger mode. The mode can be 
set for each monitor separately after accessing the configuration mode. The 10.1" 
touch screen with a resolution of 1024x600 pixels offers a high-quality viewing expe-
rience for movies or TV. The monitor offers wireless connection with Bluetooth and 
Wifi devices. 

Camera Milesight MS-C2682-P 
Wide-view IP camera records video at a resolution of 1280x960 pixels at 30 frames 
per second. An important component is the infrared LED that allows video capture at 
night. The camera is integrated into the system using a hub. 

3.2 Top-level system architecture design 

The proposed system will represent the client - server architectural model. The server 
will be a Funtoro server and the client will be a Funtoro monitor. In addition, other 
components such as a camera and GPS device will be connected to the system to be 
used by the server. An audible notification speaker will be connected to the monitor. 
The following figure (Fig. 1) shows the mentioned architecture design. 
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Fig. 1. Top-level system architecture design 

3.3 Server part design 

Server functions can be divided into three main parts: image processing, attention 
classification, communication and client request processing. Server receives a video 
stream from the IP camera via the HTTP protocol. The video is then processed and 
sent to the client as needed (more details are provided in the video processing sub-
chapter). The server will also use GPS data - especially speed to classify attention. 
Communication with the client is realized via the HTTP API and the functionality of 
the connection is controlled by response messages from the client. 

Video processing. The video is recorded at 30 fps. We will try experimentally to 
determine if we can analyze all captured images without any significant delay. Video 
processing will be divided into several steps. Video will be processed in parallel - in 
one stream the detection of fatigue and micro-sleep is processed and in the other the 
distraction by other objects is processed. 

To identify fatigue, the face and its features must be detected first. We use the Vio-
la Jones algorithm, which uses the Haar cascade classifier, from the OpenCV library, 
to detect the face. Level of eye openness is obtained using the SVM classifier. By 
experimentally combining several measured factors, we will try to determine the de-
gree of drowsiness as accurately as possible. 

In the second parallel flow we will focus on the driver’s distraction, especially us-
ing the phone, eating, drinking, or having hands off the wheel. We will apply various 
deep-learning algorithms for object recognition from the OpenCV library, which uses 
pre-trained neural networks. We will try to optimize algorithms experimentally. 
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Each part will be classified separately to distinguish whether the driver is tired or 
distracted, and then the rate of distraction (fatigue) is calculated and sent to the client. 
The ideal frequency of sending messages to the client is calculated experimentally. 

3.4 Client part design 

The app will be designed for the Funtoro monitor running Android 4.4. Since the 
image processing and most calculations are performed by the server, the primary task 
of the application will be to display the data to the driver and to warn him in case of 
excessive distraction. 

The application will work in two modes. The first mode is standard - the applica-
tion is displayed fullscreen and the driver can interact with the application. The sec-
ond mode is when the application is running in the background - it performs all stand-
ard calculations and is displayed in the foreground through a narrow bar with the 
distraction meter. In case of danger, a pop-up window appears over other running 
applications (Fig. 2). 

Upon receiving data from the server, the client calculates the degree of drowsiness 
or distraction, determines the objective hazard (from 1 to 10) and displays it on a 
scale. The application will record the individual driver mistakes (total drowsiness 
level, phone usage time, handling other objects) and the driver will be able to view 
statistics at the end of the journey. The application will be able to stream video from 
the camera - when setting the ideal camera position or to verify the functionality of 
the entire system (driver mistakes will be highlighted directly in the video stream). 
 

 
Fig.2. Distraction meter is placed in the top of the screen when the driver uses another 
app. Pop-up window is shown because the level of distraction has exceeded the limit.  
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Abstract. Automatic Drum Transcription (ADT) is a sub-task of Au-
tomatic Music Transcription (AMT) problem in Music Information Re-
trieval (MIR), which is constrained to transcribing percussive instru-
ments. Previous works have demonstrated accurate transcriptions in sim-
pler scenarios with decrease in performance as problem formulation gets
more complex. Our approach combines strengths of 2 different NMF-
based solutions. Partially Fixed Non-negative Matrix Factorization (PF-
NMF) fixes drum components in the dictionary during factorization to
get clean detection of drum events while leaving the rest flexible to ex-
plain the remaining musical content. Non-negative Matrix Factor De-
convolution (NMFD) increases fidelity of reconstruction and produces
sharper activations for onset detection in general, by modelling tempo-
ral dimension of the components in the dictionary explicitly. We eval-
uate our method on two problem formulations: Drum Transcription of
Drum-only recordings (DTD) and Drum Transcription in the presence of
Melodic instruments (DTM). In DTD evaluation, our algorithm outper-
forms NMF-based state-of-the-art solutions by reaching 0.92 F-measure.

Keywords: Automatic drum transcription · non-negative matrix fac-
torization · digital signal processing · spectrogram decomposition.

1 Introduction

Automatic Music Transcription (AMT) is a long-standing challenge in Music
Information Retrieval (MIR) research. The goal is to analyze a musical audio
recording and produce symbolic notation that carries musical semantics about
given audio piece. The problem of AMT is considered a ”holy grail” of MIR,
as it produces a representation that is very fruitful when approaching many
other tasks. For feasibility reasons, large body of previous work has considered

? Master study programme in field: Intelligent Software Systems
Supervisor: Lukáš Marták, Institute of Computational Perception, Johannes Kepler
University Linz
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the problem with constraining assumptions. In its full complexity, considering
multiple instruments with all the distinctive musical artifacts they can produce,
the grand challenge remains posed.

Popular music usually includes several musical instruments that sounds at
the same time (polyphony) and create harmony. Therefore AMT has to deal
with many non-trivial sub-tasks as musical instrument detection, onset and offset
detection, multiple pitch estimation, musical dynamics estimation, etc. Typically,
problem is considered for a particular instrument or group of instruments.

Automatic Drum Transcription (ADT) is a sub-task of AMT. For harmonic
and melodic instruments, as considered in AMT, each note is mainly described by
it’s pitch, onset timing and duration. Each note is also played with some loudness,
which is quantified by a property called ”velocity” in the MIDI standard, but
it started to be considered only recently [1]. In a set of percussive instruments
such as drums, each drum instrument has typically a fixed pitch and elicits
”note” - a particular recognizable sound - when played. Hence, pitch detection
of AMT translates into source attribution in ADT. As note duration is almost
never controlled by the musician playing drums, it is not considered in the score
notation either. Also majority of systems focuses on transcribing basic strikes
and don’t take into account playing technique Therefore, problem is reduced to
detection of note onsets [2].

There are several applications where automatic drum transcription system
would be really useful. During drum lectures or practicing drums at home it could
help to teach drummer to play drums on time and correctly using gamification
techniques . Also to separate tracks for particular drums during studio drum
recording can be helpful either for professional music production where several
microphones capture all drums, or for amateur music producers who might only
have a single microphone. Further automatic detection of rhythm could improve
searching capabilities for music by groove [2].

Previous research on ADT systems has addressed above mentioned prob-
lems within several specific problem formulations. Namely, Drum Sound Classi-
fication (DSC), Drum Technique Classification (DTC), Drum Transcription of
Drum-only recordings (DTD) that with the presence of additional percussion in-
struments is called Drum Transcription in the presence of additional Percussion
(DTP) or with the presence of melodic instruments is called Drum Transcription
in the presence of Melodic instruments (DTM) [2]. We decided to target DTM
and DTD formulations, as those are very common cases in popular music and
there is still room for improvement.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, related work is
outlined in Sec. 2. After a review we describe our approach in detail in Sec. 4. Fol-
lowing Sec. 5 describes our evaluation methodology, used dataset, configuration
of our algorithms and critical assessment of results. Finally, Sec. 6 summarizes
this contribution and presents ideas for future elaboration.
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2 Related Work

In this section, state-of-the-art systems in DTM and DTD are presented. It
should be noted that in literature authors usually target these research problems
on 3 main drum instruments: Hi-Hat (HH), Snare Drum (SD) and Kick Drum
(KD). Therefore we present our solution for the same drum instruments in this
work.

The transcription process has been previously done by different machine
learning methods. Existing solutions can be mainly discerned into two categories:
Deep Neural Networks (DNN) and Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF).

Within DNN approaches, Bi-Directional Recurrent Neural Network (BDRNN)
was used. It was shown that this approach worked very well on audio record-
ings where drummers played the snare drum with different techniques [3]. Other
BDRNN-based approaches used soft attention mechanisms and peripheral con-
nections to model more complex temporal relationships in their latent features.
Although they achieved high accuracy, robustness against data distribution shift
didn’t stand out among these models [4]. Another approach based on two-layer
RNN architecture with time-shifted labels (tsRNN) exploited idea of slightly
shifting original annotations forwards in time for training, and treat detected
onsets during prediction time the same way. It has been shown to perform as
well as BDRNN with significantly lower complexity [5]. In contrast, Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNN) based approaches have shown much better ro-
bustness [4], but in combination with RNN or NMFD (Non-Negative Matrix
Factor Deconvolution) overall performance didn’t increase significantly [4, 6, 7].

Among NMF-based approaches, different variants were applied. Partially
Fixed Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (PFNMF) keeps part of the dictio-
nary matrix (e.g. percussive sources only) fixed during the factorization, while
the rest is being updated. This formulation was first applied without any im-
provements [8], followed by an improved formulation that adds weight matrix
for different components and additional template adaptation mechanisms [9].
One of the other approaches was NMF decomposition with Semi-Adaptive bases
(SANMF). The semi-adaptiveness refers to the behaviour of dictionary matrix
over the progress of decomposition [10]. It is held almost fixed at the beginning,
so focus is on identifying activations of drums as captured by default templates,
and as the iteration limit approaches, the dictionary is progressively released
for updates, to adapt to the particular recording. Another extension of NMF,
called Non-negative Matrix Factor Deconvolution (NMFD), incorporates tempo-
ral dimension in its dictionary of components. This is especially helpful for drum
sounds, some of which exhibit highly non-linear spectro-temporal evolution [11].

In conclusion, DNN-based approaches seem to be more successful than NMF-
based ones, as they have better capability of modelling complex relationships and
finding latent features in music in general. On the other hand, they are prone to
overfitting, harder to interpret and less robust to data distribution shift. NMF-
based approaches are less prone to overfitting, easy to interpret and more robust.
On the other hand they generally show worse results than DNNs (although only
on average, the performance gap is not huge) and worse modelling capacity.
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In this work, we investigate the avenue of augmenting existing NMF-based
approaches with a goal of increasing performance without losing the valuable
properties like interpretability of components and robustness that we have in
contrast with the DNN-based methods.

3 Non-negative Matrix Factorization

The NMF algorithm takes a non-negative input matrix X and decomposes it
into 2 matrices. In audio decomposition X ∈ Rm×n+ is a magnitude spectrogram
with m spectral components and n time frames. NMF approximates the input
matrix by linear combination of the factor matrices [12]

X ≈W ·H (1)

Matrix W ∈ Rm×r+ , dictionary matrix, represents spectral features of sources
present in the input matrix. Matrix H ∈ Rr×n+ , activation matrix, dispose of
time-varying gains representing amount of presence of these sources in the input.
Number of sources to model (denoted by r) is picked as an assumption a priori.

This decomposition is an iterative process where success of reconstruction
is measured using a cost function such as KL divergence or Euclidean distance
and matrices are updated using multiplicative update rules [13] or projected
coordinate gradient descent [12].

3.1 Partially Fixed Non-negative Matrix Factorization

The PFNMF algorithm is a derivative of NMF. It splits matrices W and H
into two parts - components and activations for harmonic instruments and drum
instruments separately. For better understanding we give an illustration of algo-

X W
H

W
D

H
H

H
D

.≈

r
H  
x  n 

r
D  
x  n

m x r
H

m x r
D

m x n

Fig. 1: Illustration of PFNMF algorithm, reprinted from [8]. Drum and Harmonic
instruments are denoted by subscripts (·)D and (·)H respectively.

rithm in Fig. 1 reprinted from [8]. Reconstruction of input is as follows [8]:

X ≈WD ·HD + WH ·HH (2)
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During factorization process it fixes drum components WD ∈ Rm×rD+ in the
dictionary matrix to get clean detection of drum events in activation matrix
HD ∈ RrD×n+ while leaving the rest (WH ∈ Rm×rH+ and HH ∈ RrH×n+ ) flexible
to explain the remaining musical content. rD denotes number of drum sources
while rH denotes number of harmonic sources.

This method assumes initialization of WD dictionary to spectral character-
istics that are statistically representative of the considered drum instruments,
according to some data sample (more in subsection 4.4).

3.2 Non-negative Matrix Factor Deconvolution

The NMFD algorithm is yet another derivative of NMF. It increases fidelity of
reconstruction and produces sharper activations for onset detection by modelling
temporal dimension of the components in the dictionary matrix explicitly. This
effectively trades off time and space complexity of the method for fidelity of
reconstruction.

The formulation of NMFD algorithm builds upon the
i→
(·) operator, which

shifts the columns of its argument by i spots to the right, padding by zeros from
the left [14]. The reconstruction is then given by

X ≈
T−1∑

t=0

W[t] ·
t→
H (3)

where T is the size of temporal axis in dictionary entries (number of time
frames with which each spectrogram-like entry in the musical instrument dictio-
nary matrix is stored), and W[t] ∈ Rm×r+ is a slice of t-th time frame that form

the full 3-dimensional dictionary matrix W ∈ Rm×r×T+ .
Detailed formulation of the NMFD algorithm is available in [14]. We attach

an illustration of this algorithm applied to the DTD problem of ADT in Fig. 2
for the reader’s convenience.

Fig. 2: Illustration of NMFD algorithm. Reproduced from [2].

4 Our approach

We propose to combine the strengths of two existing NMF-based approaches -
Partially Fixed Non-negative Matrix Factorization (PFNMF) and Non-negative
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Matrix Factor Deconvolution (NMFD). Hence, we call this method Partially
Fixed Non-negative Matrix Factor Deconvolution (PFNMFD).

4.1 Partially Fixed Non-negative Matrix Factor Deconvolution

We combine improved PFNMF [9] with NMFD [14] by fixing drum components
in the dictionary matrix during factorization process while modelling temporal
dimension of the components in the dictionary matrix and altering the decompo-
sition by sum over temporal axis according to the NMFD rule. Figure 3 illustrates
the decomposition along with dimensions of its parameters.

X W
H

W
D

A

r x r

.

H
H

H
D

.
≈

r
H  

x  n 

r
D  

x  n

m x r
H
 x t m x r

D 
x t m x n

Fig. 3: Illustration of the PFNMFD algorithm.

The input spectrogram is now factorized by

X ≈
T−1∑

t=0

(α ·W[t]
D ·

t→
HD + β ·W[t]

H ·
t→
HH) (4)

where α and β come from the weight matrix A ∈ Rr×r+ such that r =
rD + rH , defined in the improved PFNMF [9]. In words, A is a diagonal matrix
that contains weighting coefficients for individual sources to balance drum and
harmonic dictionaries in the NMF cost function.

More precisely, A = diag([α
→
1rD ;β

→
1rH ]) where

→
1 c is an all-one vector of

length c. This matrix is thus defined by (α, β) which are set to increase weights
of drum instruments α = (rD + rH)/rH at the expense of weights of harmonic
instruments β = rH/(rD + rH). If rH = 0, the algorithm doesn’t balance instru-
ments [9].

Multiplicative Update Rules Since we fuse together PFNMF and NMFD
algorithms, the multiplicative update rules for our parameters WH , HD, HH

are different as well, but still specific to the cost function in use.
Euclidean distance cost function yields following updates:

W
[t]
H ←−W

[t]
H ⊗

X(
t→
HH)>

(αWDHD + βWHHH)(
t→
HH)>

(5)
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HD ←− HD ⊗
W

[t]
D

>
[
t←
X ]

W
[t]
D

>
(αWDHD + βWHHH)←t

(6)

HH ←− HH ⊗
W

[t]
H

>
[
t←
X ]

W
[t]
H

>
(αWDHD + βWHHH)←t

(7)

∀t ∈ [0...T − 1]

In case of KL divergence cost function, multiplicative update rules were following:

W
[t]
H ←−W

[t]
H ⊗

X
αWDHD+βWHHH

(
t→
HH)>

1(
t→
HH)>

(8)

HD ←− HD ⊗
W

[t]
D

>
[ X
αWDHD+βWHHH

]←t

W
[t]
D

>
1

(9)

HH ←− HH ⊗
W

[t]
H

>
[ X
αWDHD+βWHHH

]←t

W
[t]
H

>
1

(10)

∀t ∈ [0...T − 1]

4.2 System Overview

The transcription system pipeline can be broken down into 3 main stages: dic-
tionary initializaiton, decomposition, and onset detection.

First, we initialize the drum components of the dictionary WD with the
”templates”, that we construct form recordings of isolated hits on drum instru-
ments. There are multiple ways to go about this, but we choose to construct our
templates by averaging time-aligned magnitude spectrograms of isolated sam-
ples, for the sake of simplicity. This would be the ”learning” bit in the machine
learning context.

Remaining stages are relevant to inference. First, magnitude spectrogram is
computed from the input audio snippet and subsequently decomposed using our
PFNMFD method. Activations of the drum components HD are then filtered
for onset detection to generate predicted onset-level transcription. Drum events
are recognized from potential ones based on several rules (more in 4.5).

Figure 4 illustrates the high-level architecture of our ADT system. We further
detail these processing stages in subsections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5.
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Spectral

Analysis

Monophonic

drums 

Initialization of

drum components 

W
D

Dictionary Initialization

Spectral

Analysis

PFNMFD

Input Audio

Snippets

Decomposition Onset Detection

Activation Filtering
Onset-level

Transcription

Fig. 4: Pipeline of our ADT system.

4.3 Spectral Analysis

In this subsection, we detail the choice of parameters for spectral analysis used
to compute magnitude spectrograms from input audio snippets. This is relevant
for both initialization and decomposition stages, and (needless to say that) we
use the exact same parameters in both stages for obvious reasons.

We follow the choice of previous state-of-the-art algorithms which trans-
formed input audio snippets into magnitude spectrograms by taking absolute
values of the complex Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) spectrograms.
This permits us to compare our results with majority of previous works and
state-of-the-art systems. We used the unnormalized, linearly scaled magnitude
spectrograms.

One can also find other kinds of Digital Signal Processing (DSP) pipelines
used in the relevant ADT literature. These produce various inputs representa-
tions, such as Mel-Cepstrum Modulation Sepctrum (MCMS). We leave the ex-
ploration of influence of different input representations on our method to future
work.

4.4 Initialization

To initialize our method, audio recordings with monophonic events of drum
instruments are needed. We use IDMT-SMT-Drums [15] dataset, in which each
of the drum instruments (KD, SD, and HH) has 95 audio recordings with isolated
hits. For instance, one audio recording includes ≈ 10 hits on the drum instrument
interlaced with short breaks of silence.

We initialize each drum instrument by following three steps procedure:

1. sample segmentation by onset detection (in case onset labels are not avail-
able) followed by extraction of fixed-length snippets starting at designated
onset times,

2. calculating average time-frequency representation for each audio recording
over its segmented samples,
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3. calculating average time-frequency representation for each instrument over
set of averages of given instrument computed in the previous step.

In first phase we summed up magnitudes per frame that resulted in vector
of total energy for concrete magnitude spectrogram. It was followed by apply-
ing onset detection algorithm on this vector that filtered times of drum events
according to rules described in 4.5.

In the second stage, these time information were used for picking spectral
frames from magnitude spectrogram that were averaged. After this step average
time-frequency representation of instrument for particular recording was created.

In third phase, we repeated previous two steps for many recordings and at
the end we calculated average time-frequency representation of instrument over
set of recordings by averaging all average representations per instrument.

4.5 Onset Detection

After factorization process, matrix HD with potential drum events is processed
by onset detection algorithm. Potential activation is considered as real activation
if these terms are fulfilled [5]:

1. F(n) = max(F(n-m), ..., F(n+m))
2. F(n) >= mean(F(n-a), ..., F(n+m)) + δ
3. n - nlp > w

δ is a variable threshold. Peak must be the maximum value within a window size
2m + 1. Also it has to exceed mean value plus threshold within a window size
2a + 1. In addition it must have at least a distance w + 1 to the last detected
peak (nlp) [5].

5 Evaluation

We evaluate algorithms on DTD and DTM datasets. In addition to evaluating
our method, we re-implement and evaluate the improved PFNMF algorithm
with additional template adaptation that is described in [9], to enable for as
fair comparison to the baseline as possible. We also experiment with different
configurations that for DTD and DTM results are not reported in the ADT
literature.

In this section we first detail the datasets we use along with configurations of
experiments with the evaluated methods. Subsequently, we present and discuss
the results of our evaluation.

5.1 Datasets

Two standard testing datasets are used for evaluation. The IDMT-SMT-Drums [15]
dataset is used for DTD evaluation. It contains sampled, synthesized and recorded
drum tracks. It comprises around 550 files with approximate length 15 seconds
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out of which 95 are simple polyphonic drum tracks. We use 14 audio recordings
that represent 3 mentioned categories of drums.

Second dataset the ENST-Drums [16] is used for DTM evaluation. Record-
ings are available as solo drum and harmonic instrument tracks or as mixtures.
Average length of one recording is approximetly 20 seconds. We use 12 audio
recordings as mixtures.

5.2 Experiment Configuration

We have to set several important parameters that influence spectral analysis,
PFNMFD or PFNMF methods and onset detection algorithm.

To compare our method with state-of-the-art systems we need to preprocess
input signal in the same way. Therefore we use 44.1kHz sampling rate, Hanning
window with size 2048 and hop length with the value 512 ( 1

4 -th of the window
size).

We also set parameters for improving the performance of algorithms. These
parameters are:

– opt - optimization method. Values of this parameter are either mu (multi-
plicative updates) or pg (projected gradient)

– lr - learning rate. It contains values between (0;1) It is used only with opti-
mization method pg

– cf - cost function. Values of this parameter are either ed (Euclidean distance)
or kl (KL divergence)

– sparse - sparsity. It is applied on matrix HD Theoretically, it can contain
any real value. We use values within interval <0;1>. Higher values make
matrix more sparse HD.

– update - additional update. It means whether matrix HD should be addi-
tionally updated after factorization process.

Onset detection algorithm dispose of parameters that helps to filter out drum
events from potential ones. Table 1 contains the set of parameters we empirically
found to give good performance. This is by no means an optimal configuration,
and more rigorous search (such as Bayesian optimization) might uncover any
remaining potential for improvement.

Onset detection algorithm parameters

pre max post max pre avg post avg threshold wait

4 4 5 5 0.1 × max(HD[i]) 4

Table 1: Parameters of onset detection algorithm with fixed values

We set pre max and post max to 4 defining whether value of actual activa-
tion is greater than maximum value from previous 4 and following 4 activations.
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pre avg and post avg were set to 5 that defined whether value of actual acti-
vation is greater than average value from previous 5 and following 5 activations.
Parameter wait set to 4 denotes the minimal number of activations between 2
consecutive activations. Parameter threshold denotes the minimal value real
activation needs to have. The value needs to be at least 0.1 times the strongest
hit of all activations for particular drum instrument.

The standard information retrieval metrics Precision (P), Recall (R) and F-
measure (F) are used to evaluate the algorithms. True positive, false positive
and false negative onsets are identified by using 50ms tolerance window. We use
the same tolerance as state-of-the-art systems.

5.3 Results

In this section, we present results of both PFNMNF baseline and our PFNMFD
algorithm on both DTD and DTM problems. In all tables that follow, grey rows
denote the best results in particular table.

ID opt lr cf sparse update WD P R F P R F P R F P R F

1 mu  - ed 0 No 1.0 0.99 0.99 0.85 1.0 0.90 0.85 0.84 0.84 0.90 0.94 0.91

2 mu  - ed 0.5 No 1.0 0.99 0.99 0.86 1.0 0.91 0.85 0.69 0.74 0.90 0.89 0.88

3 mu  - ed 0 Yes 1.0 0.99 0.99 0.86 1.0 0.91 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.90 0.94 0.91

4 mu  - ed 0.5 Yes 1.0 0.99 0.99 0.86 1.0 0.91 0.86 0.69 0.75 0.90 0.89 0.88

5 mu  - kd 0 No 1.0 0.99 0.99 0.86 1.0 0.91 0.86 0.69 0.75 0.90 0.89 0.88

6 mu  - kd 0.5 No 0.76 0.99 0.85 0.56 0.99 0.70 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.73 0.95 0.81

7 mu  - kd 0 Yes 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.83 1.0 0.89 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.89 0.94 0.91

8 mu  - kd 0.5 Yes 0.68 0.99 0.80 0.50 0.99 0.65 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.68 0.95 0.77

9 pg 0.15 ed 0 No 1.0 0.99 0.99 0.86 1.0 0.91 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.90 0.94 0.91

10 pg 0.15 ed 0.5 No 1.0 0.99 0.99 0.81 1.0 0.88 0.85 0.46 0.55 0.89 0.82 0.81

11 pg 0.15 ed 0 Yes 1.0 0.99 0.99 0.85 1.0 0.91 0.84 0.84 0.83 0.90 0.94 0.91

12 pg 0.15 ed 0.5 Yes 1.0 0.99 0.99 0.81 1.0 0.88 0.84 0.49 0.56 0.88 0.83 0.81

TotalConfigurations KD SD HH

Table 2: DTD evaluation of PFNMF algorithm with 1000 iterations

In Table. 2 we can see that many models reach the best result - 0.91 total
F-measure. None of them use sparsity (sparsity value equals to 0). It could mean
value 0.5 is too high. We can also notice that if sparsity is applied, mostly metric
Recall for hi-hat drops significantly. The reason could be frequent occurrence of
hi-hat in music. If this value is high, it could remove some hits.

Next, we can see that high sparsity value deteriorates results of algorithms
using projected gradient optimization more than multiplicative update rules.

We further notice that hi-hat results are in general the worst. It makes sense
since sound of hi-hat is the most diverse one (open hi-hat, closed hi-hat, etc.).

In Table. 3 PFNMFD algorithms using projected gradient for optimization
clearly dominates. Moreover, the best PFNMFD algorithms get slightly better
results - 0.92 total F-measure - than best PFNMF algorithms in DTD evaluation
(previous figure).
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ID opt lr cf sparse update WD P R F P R F P R F P R F

1 mu  - ed 0 No 0.88 0.98 0.91 0.77 1.0 0.86 0.96 0.88 0.91 0.87 0.95 0.90

2 mu  - ed 0.5 No 0.88 0.97 0.91 0.76 0.99 0.85 0.96 0.88 0.92 0.87 0.95 0.89

3 mu  - ed 0 Yes 0.87 0.97 0.91 0.76 1.0 0.85 0.96 0.89 0.92 0.87 0.95 0.89

4 mu  - ed 0.5 Yes 0.88 0.97 0.91 0.74 1.0 0.84 0.96 0.89 0.92 0.86 0.95 0.89

5 mu  - kd 0 No 0.88 0.97 0.91 0.68 0.98 0.78 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.84 0.96 0.88

6 mu  - kd 0.5 No 0.89 0.98 0.92 0.68 0.98 0.78 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.84 0.96 0.88

7 mu  - kd 0 Yes 0.89 0.97 0.92 0.68 0.98 0.78 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.84 0.96 0.88

8 mu  - kd 0.5 Yes 0.89 0.98 0.92 0.68 0.98 0.78 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.84 0.96 0.88

9 pg 0.15 ed 0 No 0.96 0.99 0.97 0.80 1.0 0.87 0.96 0.89 0.93 0.91 0.96 0.92

10 pg 0.15 ed 0.5 No 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.70 1.0 0.80 0.93 0.41 0.52 0.86 0.80 0.77

11 pg 0.15 ed 0 Yes 0.96 0.99 0.97 0.80 1.0 0.87 0.95 0.89 0.92 0.90 0.96 0.92

12 pg 0.15 ed 0.5 Yes 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.69 1.0 0.80 0.94 0.36 0.48 0.87 0.79 0.75

Configurations KD SD HH Total

Table 3: DTD evaluation of PFNMFD algorithm with 500 iterations and number
of frames modelling spectral bases of instruments equaled to 10 (t=10)

Our method outperforms the NMF algorithms within DTD evaluation men-
tioned in [2]. We can see comparison results in Table 4.

  Methods F1(%)

  PFNMFD 92

  NMFD [14] 90

  SANMF [10] 85

  PFNMF [8] 71.5

  AM1 [9] 72.5

  AM2 [9] 69.2

Table 4: Detailed results comparison of DTD evaluation. We can see that our
approach PFNMFD outperforms NMF-based solutions. We have to mention that
we test our method on subset of 20 songs of IDMT-SMT-Drums dataset

Metrics also suggest, that PFNMFD models hi-hat better than PFNMF. We
further observe, that if sparsity is applied on algorithm using projected gradient,
performance drops drastically more than in PFNMF.

DTM is more complex than DTD therefore metrics dropped significantly. We
can notice in Table. 5 that best PFNMF models reach 0.67 total F-measure. Too
high sparsity deteriorate performance of models. But this time algorithms using
multiplicative update optimization suffer. We can also notice that algorithms
with PG optimization use very low learning rate. We assume that the reason is
by a large amount of parameters (100 harmonic instruments) that effect error
rate. Therefore learning rate must be really small.
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ID opt lr cf sparse update WD P R F P R F P R F P R F

1 mu  - ed 0 No 0.65 0.83 0.71 0.78 0.62 0.65 0.57 0.53 0.50 0.67 0.66 0.62

2 mu  - ed 0.5 No 0.69 0.78 0.71 0.84 0.44 0.53 0.61 0.08 0.14 0.71 0.44 0.46

3 mu  - ed 0 Yes 0.65 0.84 0.72 0.78 0.62 0.65 0.56 0.52 0.50 0.67 0.66 0.62

4 mu  - ed 0.5 Yes 0.68 0.78 0.71 0.86 0.42 0.52 0.65 0.13 0.19 0.73 0.44 0.47

5 mu  - kd 0 No 0.65 0.85 0.72 0.80 0.64 0.67 0.65 0.69 0.62 0.70 0.72 0.67

6 mu  - kd 0.5 No 0.59 0.38 0.42 0.67 0.14 0.21 0.58 0.33 0.40 0.60 0.28 0.34

7 mu  - kd 0 Yes 0.63 0.85 0.71 0.84 0.63 0.68 0.65 0.67 0.61 0.71 0.72 0.67

8 mu  - kd 0.5 Yes 0.60 0.37 0.41 0.66 0.15 0.23 0.58 0.30 0.36 0.61 0.28 0.33

9 pg 0.0005 ed 0 No 0.67 0.72 0.68 0.49 0.72 0.56 0.62 0.54 0.50 0.59 0.66 0.58

10 pg 0.0005 ed 0.5 No 0.67 0.72 0.68 0.50 0.72 0.56 0.63 0.57 0.52 0.60 0.67 0.59

11 pg 0.0005 ed 0 Yes 0.65 0.71 0.67 0.48 0.72 0.55 0.61 0.53 0.50 0.58 0.65 0.57

12 pg 0.0005 ed 0.5 Yes 0.67 0.73 0.68 0.49 0.71 0.56 0.63 0.55 0.51 0.59 0.67 0.58

Configurations KD SD HH Total

Table 5: DTM evaluation of PFNMFD algorithm with 1000 iterations and 100
number of templates modelling harmonic instruments (rH=100)

ID opt lr cf sparse update WD P R F P R F P R F P R F

1 mu  - ed 0 No 0.41 0.25 0.28 0.68 0.14 0.22 0.68 0.15 0.23 0.59 0.18 0.24

2 mu  - ed 0.5 No 0.41 0.23 0.27 0.65 0.13 0.20 0.63 0.14 0.21 0.56 0.17 0.23

3 mu  - ed 0 Yes 0.38 0.22 0.25 0.70 0.14 0.22 0.63 0.15 0.21 0.57 0.17 0.22

4 mu  - ed 0.5 Yes 0.41 0.22 0.26 0.71 0.14 0.22 0.63 0.13 0.20 0.58 0.17 0.23

5 mu  - kd 0 No 0.44 0.33 0.35 0.88 0.23 0.35 0.61 0.24 0.31 0.64 0.27 0.34

6 mu  - kd 0.5 No 0.46 0.32 0.35 0.90 0.20 0.31 0.68 0.26 0.35 0.68 0.26 0.34

7 mu  - kd 0 Yes 0.43 0.32 0.35 0.80 0.24 0.35 0.69 0.26 0.35 0.64 0.27 0.35

8 mu  - kd 0.5 Yes 0.43 0.32 0.33 0.84 0.23 0.34 0.70 0.27 0.36 0.65 0.27 0.39

9 pg 0.00001 ed 0 No 0.77 0.82 0.78 0.78 0.67 0.67 0.53 0.15 0.19 0.69 0.55 0.55

10 pg 0.00001 ed 0.5 No 0.77 0.82 0.78 0.79 0.66 0.68 0.56 0.11 0.14 0.70 0.53 0.53

11 pg 0.00001 ed 0 Yes 0.77 0.82 0.78 0.78 0.67 0.8 0.48 0.12 0.15 0.67 0.54 0.53

12 pg 0.00001 ed 0.5 Yes 0.77 0.82 0.78 0.79 0.67 0.68 0.55 0.11 0.13 0.70 0.53 0.53

Configurations KD SD HH Total

Table 6: DTM evaluation of PFNMFD algorithm with 500 iterations, t = 10 and
rh = 100

Usage of PFNMFD algorithms in DTM evaluation is a little bit worse. In
Table. 6 we can see that the best model reaches 0.55 F-measure. In general
models using PG optimization reach better results then algorithms using MU
optimization. We don’t outperform state-of-the-art NMF models in DM evalua-
tion mentioned in [2].

Also, from all of the experiments, we notice that additional updating of WD

doesn’t improve performance.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we analyzed DTD and DTM research topics. We proposed PFN-
MFD algorithm that is combination of PFNMF and NMFD. Our algorithm
outperformed NMF-based solutions in DTD evaluation of state-of-the-art sys-
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tems. We used different configurations of algorithm during evaluation process.
We have acquired some knowledge that we can take into account in future work.

Sparsity values were too high. We can set it to smaller values and see the
results - especially with algorithms using PG optimization. Also we could set
sparsity separately for hi-hat since too high sparsity value had mostly bad im-
pact. Other finding is that using PG optimization is powerful - it outperformed
multiplicative update optimization several times. We could improve PG opti-
mization with adaptive learning rate or momentum. Further we could try set
higher t value that defines number of frames modelling templates of instruments
in dictionary matrix. We could also try to set t per drum instrument since each
of them has different decay length. Since specific additional WD update didn’t
help, we could try decomposition with semi-adaptive NMF bases - SANMF [10].
In matter of fact updates used in our evaluation didn’t have any constraints. It
can be problem because without limit they are not pushed to model sounds of
drum instruments but mixture of multiple instruments. In future we could also
focus on modelling drum playing technique by incorporating neural networks
that would model techniques for each drum instrument.
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Abstract. In this paper we show how to calculate the number of cy-
cle subgraphs with a certain domination number. Specifically, they are
spanning subgraphs, which are exponentially numerous, and therefore we
have created an efficient algorithm that calculates the domination num-
ber only on 1

4
of them and reveals it on the other subgraphs based on

the similarity between them. Using this method, we are able to calculate
the number of subgraphs with a certain domination number on a cycle
of order 40 in about 4 hours. If we have these numbers, we can calculate
the mean value of domination number on a random graph, which we can
model, for example, a communication network.
These numbers can be arranged in two dimensional integer table in which
we discovered the relationships from which we derived the formulas to
calculate domination numbers of cycle subgraphs. The first is recurrent,
where we need to know the number of subgraphs with a certain domi-
nation number on 3 smaller cycles in order to be able to calculate the
following. The second relationship refers to the mean of the domination
number of the cycle subgraphs if the probability of edges is specified.

Keywords: Domination number · Cycle graph · Spanning subgraphs ·

Integer sequence.

1 Introduction

The domination number and the dominating set [1, 6] are one of the essential
characteristics of the graph and domination problem is NP-complete [2]. The
dominating set Z for a graph G is Z ⊆ V (G) such that every vertex not in
Z must be connected by an edge to at least one vertex of Z. We want to find
the smallest possible such set, also called minimum dominating set, because this
set well models the optimal distribution of some objects in the graph, which is
useful for various problems. The domination number [3, 6] is the cardinality of
this minimum dominating set.

? Master study programme in field: Informatics
Supervisor: Dr. Dušan Bernát, Institute of Computer Engineering and Applied In-
formatics, Faculty of Informatics and Information Technologies STU in Bratislava
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This work deals with calculating the domination number on each spanning
subgraph of a cycle of order n. Since the number of subgraphs is 2n, it is necessary
to simplify this problem as much as possible in order to be able to calculate the
domination number of the subgraphs of large cycle in a reasonable time. These
subgraphs model very well different networks or other relationships, because
in the real world, lines in the network or relationships between entities can
go wrong, and that is exactly what the missing edges in the graph do. If we
can calculate the domination number of each subgraph of the cycle, then we
can calculate, for example, the mean value of domination number on a random
graph if we know the probability of the edges appearing in the graph. This is
a more theoretical problem, because the cycle graph does not occur much in
the real world. But if we find a solution to this problem in a simple way, it can
help us with more complicated graphs that arise from the cycle, for example, a
Cartesian product with another graph or in another way.

We will show how we simplified this problem four times due to the similarity
of subgraphs. Then we will show the patterns that have been discovered to solve
this problem even more efficiently. We were inspired by [4] to search for patterns.
In this article authors show recurrence formula for domination polynomial of
cycles.

2 Naive approach

2.1 Representation of subgraphs

We use bit encoding for the cycle subgraphs. For cycle of size n we need n bits
because we have 2n subgraphs. The set bit represents the edge in the subgraph
and the zero bit represents missing edge. In the decimal system, the subgraphs
will be represented by the numbers 0 to 2n − 1.

2.2 Algorithm

We can see that all subgraphs are made up only of paths or isolated vertices. The
isolated vertex must be in the minimum dominating set because it is not con-
nected with any other vertex. The domination number of path can be calculated
by the formula bn+2

3 c [3], where n is number of vertices.

The naive algorithm goes through all the subgraphs and go through all the
bits in each subgraph. We know that 2 zeros in a row form an isolated vertex
and the ones in a row form a path. For each path we calculate the domination
number and sum it together with isolated vertices. In addition, we have to deal
with subgraphs where their first and last bit contain simultaneously zeros or ones.
So we get a domination number for the whole subgraph. We will write this result
to the Table 1. The rows represent the cycle order and the domination number
represents columns. According to the domination number of the subgraph, we
increment the corresponding cell in this table.
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Table 1. Number of cycle spanning subgraphs with domination number by column
and the order of cycle is per row. Cycle graph order is from 1 to 18.

3 Isomorphic subgraphs

We may notice some similarities in the subgraphs and their binary representa-
tions. For example, subgraphs that have one edge logically all have the same
domination number. Also, subgraphs that have 2 missing edges equidistant from
each other have the same domination number. We can detect this similarity by
bit shifts. When shifting bits we get groups of isomorphic subgraphs that have
the same domination number, so we can calculate this domination number on
one subgraph from this group and we know that all subgraphs in this group will
have the same domination number. We do not need to consider a subgraph with
all zero bits or subgraph in which all bits are ones, because domination number
is trivial but at the end we add it to result.

1 , 2 , 4 , 8 , 16 30 , 29 , 27 , 23 , 15
3 , 6 , 12 , 24 28 , 25 , 19 , 7
5 , 10 , 20 26 , 21 , 11
7 , 14 , 28 24 , 17 , 3
9 , 18 22 , 13

11 , 22 20 , 9
13 , 26 18 , 5
15 , 30 16 , 1

The example shows bit shifts for C5 cycle. We can see subgraphs represented
as decimal numbers. In binary representation we shift ones in the left side of
example and rotate them in the right side of example. The rows on the left begin
with odd numbers 1 to 15. The rows on the right end with the same numbers,
but in a different specific order. All subgraphs that appear in a line that either
ends or begins with the same number have the same domination number. On
the left we can calculate the number of subgraphs based on the number of shifts
and on the right we can do it similarly.
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Fig. 1. The runtime of the naive and improved algorithm with isomorphism.

Algorithm 1: Effective enumeration of number of cycle subgraphs split
according to their domination number

Data: n - order of cycle
Result: Number of subgraphs of cycle of order n split according to

their domination number
right← 0, jump← 4, start← 2;
while start ≤ half do // half = 2n−1

i← start− 1;
while i < half do

left = dlog2(#subgraphs
i )e; // #subgraphs = 2n

domNumber ← CalculateDomNumber(i, n);
table[n, domNumber]← table[n, domNumber] + left+ right;
i← i+ jump;

right← right+ 1, jump← 2 · jump, start← 2 · start;

We will go through the subgraphs in the algorithm according to the pattern on
the right side of the example in sequence 1, 5, 9, 13→ 3, 11→ 7→ 15. It is 1

4 of
all subgraphs of C5 cycle because it is (4+2+1+1)/32. This holds for each cycle
because we can arrange these subgraphs as decimal numbers in the same way as
in the example for any cycle order. For example for C6 we get (8+4+2+1+1)/64
and in the same way for others. Figure 1 shows comparison and exponential time
complexity of runtime between naive and improved algorithm.

4 Expected domination number of random cycle spanning
subgraph

If the row in the Table 1 is filled, we can calculate the mean value of domination
numbers of all subgraphs as expected domination number. We do this with an
arithmetic mean, because we know how many subgraphs have what a domination
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number. We can denote number of spanning subgraphs of cycle of order n with
domination number m as f(n,m).

E(γ(Sn)) =
1

2n

n∑

m=dn/3e
mf(n,m) (1)

Sn is set of all spanning subgraphs of cycle Cn and γ(Sn) is set of domination
numbers of all these subgraphs. In this case, each subgraph has same probability,
or each edge in the subgraph has a probability of occurrence 0.5. Probability of
subgraph with k edges, where occurrence of edge has a probability p is pk(1 −
p)n−k. We can see for p = 0.5 it is always 0.5n, what we can also see in Equation
1. If we wanted to change this probability and calculate the mean value of the
domination number, then we will have to split the subgraphs according to the
number of edges, which is not a problem, because it is enough to calculate the
ones in its binary representation. Based on the number of edges we determine
the probability of each subgraph. By this probability we weigh its domination
number and if we do this over all subgraphs, we get the mean value of the
domination number for the random cycle subgraph with the specified probability
of edge occurrence.

E(γ(Sn), p) =
n∑

k=0

[ pk(1− p)n−k ·
n∑

m=dn/3e
mf(n,m, k) ] (2)

Here f(n,m, k) is number of subgraphs of cycle Cn with k edges and domination
number m.

5 Recurrence formula

In the Table 1, the sum of the row is 2n. The sum of the column is 9·4m−1, where
m is the column index. Other relationships between the number of subgraphs on
diagonals can also be found in this table. We express each row as a generating
function for example for C5 we get D(C5, x) = x5+5x4+15x3+11x2. Similarly it
was done in [4] for domination polynomial. Exponents are domination numbers
and coefficients are numbers of subgraphs. We discovered a relationship between
these polynomials.

g(n) =





2(x
n
3 − xn

3 +1) = 2(1− x)x
n
3 n % 3 = 0

0 n % 3 = 1

x
n+1
3 − xn+1

3 +1 = (1− x)x
n+1
3 n % 3 = 2

(3)

D(Cn, x) = x[D(Cn−1, x) +D(Cn−2, x) + 2D(Cn−3, x)] + g(n) (4)

This formula is easy to apply directly in the table. Each row can be calculated
by combining the previous three. For each entry, just look at the three values
above it one column to the left.

f(n,m) = 2f(n− 3,m− 1) + f(n− 2,m− 1) + f(n− 1,m− 1) (5)
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It holds for every entry in row, which has index%3 = 1. For row index%3 = 2,
for first entry we need add 1 and for second entry subtract 1. Other entries are
calculated in the same way. For index%3 = 0, for first entry we add 2 and for
second we subtract 2.

6 Formula for mean value of the domination number
with probability of edge presence

In Equation 2 we need three dimensional table for numbers of subgraphs. We can
modify this table by precalculating the second sum in this equation. We get the
two dimensional Table 2. The rows are order of cycle and the columns represent
the number of edges in subgraphs. The value in a given cell is a multiplied number
of subgraphs with a domination number. From Table 2 we can calculate the mean

Table 2. Adjusted table from Equation 2, that second sum is precalculated. Cycle
graph order is from 1 to 18.

value of the domination number of random cycle of order n with probability of
edge presence p according to the following formula, where h(n, k) is the cell value
in Table 2.

E(γ(Sn), p) =

n∑

k=0

pk(1− p)n−kh(n, k) (6)

We have discovered the following relationships in this table. For each row, we
just need to know the previous one.

h(n, k) = n · h(n− 1, k) + h(n− 1, k − 1)

n− 1
; 0 < k < n− 1

h(n, k) = n; k = 0

h(n, k) = n · dn
3
e; k = n− 1

h(n, k) = dn
3
e; k = n

(7)
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When we have these relationships, we can calculate the mean value of the domi-
nation number on large cycles. For each cycle, we express mean of the domination
number generally with the variable p. After simplifying the resulting polynomi-
als, we found a relationship between them. This relationship after simplification
can be expressed as following equation.

E(γ(Sn), p) = n
1− p3dn/3e
p2 + p+ 1

+ dn/3epn (8)

If we divide Equation 8 by n we get relative mean domination number. We can
solve a limit in infinity if we want know it on infinite cycle.

lim
n→∞

n 1−p3dn/3e
p2+p+1

+ dn/3epn

n
= lim

n→∞
1− p3dn/3e

p2 + p + 1
+ lim

n→∞
dn/3epn

n
=

1

p2 + p + 1
(9)

Equation 9 holds for 0 < p < 1, but in result, we can extend it for p = 0 and
p = 1. We can see, for example for p = 0.5, on random spanning subgraph of
infinite cycle, in minimum dominating set must be 4

7 of vertices.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we show algorithm for enumerating domination numbers of all
cycle spanning subgraphs. Algorithm calculates domination number just on 1

4 of
subgraphs and therefore is effective. We think it can still be improved, but we
do not need to because we found recurrence relation for it.

This relation is not so simple and challenge is to find explicit formula as
authors did in [5] for recurrence relation from [4]. Secondly, we found formula
for mean value of domination number of random cycle graph with probability of
edge presence. We think similar formulas can be found for other simple graphs
as for example path graph. This work has no direct application in real problems,
but in more complex graphs which can arise from these simple graphs by for
example Cartesian product can be useful, because than we can better estimate
these described characteristics.
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Abstract. Cyber security is a necessity, nowadays. Everyone uses smart devices 
every day and so many people do not realize which threats can come with them. 
In this paper, we focused on cyber security and penetration testing to learn how 
attacks occur and how to protect ourselves against them, only for educational 
purposes. We worked withKali Linux where, shown how to use this operating 
system, which tools it containsand based on this, we performed well-known 
attacks and protected virtualmachines against them. We also installed Kali Linux 
on arm devices like Raspberry Pi andNexus5x. 
 
 

Keywords: Penetration Testing, Cyber Security, Ethical Hacking, Kali Linux 

1 Introduction 

Privacy and data security are difficult to achieve, especially nowadays. We use many 
smart devices, that make our life easier, but they also make it easier for cyber attack-
ers to gain access to our data. Cyber attackers are people who want to monitor or 
steal some sensitive data from a person or an organization. Their motivation is very 
often a financial one. [1].  

Cyber security is a field of study focused on the threats that occur in a computer 
world, network, programs, systems and so on. It applies or should be applied both in 
big or small organizations or to individuals [1]. 

Penetration testing is a method for testing system in a computer, a computer net-
work or a web application with goal of finding any vulnerabilities that attackers 
would exploit. Penetration testers use the same tools as attackers, also called black-
hat hackers, because those tools are widely available. However, it also helps pene-
tration testers to better understand how those tools can be used against organizations 
[2]. 
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As described in section 3, we worked with Kali Linux where we realized several 
network attacks and protections against them. Those attacks were performed on op-
erating system (OS) Windows 10 and vulnerable virtual machine called Metasploit-
able. All described scenarios were realized using virtual machines. The reason is 
simple, if something goes wrong in guest operating system (Metasploitable), it will 
not affect a host operating system.  

We also made our own schemes to illustrate a basic scenario of every attack that 
we performed. We described how to perform the tests step-by-step. Only for educa-
tional purposes. 

The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 describes exist-
ing vulnerabilities or problems of security. Section 3 covers detailed description of 
common threats and exploitations. Finally, we introduce the way to perform tests on 
the systems. Sections 4 concludes the paper. 

2 Related works 

In the world where every device is somehow connected to the Internet, information 
is more vulnerable than ever before [2]. It is not surprising that in the last years, 
security and exploitation of web applications and network devices on the Internet is 
one of the most discussed topics [3]. 

Usage of web applications and Internet without any protection leads to security 
risks. This causes an increase of cyber threats for many companies or organizations 
and that is something they cannot afford, because they don’t want to lose their data. 
And here comes security field called penetration testing [4]. 

Vulnerability assessment and penetration testing techniques may help organiza-
tions to find security loopholes [2]. The penetration testers reveal new vulnerabilities 
and can expose threats based on them. Also, knowledge of penetration testers should 
be permanently updated to reflect the latest trends. 

The smart attackers can develop a thoughtful plan how to bypass the security of 
applications, the network devices, computer systems and that is the reason why there 
are new vulnerabilities added into the list, which should be addressed to the organi-
zation’s security department or security operation center, so they can mitigate the 
risk of an attack [3]. Regular updates of systems or applications (usually containing 
latest security fixes) can decrease the chance of being exploited by attackers [3].   

3 Kali Linux 

Kali Linux (we were using version 2019.3) is a debian-based Linux distribution 
aimed at advanced penetration testing and security auditing. Kali contains several 
hundred tools which are geared towards various information security tasks, such 
as penetration testing, security research, computer forensics and reverse engineering 
[4]. 

Kali Linux is developed, funded and maintained by Offensive Security, a leading 
information security training company [4]. Among its well-known tools are 
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Wireshark, Aircrack-ng, John the ripper and Nmap. We also used Kali Linux with 
other devices such as Raspberry Pi 4 and Nexus 5x. 

3.1 Virtualbox and Wi-Fi adapters 

Virtualbox (we were using version 6.0.14) is a multi-platform software, that enables 
several guest OSs running on the same host at the same time. Since those operating 
systems are virtual, their performance depends on resources they are provided with. For 
every OS we can set various parameters such as: memory (RAM), number of processor 
cores, network adapters, USB ports and others [5]. We have been using Windows 10 as 
a guest machine, because this OS is widely used today. Our goal was to exploit some 
vulnerabilities in a commonly used device.  

Virtualbox has an optional package (Extension pack) which is needed if we want to 
connect additional devices to a VM, e.g. USB keys, a web camera or a microphone. 
The advantage of penetration testing in virtual environment is that when something will 
break in guest OS, e.g. we download malware or we will be under attack, a host oper-
ating system will not be affected. To prevent data loss, we can regularly create snap-
shots, which save an actual state of OS for later restoration. This function allows us to 
return into a particular system state [5]. 

Another way to perform these attacks would be to use physical machine with KVM 
(Kernel Virtual Machine). In that case you can also use a sandbox environment where 
you can capture malicious files. This is more common way to detect malwares [6]. 

Very important for penetration testing is to choose a correct WLAN adapter. Suitable 
adapter should support a network monitor mode and a packet injection features. A net-
work adapter could operate in 2 modes [7]:  

- Managed – default mode, in which an adapter captures packets destined to its 
own MAC address. (e.g. a computer) [7]. 

- Monitor – capture all the packets within our range, regardless of the destina-
tion MAC address [7]. 

One of the most suitable adapters for penetration testing is Alfa Network 
AWUS036NHA (2.4 GHz). It does not require installing additional drivers. It is also 
the adapter we have been using because it supports monitor mode and packet injection 
features. This adapter works as plug and play because it contains Atheros chipset which 
has built-in drivers in Kali Linux. AWUS036NHA supports 2.4 GHz band which is 
used by several Wi-Fi standards (IEEE 802.11g or 802.11ac). The 5 dBi antenna can 
also be replaced with another one, e.g. 9 dBi antenna. 

3.2 Threats and vulnerabilities 

Attackers can use different techniques for different purposes. Among well-known tech-
niques are traffic monitoring, traffic redirection and device exploitation which is pos-
sible due to device or protocol vulnerabilities. This is the reason why protection exists 
in form of antivirus software, virtual private networks (VPN) and program that can find 
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out another entity is monitoring the device and so on. In this paper, we summarize sev-
eral well-known attacks: 
  
A. DoS Attack - denial of service is an attack that targets a single device or a service 
with purpose of disengaging it. In this paper, we present a deauthentication attack, tar-
geting communication between user and wireless access point. We will focus on a cer-
tain MAC address of the router and disconnect that client, broadcasting large number 
of packets. The utilized tool is called aireplay-ng and we will also need it later to per-
form a brute force attack [8]. 
B. Brute-Force Attack + Crunch - well-known attack to crack WPA2 protection or to 
crack other passwords. The main idea is that an attacker is trying to find a correct pass-
word using a wordlist, which is a file that contains possible passwords. This attack is 
considered long-time and does not ensure a successful password match. Its success de-
pends on the size of the wordlist and another factors such as language that password 
resembles or if the password has been exposed to the public before and added to the 
wordlist [9]. We can guess key derived from password using a crunch method, in which 
we create our own wordlist. 
C. Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) attack - attack with purpose of capturing traffic be-
tween devices. An attacker gets to the middle of the connection and serve as a converter. 
It can be performed only when we are able to capture a communication between two 
devices. If it works out, an attacker is able to see whole communication. One of the 
methods to perform this attack is called ARP spoofing. An attacker gets between client 
and router and all requests and responses will go through attacker’s device [10]. To 
accomplish this, we will use bettercap framework. By modifying file (caplets - hstshi-
jack), we were able to downgrade secure protocol https and read the traffic from the 
secured sites. Bettercap has many functions. For example, you can attack using other 
types of MITM e.g. DNS spoofing in which you are monitoring a network traffic, web 
sites or you can redirect victim on your own web site that contains some malicious code 
or a backdoor. 
D. DNS attack - with bettercap framework, we can perform other attacks too. One of 
them is DNS spoofing. It can be processed in the following way. When an attacker 
becomes MITM, he or she can monitor our whole traffic including information about 
sites we visit and can redirect us to a fake site which contains a backdoor or some 
malicious code [11]. Kali has built-in web server called apache2 and we can use it as a 
web site where victims will be redirected. 
E. Metasploit Framework - metasploit (msfconsole) is a tool to perform, test and de-
velop exploits for different applications and operating systems. It is one of the most 
widely used tools for penetration testing in Kali Linux. By the term exploit, we mean a 
type of malware that takes advantage of certain bugs or vulnerabilities, which cyber-
criminals use to gain illicit access to a system [12].  
F. Backdoor - malicious type of code, which can take control over the infected com-
puter and execute commands in it. The goal is to take control of account with highest 
level of privileges to execute any type of command. It allows an attacker to access 
machine bypassing common authentication, which would normally prevent users 
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unauthorized command execution [13]. To create backdoor and test this attack there are 
many frameworks available, e.g. a Veil or Empire.   

 

3.3 Exploiting vulnerabilities  

In this paper, we performed a brute-force, man in the middle and backdoor attacks on 
Windows 10. We also mention simple countermeasures. The first attack that we focused 
on is called a brute-force which is offline attack on wireless networks with WPA2 pro-
tection. First, we needed to capture a handshake which is occurring when a wireless 
device is connecting to access point. We performed deauthentication attack presented 
on Figure 1 using aireplay-ng tool for a short time to disconnect a user from Wi-Fi and 
wait until this user connects back automatically. After that, we captured handshake that 
contains 4 packets which are sent between a user’s device and a wireless access point. 
Then we needed a wordlist that contains possible passwords. We have selected a crunch 
method that is a tool which combine letters, symbols, numbers to derive a possible 
password. By this way, we created our own wordlist that contained combined words 
without correct password. We wrote a real password to this wordlist and then we used 
tool called aircrack-ng that was comparing handshake and wordlist to find a password. 
This is called a message integrity code (MIC), because we were comparing passwords 
in wordlist until we generated a same MIC as we captured in handshake (Figure 1). We 
figured out that the best way to avoid this is to choose a strong password (combination 
of lower and upper case letters and numbers along with special characters). However, 
you can use advanced security in your router and enable DoS protection against deau-
thentictation attack (Figure 1). Another problem arises when using WPS (Wi-Fi Pro-
tected Setup) for quick connection, because WPS uses 8-character PIN that can be 
brute-forced by tool Reaver. To avoid this, you should lock your WPS.  
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Figure 1 – The scheme of WPA2 cracking 

 
Another attack that we performed is ARP spoofing (Figure 2) which is a form of man 
in the middle attack. We used framework called bettercap (v 2.23) where we were using 
net.probe on command to perform ARP spoofing. After that we chose Windows 10 IP´s 
by command net.show as the target and performed command net.sniff to spoof all net-
work traffic. In Windows 10 we were using google.sk, de, ie, because this Google has 
HTTPS protocol which we downgraded by modifying caplet hstshijack that injects 
HTML and JS files within a payload. We used bettercap v2.23, because it has not any 
problems in comparison with pre-installed version which contains caplet hstshijack that 
did not work. In conclusion we had to download and replace hstshijack caplet from 
github because this one is modified to downgrade HTTPS requests (the path is 
/usr/share/bettercap/caplets). Then in bettercap we had to write hstshijack/hstshijack 
and press enter to downgrade HTTPS. After the command was executed the whole traf-
fic was sent using HTTP in a plain text along with captured passwords. 

One of the methods to protect against ARP spoofing is a program called XArp that 
draws attention on MAC addresses assigned to IP addresses. Also, we used Wireshark 
with protocol ARP/RARP that detects requests for certain time and if we are under ARP 
spoofing, we are notified that there is a duplicated IP address configured on network.  

For hstshijack we found the protection plugin called https everywhere that enforces 
use of HTTPS, the same result as with HSTS. Another solution was to use a VPN which 
creates an encrypted tunnel between user and VPN server, thus an attacker is not able 
to downgrade HTTPS protocol or to read users’ activities. To achieve better security, 
you can use VPN with https everywhere by which you make 2 layers of security, VPN 
and https everywhere that will protect you also when not connected to VPN.  
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Figure 2 – The scheme of ARP spoofing attack (MITM) 
 
Third attack that we performed is a fake update containing a backdoor (Figure 3). At 
first, we needed to download Veil framework that provides several methods for bypass-
ing an antivirus software. After installation we launched Veil and it showed 2 catego-
ries: Evasion and Ordnance. Evasion serves for generating undetectable backdoors and 
Ordnance serves for generating undetectable payloads used by Evasion. We chose the 
first one, Evasion, and then we applied payload 14. go/meterpreter/rev_http.py. Then 
we modified backdoor to be more unique to bypass antivirus. We had to setup LHOST 
to our IP, because this is the IP address of the device where victim will be connected. 
We were using rev_http.py and in this case we can bypass the firewall, because rev 
stands for reverse and it means that it opens a port in my computer and creates a con-
nection between an attacker and a victim. Next,  we setup LPORT to 8080 (this port is 
used by many web servers; it is not suspicious so it should bypass firewalls) and LPORT 
is the port that will be opened. Also, we changed values of PROCESSORS to 1 and 
SLEEP to 10. 

We had to download a program called Evilgrade running on the Kali machine which 
serves as a fake webserver from where a backdoor was later downloaded. In Evilgrade 
we chose program DAP and configured backdoor to its update. Firstly, we needed to 
use a MITM attack to intercept a connection. Then we setup DNS spoofing to website 
update.speedbit.com to see all requests. After that, we used a metasploit framework 
(msfconsole) to listen for incoming connections using command: use exploit/multi/han-
dler. We had to use payload: set payload windows/meterpreter/reverse_http after that 
we just configured LHOST with LPORT same as in the backdoor and then typed exploit. 

Figure 2 – The scheme of ARP spoofing attack (MITM) 
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We moved to Windows 10, the victim, and downloaded a program called DAP. Then 
we downloaded an update which was secretly a backdoor. In metasploitable framework 
we were connected to Windows 10 as displayed by the output of command sysinfo and 
we also launched a web camera using command webcam_stream. 

Of course, we must point out that we switched off Windows Defender, because this 
backdoor is already present in its antivirus database. To prevent this attack, we should 
apply system updates frequently, use antivirus software from recommended providers, 
e.g. Eset, Malwarebytes, because they keep updating their database.  

Integrity of file containing upgrade can be validated using hashes. Content of every 
file can produce a hash that serves as file’s signature. This value should be unique and 
change when file changes. We used program WinMD5 to check a file signature. If sig-
nature in WinMD5 matches the signature on website, files were not modified.  

Another way to detect malicious files is sandbox (e.g. site hybrid-analysis) and it is 
a place where files will be executed and analyzed in sandbox environment. Program 
controls if there is any suspicious activity (e.g. opened ports) and based on it you get a 
report of that. 

3.4 Security 

Against every attack, there should exist a protection. Among typical security tools are 
antivirus software, a firewall or a VPN. However, we should use the most appropriate 

Figure 3 – The scheme of Backdoor as a fake update 
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one to protect against different type of attacks. Deploying mentioned security solutions 
does not ensure data confidentiality, because attackers has always well thoughtful plan, 
how to bypass security. 

A. Antivirus - Software that detects malware. It monitors data and behavior in real 
time and in the case, that malicious code is detected it blocks it and can remove infected 
files. Antivirus database is constantly being updated to enhance security. However, 
when malware signature is not present in the database, it is not marked as malicious by 
the software [14]. 

B. Internet security - expands antivirus possibilities. Its advantage is expanded to 
secure a communication on the Internet and during data transfer between a computer 
and another device, e.g. flash disk. It contains programs specifically focused on certain 
kind of unwanted software. It has a several functions like a Firewall, honeypot, Intru-
sion Detection System, security protocols, spam and so on.  

C. Trap Honeypot - Honeypot is a security tool that every attacker is afraid of. Its 
task is to attract potential attackers and monitor their activities. It controls an activity 
of unauthenticated sources coming to a vulnerable and easily exploitable system. How-
ever, its task is to capture malwares and detect them. It included collected logs from the 
network. There are many kinds of malwares capturing but honeypot is probably the best 
idea [15].  

D. https everywhere – a plugin for Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Opera and 
Brave [16]. Automatically rewrites requests to sites to HTTPS protocol and does not 
allow attackers to downgrade https, to provide the same level of security as with HSTS. 
The disadvantage is that the plugin does not work with http-only websites and also 
attacker can still see your whole network traffic. 

E. VPN - VPN creates secured and encrypted connections between networks or host 
and a network. It is used to hide an IP address of the user and can encrypt data. The 
attacker will not be able to see our activities or passwords despite usage of http, because 
the whole traffic will be encrypted. A recurring factor is to choose appropriate VPN, 
because Internet Service Provider will be able to see all our data. In combination with 
VPN we can use https everywhere plugin to enhance security. The communication be-
tween server and computer will be secured using two layers encryption consisting of 
VPN and TLS (Transport Layer Security) [17] used in https everywhere.  

F. XArp, Wireshark ARP - XArp is a program which draws attention to a suspi-
cious behavior based on IP and MAC addresses. In case an attacker chooses and ARP 
spoofing or another form of MITM attack, we are immediately notified about the MAC 
address change at the given IP address. 

Wireshark, a packet analyzer, has many use cases. One of them is Wireshark ARP 
with which we can find suspicious activity, when someone wants to hack or monitor 
our device. When the attacker performs an attack e.g. MITM, we get warning in anal-
ysis: the configured duplicated IP address. We achieve this by setting a packet filter to 
ARP/RARP. 
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4 Conclusion 

We performed all of the attacks for reason to act same as hackers. We found and applied 
proper protection methods that will keep our devices more secure. We recommend ap-
plying this protection on user’s devices to help enhance their security. These attacks are 
easy to feasible and we wanted to exalt the tools which can help people to enhance their 
protection and test their system. However, described attacks can only be part of some 
possible scenario. Our main goal was to summarize these attacks to help understand 
how network or computer can be compromised. We demonstrated that we do not need 
any special hardware for Kali Linux.  

In future, we plan to enhance a security of IoT devices, because the security should 
not only be considered in network infrastructure, but also with embedded devices con-
nected to the network. They are often unable to run antivirus software or any another 
security tools. 
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Abstrakt Basic principle of this work is to construct web solution where
it is possible to test s specific message according to machine learning
and deep learning algorithms using a standard web browser. This tes-
ting should be fast and must use at least one defined language to detect
potential fake news. Messages sent for detection should have multiple
sentences or be up to one page long. Description and evaluation with
complexity of some methods should be part of it. Aim is to construct,
describe and deploy some methods for detection of fake news mainly in
social networks. Another aim is visualization and overall complexity of
fake news evaluation related to its amount. Partial purpose is to compare
some frameworks from deep learning related to results obtained using
certain datasets on them. Main part is response of visitors on appea-
rance and functionality of web solution. Web solution has been created
and with some methods deployed so far. These methods can be tested.
During realization nosql database Redis, cleaning of data and emphasis
on similar conditions which were deployed while learning of certain mo-
del was used. Compared frameworks, Tensorflow and Theano resulted in
approximately same accuracy results during testing. But during training
comparison of loss was better for Theano which exceeds Tensorflow of
more than ten percent. Asset of this work is analysis of concrete methods
with an option of their use in one place.

Keywords: fake news detection · deep learning · Naive Bayes

1 Introduction

Interactive presentation of fake news detection should help people perceive me-
thods and their goal as an opportunity to stop some affairs. In this work we
focus on analysis of fake news, especially on social media. The solutions should
acquire behavioral characteristics and reasons to prepare basis to their detection.
Many of these attributes cannot be compared because of boundaries they have.
The main idea is to describe them on one website (see 1). This will be an in-
teractive presentation of algorithms and their use. People can use ones prepared
for them. Another is analysis of complexity compared to the amount of data
? Bachelor study programme in field: InformaticsSupervisor: Igor Stupavsky, Institute

of Informatics, Information Systems and Software Engineering, Faculty of Informa-
tics and Information Technologies STU in Bratislava
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that can be utilized. Deep learning and bigrams are analyzed in first. We tried
to get some results from their normal use and then improve them as much as it
is possible. Comparing some utilities can show as different same techniques are.
Nevertheless their resulting with small deviations as same. Used information is
varying from old work of graduate students from 1989 (see [5]), to work which
returns back only ten years. We try to obtain some reasons, their background to
get some concomitant attributes. These attributes should be observed in other
situations with specific similarities. Their presence in propaganda, social media,
charlatanry (see [5])and other areas of everyday life shows us their relationship
to information sharing and social life of people. Influence of them is often mi-
sused for political cases and other changes of our lives. They give us much more
information that begins with an unknown source of health, extends to tabloid
information, behavior of stereotypes, influence of majorities without respect of
another truth causing no discussion on some topics. All of these forms over-
load our minds. Reading is comfortable, but it does not emphasize our critical
thinking and knowledge.

2 Used algorithms

Fake news represents potential threat and we need to think about ways how
to reduce it. Is spreads faster than normal information and usually appear as
conscious activity. Plenty of people are working on some detection programs in
an attempt to capture fake news and write about fake news makers. These names
appear on list that can reduce this threat. Some visualization is also needed to
help people think about information and its detection. This work tries to think
about some forms of visualization of created solution, which can be used to
detect fake news. The integration of these services is important topic of this
work, because detection should be fast and accurate. We use two programming
languages to construct this solution. One for object orientated representation of
some algorithms and for its portability. Second for many libraries suitable for
machine learning and frameworks for deep learning that have been developed so
far. Problems are coused not only by languages, but also by versions of some
libraries or other dependencies that require special treatment.

Firstly, we implemented solution using deep learning and some basic layers,
for example dense or some convolutions. I focused on textual data using Ke-
ras1 as framework. During my work I tried both Keras backends, Theano2 and
Tensorflow3 to run the same code on them. One necessary change of Keras.json
file should be needed. Finally, We tried to compare the results where Theano is
slightly better.
1

https://keras.io/
2

http://deeplearning.net/software/theano/
3

https://www.tensorflow.org/
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Figure 1. Menu and responsive design of web page.
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Not all detection algorithms are part of deep learning. Deep learning is only
small part of machine learning. I have created some implementations based on
statistics as Naive Bayes or bigrams in Java language so far. Another focus was
implementations using Python libraries, for example supported vector machine
algorithm and previously named ones. One of them is mlpy, nltk and known
skilearn.

Many algorithms have been created for detection in our project so far. It di-
ffers from those using statistics from those that rely on gradient descent. All of
them could be used in many ways. Abstracting some of the features from them
can help create better and maybe faster solution to some problems. Known
example is combination of convolution network to construct it faster and recur-
sive network which helps determine flow. Recursive networks can be slow. Maybe
using combination of bigrams in Naive Bayes can improve results too.

Another part is creation of some algorithms for better analysis and to find
some aspects which can be visualized to help person think about reason of po-
tential fake parts resulting in obtained final category and percentage.

Description of some known algorithms of machine learning should be provided
here aiming on implementation parts.

2.1 Naive Bayes algorithm

Naive Bayes algorithm is used for text classification. Usually for spam detection.
It uses conditional probability of categories and some words. Analysis of fake
news can be compared to spam detection and treated as classification problem.
We can finally obtain if it is fake or not.It depends on implementation whether
additional categories should be added, for example, to identify some kind of fake
news there.

I implemented following programs for classification using Naive Bayes:

1. At first, program was initially inspired by description given in Data Analysis
from Hector Cuesta. [3] A good aspect is that design allows an extension to
classify many categories, not only two. But is very simple at all. It is based on
statistics and counts probabilities for each category, which is good indication
whether the visualization can request this information to inform about other
categories and their influence on the final result. Design is focused on words
and their occurrences for each category. Additional attributes that word re-
presents should be added and compared to the original result. This inspired
me to rewrite program. New part is coded in Java to be object orientated
and easily improved and portable based on own design of algorithm inclu-
ding all named parts. Later, using the same inputs and obtaining the same
outputs from these implementation, focused on the core of program, helped
create unit tests and test accuracy. Because it is simple algorithm, resulting
percentage was very small, below a few per cent. It can be comparable with
results using only n-grams approach.
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2. Secondly, Naive Bayes constructed using nltk library. Consists of creation
field of words that can be represented by n-grams, but for simplicity, uni-
grams or normal words are used. These fields with method which creates set
from an array should be put to nltk.classify.apply_features method. Then
training of Bayes classifier can begin using returned object from previous
step. The last step before testing classification of text is an overview of given
accuracy from classifier. It can be tested using accuracy method of classifier
and the classifier object and test data.

3. Finally, the last approach use sklearn library. This library be used for Sup-
ported vector machine algorithm too. Steps include vectorization of data and
their use in transformation of train and test text data. Categories are enco-
ded for text and test data too. Object from sklearn library naive_bayes is
then applied. Data are prepared and training can begin using training data
and represented categories after last step. The same as in previous algori-
thm accuracy method of this specific naive_bayes object is used on test
data and encoded categories to obtain accuracy. Result shows that accuracy
reaches 85% on gossipcop dataset with 19933 records. Basic approach which
has been used to create program can be found here [6]. We used multinomial
naive bayes with counter vectorizer and alpha parameter with value 0.9 on
liar dataset4 too. After preprocessing of data final result reaches 25%.

2.2 N-grams

N-grams are machine learning method that uses n-long word or character sequence
from sentence. They are like jettons, which points to lost of information about
text structure that has consequences for its use. However, they are always a
powerful tool for our review [2]. Similarly as Naive Bayes simple approach, n-
grams were implemented in Java too. This combination should increase statisti-
cal information about trained data and can be similarly visualized as mentioned
above. Some techniques of pre-processing data as stemming or stop words remo-
val (see [1]) are applied to text before training and classification.

2.3 Dense networks

Fully connected networks have all neurons connected to the next layer. They are
able to train quickly, but their behaviour is hard to visualize. They learn global
patterns of input signs. As example it can be all pixels of picture. The designed
solution uses sigmoid function after several dense layers to classify text as fake
or real. Some drop layers may also be combined. The probability gained is 81 %
in my experiments on gossipcop dataset with 19933 records or up to 90.65 % in
misinfofinder dataset which contains only 250 records.

4 https://github.com/thiagorainmaker77/liar_dataset
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2.4 Convolution networks

Convolution networks can learn local patterns that are the main difference be-
tween dense networks. Pattern can be found anywhere in the text. They can be
visualized using filters applied to some convolution layers. Probability for text
tested was slightly better, but their training is slower.

2.5 Multiple input networks

If is opportunity to use more classification techniques because of extended infor-
mation then multiple input network can be used. For example Liar dataset apart
from statement have information about subject, speaker, speaker’s job, content,
party affiliation and state info. We build multiple input network inspired by
Wang approach[7] consists of trained embedding layer, but not on words from
Google news, but on one hundred dimensional Wikipedia words from Glove pro-
ject5 and three convolution layers with two max pooling layers between them.
Other information have own input layer and some convolution layers. According
to Wang each ended by bidirectional LSTM layer. All of these inputs are con-
catenated. The last layer is dense layer with 6 outputs and softmax function
representing 6 classes from which only one should be chosen. We do previous
steps for speakers job and statement and obtained test accuracy up to 21.5%.
Without additional information test result will be only 20.5%. Wangs results in
this case reaches 25.8%.

3 Visualization of given algorithms

Typical input and output for any fake news detector should consist of category
name and the percentage obtained for given category. These two values can be
displayed to desired person. A certain algorithm is based on different conditions
that the text should met. Because of their differences, different visualization
techniques should be used. For classifiers which classify text will be useful know
some facts about it. For example, number of certain unigrams, number of these
words for requested category or maybe sequence of these words anywhere in the
text.

Naive Bayes algorithm needs number of all unique words, the number of
unique words for the given category, the number of occurrences of the given word
and the number of all words associated with the given category. These values
can be visualized and packed with the result category name to demonstrate
reason for such choice if the probability increases by specific value. Chances of
all categories can also be compared and displayed in a graph.

N-grams use the probability of occurrence of words. Laplace smoothing can
be used to determine number untrained words to ensure that in most cases final
result should not be 0. The number of times a word is obtained from sentence in
training set that the probability for category which represents training set will
5 https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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be higher. The number of words that should be ascertained is again very useful
to display (see 3).

Figure 2. Word visualization after detection displayed on web page.

Displaying word count can be provided by graphs, but better is to use font
size. Font size can show which words actually influence the end result.

Some methods cannot be easily visualized. Dense layers are difficult to visu-
alize, but are often used to find sequences (maybe of words) on any place in the
text. The convolution network can be visualized by using filters on specific la-
yers. Through these filters some features can be displayed how as the convolution
network sees the world and makes certain choice.[2]

It is possible to get certain words which were used in prediction. Keras
function models.Model consisting of given model input and array of outputs
from specified layers returns model which can be used for prediction. This pre-
diction is called by predict function on this object. Then it is possible to iterate
through all layers of this model to get activations. Using argmax function of
numpy as encoder is possible obtain numbers. From them is possible to get
previous tokenized words back. The same principle can be used on convolution
layers. Results can be converted back after training of random sample on certain
layers too. The same principle is used by Chollet for visualization of pictures
to get patterns which are learned by certain filter. Then all patterns from each
filter are presented together in one picture. [2]
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Visualization of words can be fulfilled by creating json file with obtained
words. One way is to organize file for graph representation. This type of file
contains nodes and edges as arrays. Nodes should be one of two types. The first
type represents layer and the second one word. Other information as count or
unique identifier can be included. Edge contains source and target identifiers.
For certain case information about possible connection with the same word from
another layer can be included. All can be visualized by javascript, especially by
D3. Interactive graph from json file can be generated. Styles are possible to used
on many elements. Nodes which represents layers can make larger and edges
to them visualize as green elements. Connections between words as visible pink
objects. During our interaction font size of texts near out hover should be bigger
an visible. After double clicking on certain node, contribution of chosen word on
stop word list or another list will be done. This improves an interaction and can
be usable for may cases. Improvement of visualization by displaying number of
the same words is easy to reach. The graph view is displayed in 3 and distant
whole view in 6.

Figure 3. Graph structure of used words during prediction on 10 records.

Often there is connection only to certain layer where certain word has been
used. This design is based on words used by layers, but should be improved to
visualize words on filters too. But this type of graph will be enormous in size
if more layers are combined as main point of visualization. This design can be
reached by inserting all information to json file. It includes every word for every
filter and for every layer. File can be large, for example 7MB with use of only 6
layers, each with 64 filters on 10 records.
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4 Architecture and benefits of web services

Service orientated architecture is the best way to design this application. Many
services can be reused from different application coded in various languages.
Many good principles should be used to exchange data or calling some sort of
web service and receive requested data, such as web services based on SOAP or
REST. These services should also be used by others to provide larger services.
Its platform independent. [4]

Services based on wsdl files can regenerate some classes in many languages
with a certain plugin to get services fast. Its up to application how to use and
display these data to end customers.

  

wsdl2java

Classes

PYTHON 
2.7

PYTHON 3.6

Java EE

WSDL

Main page
Information about 
project, about me, 

history,...

Web 
templates

Detectors, 
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with visualisation

JSP

WSDL

FLASK-SPYNE
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SVMRecursive 
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Bayes

Naive 
Bayes
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Figure 4. Components and communication.

4.1 Problems before improvement of services

During development, good design, including architecture, should be chosen. A
system that needs a design change can depict as follows:

1. Lot of Python versions must be maintained on the same machine. Mlpy
usually needs lower versions of Python. For Theano specific CUDA version
is necessary because newer ones are rejected or Tensorflow required Python
3.6 when version 3.7 was released for GPU support.

2. Specific system directories and files are required for launching some applicati-
ons. After change of directory all paths must be changed. Files for Windows
should be .bat or .exe. For example, conda environment requires conda.bat
file to activate the environment.
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3. Various programs need fulfill their package dependencies which arise with
requirements that allow use of GPU and older libraries namely mlpy, or
flask-spyne.

4. Base application written in Java which provides services must call some pro-
cedures frequently for every request. Due to another language and complex
programs, including deep learning frameworks, it is difficult to simulate code
using Jython. These calls must be fulfilled by command line interpreter as
the easiest solution. Some other implementations written in Java as Naive
Bayes or Bigrams are provided here too.

5. File-based communication is widely spread through application programs for
visualization.

More problems later arise and it comes necessary to search ways. The critical
problem and reality of this system is that it is very slow. For users who try to
test few sentences, it may be unsatisfactory to wait tens of minutes for a simple
request. What about time to wait for complex ones on backend? Having observed
some tips in the PHP book that criticize the command line approach of calling
another programs, there were more and more disadvantages:

1. Activation of Conda environment must be ready for every request.
2. The packages used after loading the scripts must be loaded for every request.

If large frameworks like Theano or Tensorflow are used it takes few minutes
to launch such script. A large number of packages not make application
faster.

3. Starting of command line interpreter requires start of more than one process
for each request.

4. Using files for transfer which can be used by javascript needs lot of read/write
operations. This includes creating a file and its name should be associated
with unique value because the content of requests differ. Often they can-
not be removed after its use, for example for visualization. Accessing and
downloading files from multiple directories does not help in this situation
too.

4.2 Improvement of system

After the implementation of web services (based on SOAP) many of problems
described above mainly those caused by use of command line interpreter have
disappeared. Enhanced parts can be enumerated as follows:

1. Activation of conda environment must be ready for every request.
2. Use of server guaranteed that application with all libraries is prepared and

these files should not be repeatedly loaded. They are loaded only once when
server starts. This includes some serialized files which can be used in ap-
plication and should not be loaded for every request. It is suitable for all
preparations.
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3. No need for command line interpreter and possible activations of Conda
environment for every request. All is managed by server which can run this
activation less than twice.

4. All data should be transmitted via a single platform independent message be-
tween applications. If visualization is required, data can be converted to json
format and can easily be used to display key information using javascript.

Orchestration is based on central application. It needs only wsdl files that
end point Python servers offer. After change Java application can regenerate
classes from this source code, if some changes of this files appear, which can be
solved using protocols to inform eligible person. Final design is depict here [4].

Reality shows that using soap messages to communication is less time ex-
pensive than command line opportunity because of reasons mentioned above. It
is more flexible and change of base application can be easily satisfied if necessary.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Detectors were manually and automatically tested. Manual testing consists of
writing short message into defined area and then clicking on button, which is
placed below the area. While users are waiting few minutes, animation of clocks
is displayed. After all processing is done they can see probability of resulting
category, category name and one of prepared visualization because of difference
of specific algorithm. This test was performed for two implemented methods,
one for deep learning and second for Naive Bayes classifier.

Comparison of command line approach and web service orientated one require
tool for endurance testing. JMeter can be used for this type of testing, especially
for web services. Server, port number, method and path of application form in
jpa page were set. Text for detection was added as parameter represented by
text area identifier. Experiment consists of sending request to this form simul-
taneously and see duration and other aspects. Then server should be restarted
with different value disabling web services approach and enabling command line
one. These results can compared.

Four different tests were launched for every approach. Firstly, five requests
were simultaneously send for fifty times. Secondly ten requests for twenty-five
times. Thirdly twenty-five requests only ten times and for last fifty requests
five times. Result shows that command line approach is up to twice slower in
program that use only two serialized objects and nltk library and created two
small files. Large frameworks should be more time consuming. All test ending
times varying less than eighteen seconds. None request ends in error. Results are
shown in table using n x m notation, where n means how many requests run in
parallel and m how many cycles they were repeated (see 1 and 2). If visualization
needs more data, then approach with REST web services using JSON format
should fasten solution because of data preparation which needs converting sent
data to this format during creation of jsp template on server and later used by
javascript. If data is sent in required format, conversion is not needed.
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Table 1. Data from endurance test for implementation using command line

parameters 5 x 50 10 x 25 25 x 10 50 x 5
Total time [minutes:seconds] 11:11 10:31 8:30 8:13
Average elapsed time [s] 88.0736 46.8667 24.4731 13.3138
Average connect time [ms] 3.162 1.128 1.58 1.28
Average latency [s] 88.0735 46.8667 24.4731 13.3138
Average iddle time [ms] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table 2. Data from endurance test for implementation using web services

parameters 5 x 50 10 x 25 25 x 10 50 x 5
Total time [minutes:seconds] 4:18 4:21 4:19 4:25
Average elapsed time [s] 52.8989 25.8488 10.4397 5.1341
Average connect time [ms] 1.212 1.252 1.352 1.388
Average latency [s] 52.8988 25.8488 10.4397 5.1340
Average iddle time [ms] 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

6 Discussion and conclusions

Many algorithms were invented to detect fake information. Through deep lear-
ning local and global patterns can be found. Machine learning techniques as
Naive Bayes uses statistical information to construct final probability. Substan-
tial aspect of these techniques should be visualized and shown with result. Many
of these techniques can be combined as using n-grams in Naive Bayes and maybe
extend computation using emotional lexicon. Combination of recursive network
with convolution network is very typical. Each of these algorithms have various
implementations, but only few of them predict with high probability shown as
deep learning ones.

Results obtained on dataset from politics and fashion reaches up to 85 per
cent. This dataset can be found on the Kaggle6. Naive Bayes and SVM imple-
mented by skilearn have surprisingly better accuracy than convolution or dense
networks from deep learning.

Evidence must have its visualization and needs fast way how to prepare and
bring data to the end user. Web services are up to twice faster than command line
according to endurance tests on localhost and reasons mentioned above. Tests
consist of few word messages which were send to Python application which pre-
dicts probability, then to web application to construct java servlet page and some
information (for example words) as json object to javascript where visualization
could be processed and displayed.

We created stylized graph structure to show which words are used on given
layer. It interacts with user by displaying larger font size when hitting by hover
and can be used as stop word list generator. Easily expansion for another infor-
6 https://www.kaggle.com/
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mation as word count and other details is opened by use of css and javascript
on svg picture. Problem of high complexity remains (see 6).

Figure 5. Distant view of graph consisting of 6 layers, each up to 100 filters obtained
from 10 records.
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Abstract. With the growing popularity of multimedia services, it is increasingly 
difficult to ensure their quality in traditional networks. The software-defined net-
work (SDN) model provides a way to programmatically configure switches dur-
ing operation and manage network resources in a more efficient way. Thanks to 
the properties of software-defined networks where the hardware part is separated 
from the software, we can access advanced data stream control in multipath net-
works. This paper deals with possibilities of using the OpenFlow communication 
protocol, which allows network drivers to determine the path of network packets 
through network switches. Such flow control can be described by a mathematical 
problem known as a knapsack problem, that solves the packing of a subset of 
items (data flows) into knapsacks (links) with limited capacity so that the sum of 
the prices of the inserted items is the maximum possible. QFLA algorithm was 
designed to effectively solve such a problem and can be used to create an SDN 
control unit capable of effectively managing data flow and ensuring the quality 
of service in multipath networks. This paper deals further with the implementa-
tion and testing of a solution over the network topology created in the SDN net-
work simulator. 

Keywords: SDN, QFLA, RYU, OVS, Knapsack problem, network monitoring  

1 Introduction 

In recent years, video telecommunication software like Cisco telepresence and live 
streaming services got popular between users. Users are expecting seamless experience 
using these services. Such services are working on top of the IP protocol, which does 
not ensure any Quality of Service. 

Traditional networks have a static architecture that is decentralized, complex and 
hard to manage. To solve these limitations the model of Software-defined Networking 
has been created. It provides a way to programmatically configure switches during 
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operation and manage network resources in a more efficient way. The software part 
must provide efficient data flow management capabilities. What opens space for creat-
ing a solution that would be able to control data stream routing in multipath networks. 
SDN control plane allows us to create an SDN application – network controller, that 
will allow to control data stream routing, to identify and monitor the state of active 
connections from one place.  Common communication protocol associated with Soft-
ware-defined Networking is OpenFlow, which will allow us to execute control com-
mands in our topology. In a result, the application will be able to distribute data streams 
between available network paths to achieve maximal utilization of each path based on 
its bandwidth. The problem of data stream distribution is similar to the well-known 
Knapsack problem, in which we need to solve how to pack a subset of items (data 
streams) into knapsacks (links) with limited capacity so that the sum of the prices of 
the inserted items is the maximum possible. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes Knapsack problem and 
QFLA algorithm. Section 3 describes approach for getting data flow information from 
OVS switches. In section 4 we summarize our achieved results. 

2 State of the art 

Quick forward lookup algorithm is an optimization algorithm (QFLA) for solving 
value independent multiple knapsack problem. QFLA allows an exchange of items be-
tween multiple knapsacks and works with the version of the gradual addition of items, 
and thus the items cannot be arranged in advance. 
 
2.1 QFLA 

The algorithm works on the principle of shifting one or more items between knap-
sacks. The algorithm itself consists of two phases. In the first phase, the algorithm tries 
to reassign one item from a particular knapsack, so that after moving the item, it can 
accommodate the new request and store the new item in the knapsack. The second phase 
consists of a similar principle of shifting items and enters it until the first phase fails, 
so it cannot move one item so that the new item can be placed in the backpack. At this 
stage, the principle of relocating multiple items to other knapsacks is applied in order 
to release sufficient capacity to accommodate the current item placement requirement 
in that knapsack [1]. QFLA has been already improved. Improvements have increased 
its performance and reduced complexity. The improvement resides in arranging knap-
sacks and items. This enhancement ultimately reduces the average time needed to solve 
the problem. The complexity of embedding in the worst case is in the complexity of O 
(n). Therefore, in the worst-case scenarios for each item m, the algorithm will have to 
insert n items into the linked list and thus pass through. So, in the worst-case scenario, 
the complexity would be around 0 (n * m) [2]. Another improvement to QFLA is using 
AVL binary tree for storing knapsacks sorted by their remaining capacity. The com-
plexity of adding and removing is in AVL binary trees in the worst case of O (log n), 
which is more efficient for a bigger number of knapsacks, than using linked lists [3]. 
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2.2 Knapsack Problem 

The Knapsack problem is one of the most studied problems of dynamic program-
ming. There exist several variations of the problem and different algorithms to solve 
these problems. Since QFLA is trying to solve the Knapsack problem, we should de-
scribe the problem a little. The problem has the complexity of non-deterministic poly-
nomial time (NP-complete). No efficient solution algorithms are known for this type of 
problem, i.e. algorithms whose computing time only expands as a polynomial of in-
stances of examples. [4] 

Our problem can be compared to the Knapsack problem, where the knapsacks are 
represented by network links and the item, we want to put into one of the available 
knapsacks is network communication between two clients. The problem arises when-
ever there is a change in network traffic leading to the creation of a new session or 
client addition. [1] Complete enumeration is an exact solution technique but requires a 
lot of time to find the best solution. Following techniques are trying to improve the 
solution: 

• Branch and bound - complete enumeration, with the exception of nodes that cannot 
contribute to an enhanced solution 

• Dynamic programming – basically enumeration improved by the addition of rules 
of dominance. This technique can be used to obtain interesting time limits for several 
problems in the Knapsack family. 

• Preprocessing - several factors may be in advance set at their ideal values in order 
to exclude certain values of the factors of the solution [5] 

Our problem is similar to Knapsack problem but rather a subset problem since the 
Knapsack problem expects items of different size and value, that when put together into 
a knapsack, exceeds its capacity. The Knapsack problem does not count on that all items 
will be put into the knapsack. In our case, all items have the same value and the capacity 
of the link is final and cannot be exceeded, because it would degrade the user experience 
[1]. 

3 Implementation 

The environment we’ve created for testing our solution designs is as follows. For 
network simulation we’ve used GNS3 and GNS3 server. GNS3 server is running in 
VMware Fusion 11.5.1. VMware is fast and supports nested virtualization (the VMs 
inside the VM are accelerated by your CPU). This implementation allowed us to create 
an SDN network as will be mentioned later. We also use Docker containers for OVS 
switch and Ubuntu system, where is Ryu controller running. Ryu framework is written 
in python, so we had to install python version 3 in the container. An important part was 
to enable the persistence of docker containers in GNS3, so the installed software is 
present after reloading the GNS3 application. For generating and measuring network 
traffic, we used docker container ipterm. 
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3.1 Monitoring part 

This part of the application is responsible for collecting statics of network flows and 
calculation of their bandwidth. From the received EventOFPFlowStatsReply reply we 
get information about flow byte_count, duration_sec and duration_nsec which can be 
used to calculate bandwidth of the flow with the following equation: 
 

 bandwidth = (byte_count2 – byte_count1) / (t2 – t1) (1) 

 
Our goal is to create an SDN application that will communicate its controlling logic 

through the northbound interface of the SDN controller. To test the controller, we de-
signed SDN network topology as well. Figure 1 shows simple SDN topology for the 
purpose of testing the SDN application, which monitors flow statistics. The topology 
was designed to include Open Virtual Switch (OVS), which is controlled by the Ryu 
controller. Next, there are two ipterm docker containers responsible for the generation 
of network flow, which are monitored and evaluated by the Ryu controller. This topol-
ogy serves as testing topology for monitoring network flows.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Simple SDN topology 

 
Figure 2 includes multiple network paths, multiple OVS switches, and one Ryu con-

troller. On this topology, we test the final implementation of the SDN application re-
sponsible for controlling data stream routing in the network. 
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Fig. 2. Multipath SDN topology 

Ryu application is the most important element of this work. Application for effective 
operation needs accurate and timely information about network status. Based on this 
information application will find the optimal network path for the newly added flow 
with the help of the QFLA algorithm. 

Ryu framework allows to simply add monitoring function to our application. Moni-
toring function runs in parallel with our application, as a thread that periodically re-
quests OpenFlow switch for statistical information. The monitoring function infinitely 
requests statistical information from the registered switch. The monitoring application 
will issue two requests: OFPFlowStatsRequest and OFPPortStatsRequest. 
OFPFlowStatsReply class’s attribute body is the list of OFPFlowStats and stores the 
statistical information of each flow entry, which was part of FlowStatsRequest. The 
number of packets and bytes matched to the respective flow entry are output by being 
sorted by the received port and destination MAC address. OPFPortStatsReply class’s 
attribute body is the list of OFPPortStats. OFPPortStats stores statistical information 
such as port numbers, send/receive packet count, respectively, byte count, drop count, 
error count, frame error count, overrun count, CRC error count, and collision count. 

Based on the received switch statistics we can calculate the bandwidth of the network 
flow. Due to this limitation, we decided for another approach. We will use 
PACKET_IN OpenFlow message. Since this message contains a complete request in 
the data part of the response, we can inspect it. 
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4 Results 

To test our solutions, we chose three data flow samples: 
 
• A - 64 kbit/s – for example voice call 
• B - 1500 kbit/s – HD video 
• C - 25 mbit/s – group video chat 

 
For testing we are using the Simple SDN topology mentioned in section 3. We pre-

pared simple python script that creates data stream and sends it from one host to an-
other.  
 
4.1 Requesting switch statistics 

As described in section 3 Ryu is using OFPFlowStatsRequest request to retrieve pe-
riodically flow statics. Table 1. shows results for time interval 100ms, when the Ryu 
application was requesting statistics from the switch periodically every 100ms. Statis-
tics results are under column – stats. Under column measured we have results from our 
second solution for measuring bandwidth of the flows. We ran each test ten times and 
averaged them to get objective results. 

Table 1. Bandwidth calculation deviation for 100ms interval 

Flow iperf 
[kbit/s] 

measured 
[kbit/s] 

deviation 
[%] 

stats 
[kbit/s] 

deviation 
[%] 

A 82.4 79.36 3.830 101.608 18.904 
B 1518.4 1544 1.658 670.304 126.524 
C 24818 25351.6 2.105 32875.705 24.509 

 

Table 2. Bandwidth calculation deviation for 500ms interval 

Flow iperf 
[kbit/s] 

measured 
[kbit/s] 

deviation 
[%] 

stats 
[kbit/s] 

deviation 
[%] 

A 82.4 75.571 9.036 7.634 979.353 
B 1518.4 1541.337 1.488 144.268 952.481 
C 24818 24494.208 1.321 21809.342 13.795 

 

Table 3. Bandwidth calculation deviation for 1000ms interval 

Flow iperf 
[kbit/s] 

measured 
[kbit/s] 

deviation 
[%] 

stats 
[kbit/s] 

deviation 
[%] 

A 82.4 74.649 10.383 61.059 34.951 
B 1518.4 1506.944 0.760 1288.0522 17.883 
C 24818 24277.392 2.226 23619.751 5.073 
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Table 4. Bandwidth calculation deviation for 2000ms interval 

Flow iperf 
[kbit/s] 

measured 
[kbit/s] 

deviation 
[%] 

stats 
[kbit/s] 

deviation 
[%] 

A 82.4 74.035 11.298 71.356 15.476 
B 1518.4 1497.68 1.383 1331.84 14.007 
C 24818 24319.784 2.048 23854.998 4.036 

 
 
Tables 2 through 4 compare the results of our solution for different time intervals. 

Our goal is to get accurate results as soon as we can get. The time interval of 100 mil-
liseconds and 500 milliseconds are overall the most accurate. 

5 Conclusion 

From the initial results mentioned in the section 4 of this paper we can see that peri-
odic flow statistics collection and accurate bandwidth calculation can be done around 
2 seconds after the flow is added to the network. This can be slow for some cases, so 
we would like to see better statistic updates on OVS devices. There is also second op-
tion we are currently evaluating, which provides better and faster results, as we can see 
from the tables above under column measured. This option is based on direct data flow 
measuring on the Ryu controller, until it can be effectively placed in the knapsack with 
the help of QFLA algorithm. 
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Abstract. The theft detection system is very important for mobile
users, to secure their private data. We propose a solution how to de-
tect theft of mobile device, by monitoring data from accelerometer. In
our experiments we collected data from nine participants, 262 positive
and 258 negative samples. Our model can detect 97,78% occurrences of
stealing from our data.

Keywords: behavioral biometrics · smartphone theft detection · inertial
sensors.

1 Introduction

Mobile devices, like smartphone, contain a lot of sensitive information like photos
or messages and it can be unpleasant for the user, when another users access
them.

There are many ways how to secure your mobile device. The most used are
PIN, password, pattern and fingerprint. These are used to authenticate owner
and unlock phone. After unlocking these devices are vulnerable and thief can
use them as they like.

While the device is unlocked sensitive information can be accessed quickly
by reading what is on the screen. That is why it is important to detect the exact
moment of theft, where it is possible to trigger another layers of protection. For
example when someone steals a phone to read a message on screen, our model
will detect it and turn off screen.

Every person has unique biometric characteristics. They can be divided to
physical and behavioral. Physical describes characteristics of body like finger-
print, face, iris. Behavioral describes an activity, for example keystroke, gait
recognition or the way of holding mobile devices. By using biometric character-
istics it is possible to authenticate owner or recognize an activity[?][?]. They can
also be used to detect theft [?][?][?]

? Bachelor study programme in field: Information Security
Supervisor: Assoc. Professor Daniela Chud, Institute of Informatics, Information
Systems and Software Engineering,
Faculty of Informatics and Information Technologies STU in Bratislava
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Biometric results are not certain like in iGuard[?]. In for example password
result can only match or not. In biometrics like fingerprint recognition, there is
a probability that it is a match. This is presented by TPR and FPR. TPR (true
positive rate) is probability of positive result being true and FPR(false positive
rate) is probability of positive result being false (we said the fingerprint match
but it was someone elses).

Our method uses behavioral biometrics to detect theft of mobile device while
an owner is using his phone. We detect changes in acceleration with accelerom-
eter. These sensors are in almost all smartphone and other mobile devices. By
analyzing collected data from experiments we propose a model which can detect
phone theft.

2 Related work

There are multiple ways of protecting mobile device. The most common one
is using PIN, password, pattern or fingerprint for unlocking the device. This
approach can protect stolen device, but cannot prevent theft. Excluding finger-
print, this method is easy to copy, when thief sees user unlocking phone. This
layer of protection is useless if the phone is stolen while unlocked.

When the phone is stolen we can locate it using GPS. Googles Find My
Device1 can locate phone by using only Gmail. It can also start ringing on the
device or remove data. This can help retrieve the stolen device, but GPS location
can be inaccurate[?]. Also, it can be disabled by thief before owner notice the
theft.

Todays mobile devices contain accelerometer and gyroscope. These sensors
allow recognizing an activity performed by user. There are multiple works for
recognition of daily activities[?][?] like sitting, standing, walking, running and
others. This can be used in healthcare for monitoring patients.

We can focus on one activity, an anomaly. For example iPrevention[?] can
detect an anomaly in gait. It is used for older people to prevent falling while
walking by detecting a possibility of fall. Warning user in this situation can
prevent fall and injures caused by it.

Phone theft can be considered as an activity we want to detect. By similar
ways we can detect theft from accelerometer and gyroscope data. It is fast and
can warn owner. This action can prevent the theft and is useful in situations like
pickpocket, where the victim would not notice it. This approach is used in many
works and is most similar to ours.

In Detecting Phone Theft Using Machine Learning[?] authors focused on
detecting pickpocket when the thief is running away. They compared logistic re-
gression, random forest and linear SVM models for detection. Logistic regression
had highest 100% TPR while random forest and linear SVM had lowest FPR
0,02%.

1 https://www.google.com/android/find
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SmartDog[?] is focused on picking up a device from pocket or bag. They de-
tect if the action was performed by owner or not. By using DTW-based algorithm
they got 94,5% TPR and 10,2% FPR.

iGuard[?] detect theft of mobile device while walking. Authors divided activ-
ity to walking(DTW-algorithm), take out motion(logistic regression) and change
of speed(Cumulative Sum test). This approach helped with accuracy of detec-
tion. By using multiple algorithms they got 95% TPR and 4% FPR.

Our model is focused on recognizing theft from ordinary usage. We used
Random Forest classifier inspired by results in [?] to improve results in theft
detection. Our model detected more thefts then in this work and overall results
all better than iGuard[?] and SmartDog[?].

3 Our approach to theft detection

In this paper we propose a model for theft detection. By collecting data from
accelerometer sensor, this model can recognize if there was a theft. Data are di-
vided to segments and from each one, we calculate vector of features. From these
features model can decide if theft happened or not. This process is represented
in Fig. ?? with our data.

3.1 Collecting data

For training a model we need to collect accelerometer data. We created a mobile
application for collecting, with logger from Behametrics2. This logger creates
about 50 logs per second. The application is installed on mobile phone, which is
used for all experiments.

In first experiment we simulated theft to collect data samples from 9 volun-
teers. For negative samples (device was not stolen) we asked volunteer to play
a simple game on phone. For positive samples (device was stolen) we had one
volunteer for the role of victim and one for thief. While victim played the game,
thief stole phone from his hand and pressed the button on main screen.

The button which is clicked after theft is used to divide samples as the end of
positive sample. Currently, we collected 262 positive and 258 negative samples
from these scenarios:

– Sitting

• hands on the table

• hands on the thighs

– Standing

At the beginning of experiment, volunteers were asked to log in. This way we
collected personal data for analysis: age, height, gender and their main hand.

2 https://gitlab.com/behametrics/behalearn
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Fig. 1. Data processing
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3.2 Preprocessing

Sensors data are logged in three axes: x, y, z. Our algorithm uses only total
acceleration a. We calculate it by using following equation:

a =
√

x2 + y2 + z2 (1)

3.3 Segmentation

From data collection we have files with sensors data. We need to separate each
sample. We have logged times of two events: start of the game and button click
after thief stole the phone. From these times we cut a sample. It has size of 220
logs (about 4.4 seconds).

For negative sample we cut the time when game was played. Their length is
same as positive samples.

3.4 Feature extraction

After data are segmented, we calculate features from them. We recognize fea-
tures: Maximum, mean, max-min (maximal change of acceleration), standard
deviation and quantiles (25%,50%,75%).

3.5 Training model

We use random forest classifier (sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestClassifier),
to recognize theft in our samples, represented as vectors Random forest was
chosen for results in [?]. This work compared results from logistic regression,
random forest and linear SVM. Random forest had best FPR (0.02%) but TPR
(62%) needed improvement.

For validation, we divided samples into train and test in 2:1 ratio. Only train
samples were used for training our model.

4 Results

Our model was tested in theft simulations and showed 97,78% TPR. It detected
correctly more thefts than iGuard[?] or SmartDog[?]. It has also lower FPR of
3,66%, which means less false alarms during day.

5 Conclusion and Future work

Accelerometer is sensor which can detect mobile device theft and using it we
created our model. We improved accuracy in theft detection models and raised
security in this field.

In the future, we will try to further improve trained model by collecting more
data and specifying or discovering more features. To show value of our model we
will test it in different environments and compare our theft sample with more
activities.
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Abstract. Recognition and description of visual properties of objects
are intensively investigated areas of computer vision and deep learning
with significant application in robotics, augmented reality, or industrial
applications. However, having excellent results is not enough. In many
cases, it is necessary to know the reasoning behind the decision of neural
network. Deep learning cannot be applied in many domains as it is not
trusted because of its black box nature. Recently, research in the field of
deep learning has focused on improving the level of decisions explana-
tion. This has led to the development of numerous explanatory methods.
In this work, we propose a method based on two of the existing solutions.
The first is Layer-wise Relevance Propagation which we use to calculate
the relevance of the elements. The second is Occlusion sensitivity which
we use to determine if an element affects a particular class. The goal of
this work is to provide a tool for users to visualize decision-making infor-
mation produced by a deep learning approach. We apply this method to
models trained on CIFAR-10 and perform various experiments to prove
its applicability on other more difficult datasets.

Keywords: Interpretability · Neural network · Computer vision.

1 Introduction

Interpretability of complex machine learning models, such as deep neural net-
works, presents a significant challenge. Even though, these complex models reach
impressive results, they are not in a state that would be sufficiently intuitive and
understandable for people who should benefit from these interpretations. This
inability to explain their own behavior is a cause for deep neural networks to
have difficulties breaking into areas such as medicine or the financial sector. In
these areas, we cannot rely on decisions that we cannot explain adequately, be-
cause the possible prediction error can be responsible for misdiagnosis or loss of
finances.

? Bachelor study programme in field: Informatics, Supervisor: Ing. Luk Hudec, Insti-
tute of Computer Engineering and Applied Informatics, Faculty of Informatics and
Information Technologies STU in Bratislava
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There are several methods of interpretability. Most of them, however, focus
on explaining how individual pixels affect the overall predictions. However, they
do not tell us which specific parts of the image affect the behavior of the neural
network. Therefore, we propose a method that combines these two approaches.

In our work, we focus on increasing the interpretability of deep neural net-
works. We do not just want to find out the impact of individual pixels but to
solve the focus of the network. We aim to analyse, if the network responds to
the hierarchy of the local patches or searches for the whole objects or is looking
for only some abstract representations.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present representative
works related to the proposed approach. In section 3, we define our method, and
in section 4, we present our early experiments. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Related work

This section presents various several works that deal with interpretability of
neural networks. These methods can be divided into three categories according
to the basis of their main approach.

1. Backpropagation based methods are based on computing a contribution
of each pixel to the result by back-propagating the signal through the net-
work.

2. Perturbation based methods are based on occlusion analysis, where only
a part of an image is shown to a network to determine which local areas
contribute the most to the decision making.

3. Layer-wise relevance propagation methods distribute the relevant score
of neuron among lower layer neurons to compute the relevance of an each
pixel.

2.1 Backpropagation-based

The process of this method is performed during one forward pass and related
backpropagation. We assign a contribution to each pixel. It is faster but less
accurate than other methods. One of such methods is Sensitivity analysis [?]. By
this method, we examine what impact each feature has on the models prediction.
In this method the attributions are computed by taking the absolute value of
the partial derivative of the target output with respect to the inputs.

Another work applying back-propagation for interpretability is Guided back-
propagation [?] method. It represents an improvement for Sensitivity analysis
where we consider only gradient with a positive loss. In this method, neurons
perform as detectors of particular image features. The method is focused on
highlighting the most important image features, that neurons detect and are
contributing to the classification. The other areas of the image are being ig-
nored.
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2.2 Perturbation-based

Also known as Occlusion Sensitivity methods [?,?] systematically mask various
parts of the input image and feed it to the network. Then, they compare the
results and analyse how the network confidence changes. The masked areas are
usually covered by zero or mean values that would not affect the network decision
making. The methods consist of three fundamental steps.

– The change of the original image - overlaying a portion of it or disrupting
the input pixels

– Feeding the network with the modified image to get a prediction
– Comparing the predicted output of modified image to the output received

from the original image.

The strength of this approach is that we are very likely to localize the most
critical areas of the image. On the other hand, the disadvantage is the high
computational effort compared to other approaches and difficulty to select a
sufficient size of the overlaying window.

2.3 Layer-wise relevance propagation (LRP)

LRP [?,?] is a method which is performed after the prediction during a backprop-
agation phase. Using this method, we can tell which pixels were most relevant
to the resulting prediction. Its crucial feature is conservativeness. It means that
the relevant score of neuron is redistributed among the lower layer neurons with
which it is connected. Pixels can acquire either a positive or negative contribu-
tion. Contributions can be propagated across the network by multiple rules. It
is not recommended to apply one rule to the entire neural network, because of
irrelevant output. The advantage of this method is that it is fast. We obtain the
output in the form of a heatmap after performing one forward and backward
propagation.

3 Method

We applied our interpretation approach on a convolutional neural network with
a simple architecture called ”Simplenet” [?] by which we achieved almost state-
of-the-art results on the used dataset CIFAR-10. It is a network with optimized
number of parameters and robust enough for the most common classification
problems. Its advantage is that it does not contain tens to hundreds of millions
of parameters and does not require complicated regularizations during training.
The lower number of parameters also contributes to fewer memory requirements.
However, its disadvantage is lower performance compared to robust and complex
network. Despite this deficit, it can exceed them on some problems. It is proven
as a good compromise between low computational memory complexity and clas-
sification accuracy. To obtain satisfying results of interpretation, the model is
trained to achieve 90% accuracy on the dataset CIFAR-10.
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Step 1 - Applying LRP First step of the method is to feed forward the anal-
ysed image through the network and obtain the prediction. After the prediction,
we apply the LRP method on one of the classes from the dataset. We use it
to identify regions of interest that help us speed up the Occlusion sensitivity
Fig.??. So we don’t have to go through every single pixel, and we can only fo-
cus on the most important ones. We combine two rules of LRP interpretation
approach. Specifically LRP-ε, LRP-γ [?]. LRP-ε is used in higher layers where
there is a more dense interconnection. There are fake contributions that may be
distracting. With this rule, we can remove these fake contributions so that only
the best ones remain. The second rule LRP-γ we use for the input layer. This
rule focuses on the whole image and not only on individual pixels, and then the
output heatmap is understandable.

Fig. 1. Output after LRP application.

Fig. 2. Output after threshold function application.

Step 2 - Selecting regions of interest On this heatmap, we apply the threshold
function Fig.??. Because, even after applying LRP, we still have too many pixels
for Occlusion sensitivity and we need to reduce that number. We do it in two
ways.
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In the first one, we use adaptive thresholding before the global threshold
because the global threshold leaves too large pixel spots in some places. That
is why we use an adaptive threshold with a smaller block size to get only the
most significant pixels out of them. Specifically, we use the gaussian-weighted
sum of the neighbourhood values, because it is not as noisy as other threshold
functions. The result is pixels on which we apply Occlusion sensitivity.

In the second one, we apply Gaussian blurring on the output from LRP.
This way, we achieve a smoother pixel transition and bigger regions. Now we use
the adaptive threshold function based on the mean of the neighborhood area.
Because of the Gaussian adaptive threshold function divides individual regions
into smaller ones. Then we calculate the mask size separately for each region.
The minimum mask dimensions are 7x7 pixels.

Step 3 - Occlusions Finally, we apply the Occlusion sensitivity analysis over the
pixels obtained from the threshold function. It tells us how much the prediction
changes if we cover the most critical pixels and their surroundings. We perform
a series of experiments on the altered images and the following prediction. We
cover the images in two ways. In the first one, we use a single color mask. It is
one of the most commonly used type of masks in this method. We are interested
in the difference between this type of mask and the more sophisticated type of
mask. In the second, we cover the pixels in the mask using the gradient inpaint.
Its task is to replace the pixels in the mask with the pixels around it. The aim
is to have the mask resemble the original image. It looks natural, so it is more
confusing for the neural network. The size of the mask depends on the size of the
image. We intend that the mask occupies at least 20% of the image. Otherwise,
the mask covers only a negligible part, which has a minimal effect on the overall
prediction.

4 Evaluation

We follow two experiments in this section. The first experiment is focused to
verify the importance of regions marked by LRP as the most significant for the
classification to the correct class. The second volume of experiments is focused
on verifying the areas with the lowest and even opposite contribution to the
correct classification. We performed a set of experiments on various images. We
evaluate the results through empirical analysis, as there is currently no universal
metric for interpretability evaluation. The experiments are focused on evaluating
the final confidence value of the network with respect to the correct class.

We conducted occlusion analysis with 4 variations, the solid color white, black
and mean (grayscale image = 127) and gradient inpaint to occlude the selected
regions of interest. The first row in the figures (Fig. ??, ??, ??) represents the
original image and it‘s prediction, the output from the LRP, and the output from
the threshold function. The second to fourth rows in the figures represent the
application of different types of masks in the order of white, gray, black, gradient
inpaint. These images represent regions that have an impact on prediction and
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their prediction. The number of images in these rows represents how many times
the local minimum or maximum (according experiment) of the prediction is
exceeded.

Occluding regions important for correct class We select the most critical regions
from the LRP output and then perform the Occlusion sensitivity according to
step 3. As we gradually cover the regions from the most influential region, we
observe whether the prediction is falling. In this way, we find out what role the
region played in making decisions. When we use solid color masks, the network
focuses only on the strongest regions and no longer falling or is stuck in one
region. When we use gradient inpaint mask, the predictions also fall in regions
that contributed less to the overall prediction (Fig. ??, ??). We recorded similar
results in several images from dataset CIFAR-10.

Fig. 3. The collection of images represents
the application of the first experiment on
the simple image of the car, that is one
of the test images from CIFAR-10 dataset.
We covered most parts by using gradient
inpaint. Solid color masks covered less and
similar parts. The numbers above pictures
represent their prediction. The number of
images in rows 2-4 represents how many
times the local minimum of the prediction
is exceeded.

Fig. 4. The collection of images represents
the application of the first experiment on
the complex image of the animals (dog,
cat and bird), that does not come from
CIFAR-10. Focused on cat. All masks cov-
ered similar parts in surrounding of the
cat face. The numbers above pictures rep-
resent their prediction. The number of
images in rows 2-4 represents how many
times the local minimum of the prediction
is exceeded.
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Occluding regions with opposite importance As in the previous experiment, we
also focus on LRP regions. Now we select those that negatively influenced the
overall prediction. By using the Occlusion sensitivity as described in step 3, we
gradually cover the regions. We start from the region that was most negatively
marked by LRP. We observe whether the prediction of the class is rising. In
the images from the dataset CIFAR-10, we achieve a prediction of almost 100
percent and can be changed only minimally. For example with this experiment
we did not find any ROI in the original image on Fig. ??. Therefore, we are not
doing this experiment with these images. For more complex images Fig. ?? where
are multiple objects, the experiment works better. We see that the prediction
increases when we cover parts of other objects.

Fig. 5. The collection of images represents the application of the second experiment on
the complex image of the animals (dog, cat and bird), that does not come from CIFAR-
10 dataset. Focused on cat. White mask matches with the background, but does not
reach the higher prediction. The numbers above pictures represent their prediction.
The number of images in rows 2-4 represents how many times the local maximum of
the prediction is exceeded.
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a)

2.png

b)
neg.png

c)

Fig. 6. The collection of images represents the application of choosing ROI by selecting
blobs. The number above images represents reached prediction. The number of images
in rows 2-4 depends on how many times prediction decreases under original prediction
(Occluding regions important for correct class) or increase over (Occluding regions with
opposite importance). a) image from dataset CIFAR-10. The prediction is changing
with minimal effort. The prediction is changing only in a minimal way. b) and c) the
change is more significant but not as much as when we select pixels. Both are focused
on object cat.
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5 Conclusion

In our work, we have experimented with two existing methods that deal with
the interpretability of neural networks. Both methods have their pros and cons.
We have experimented with and evaluated different approaches to improve the
interpretability strength of the mentioned methods. We did not want our method
to focus only at pixels, but to show the individual parts of the objects that
contributed positively or negatively to the prediction.

Our method helps to understand how well the network is trained and what
parts of images and objects it uses to make its decisions and predictions. The
presented figures demonstrate by covering the regions of the most contributing
pixels and object parts, that the network learns the object representations hier-
archically as local features and attributes of an object. In Figure ?? it is visible
how the network confidence is lowering, due to higher occlusion of the location
of the classified cat. In Figure ??, the most important regions are around the
wheels and the car roof. Therefore, it is possible, that the network is focusing
on hierarchical local features. If such trend occurs in all networks, it could be
possible to analyse and understand its behavior in more difficult domains such
as histology or finance markets, where understanding of the features used for
decision is on more abstract level.

We choose ROI in two ways from the threshold function. In the first one,
we select pixels. In the second one, we select blobs. When we select blobs, we
observe a significant reduction in the number of regions. Therefore, in the first
experiment, we select every region where the prediction decreased against the
original (Fig. 6a, 6b). In the second experiment, we select every region where the
prediction increased against the original Fig. 6c. The network is now focusing
on more regions of the object. On the other hand, the prediction will not change
as much as in the first way.

Wojciech Samek also deals with the topic of interpretability. He is the inven-
tor of LRP. He works with both methods that we used in our work. His works
are available at webpage heatmapping.org.

In the future, we would also like to conduct further experiments on dataset
of much higher variability, like texture or histology data, to test our approach.
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Abstract. In this paper we investigate the possibility of identifying users based 
on the mouse usage patterns and movement dynamics. This method can enhance 
the traditional login-and-password approach when attempting to gain access to a 
system. In our experimental setup, we use the standard mouse to gather the user 
data. When performing the experiments, we extract the appropriate behavioral 
features from the user actions. The resulting user model supported by machine 
learning modules can be used for later static or dynamic authentication and im-
prove the security level of authentication system. 

Keywords: User identification, Mouse movement dynamics, Biometrics. 

1 Introduction and Related Work 

1.1 Behavioral Biometry and Pointing Device Research 

Biometric characteristics such as mouse movement dynamics or keyboard writing ac-
tivities performed in computer system are characteristic for each user. Mouse dynamics 
such as mouse clicks or movements, can be reliably used as source for feature extraction 
and processing. 

We can use these features when modeling user for identification, recognition of emo-
tional status, detection of computer experiences [2]. In our work, we are considering 
multiple combinations of most prevailing user modeling techniques. 

 A number of studies have been devoted also to user authentication using standard 
input devices [4, 6, 8] where the efficiency of user verification by means of mouse 
movement dynamics was elaborated with promising results. 
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1.2 Input device data processing 

In this paper we are primarily focused on web-based environment where computer 
mouse or touchpad is used, however similar methods can be applied to mobile devices 
as another source of biometric input.  

Data processing – recorded data are stored in log files that can be split to samples 
according to mouse action events. Samples are further on pre-processed, if missing val-
ues occur, filtered or calculated. Data can be grouped and linked with selected user 
actions that subsequently simplifies the feature extraction. 

Computer mouse can be a valuable source of data, generating events such as mouse 
movement, mouse-down (button press), mouse-up (button release) and wheel scrolling. 
We collectively refer to events as raw data. Each event is associated with coordinates 
of the cursor and the time of occurrence of the event, 

Various universal metrics can be calculated from the mouse actions, such as curva-
ture or velocity. Each metric is further processed to compute a single value called fea-
ture. A vector of features computed from metrics is referred to as instance and is added 
to a biometric profile of the user [1]. 

 
Feature Extraction – basic features related to the mouse movement dynamics are 
based on direction, angle, distance and velocity [8].  

Direction based features are calculated as the relative number of movements in a 
particular direction.  

Distance based features are calculated as the ratio of full paths to shortest path. For 
each n pixel length movement pair the angle is calculated between them and average 
angle and standard deviation of angles is used as a feature. For each defined pixel length 
movement the velocity is calculated and the standard deviation of velocity is used as a 
feature. 

Information gain – when considering the selection of appropriate features for building 
the biometric user profile, the following calculation can be used for the feature and class 
dependency measures.  

 	
𝐼𝐺(𝑓, 𝐶) = 𝐻(𝑓) − 	𝐻(𝑓	|	𝐶) (1) 

 
𝐻(𝑓) = −∑ 	.𝑝(𝑣). 𝑙𝑜𝑔!5𝑝(𝑣)67"∈$(&)  (2) 

Where H(f) is feature entropy and H(f | C) is conditional feature entropy. Information 
Gain IG is defined by the probability p(v) that feature f  gains value v. 

Machine Learning –increased precision in the field of behavioral biometric is in most 
recent research works [4, 7] achieved by Machine Learning (ML) methods. We can 
evaluate the most commonly used ML methods with focus on the accuracy of features 
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through a comparison of different algorithms, i.e., Naive Bayes classifier (NB), Deci-
sion Trees (DT), Random Forests (RF), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Multi-
Layer Perceptron (MLP). Several experiments confirmed that SVM offers a good trade-
off between precision and recall [5]. Classification ML methods can also decrease the 
amount of mouse actions required for verification, if the user model is trained with 
sufficient training set. 

2 User Model for Identification and Authentication 

Our research focuses on the area of building profiles with computer system for identi-
fication and increased accuracy of user profiles for different types of users. Naturally, 
in a web-based environment, users work with the computer mouse much more than 
with the keyboard [3]. User modeling heavily depends on information provided by the 
user. 

2.1 User model building techniques 

The simplest way of building a user model is explicit user modeling, when the user is 
asked to provide relevant information directly. However, a big challenge of research is 
to minimize obtrusion and therefore implicit user modeling is trending. This approach 
relies on feedback from the user in the form of actions [3]. 

It is common for the same user to use different kinds of pointing devices from time 
to time [8]. For example, a laptop user may use the on-board touchpad for some time, 
but switch to a USB-connected mouse when a larger desk space is available. Therefore, 
it is desirable to detect the type of pointing device being used in a nonobtrusive way. In 
other words, the question we attempt to answer is, given a series of cursor movements:  
Is it possible to tell if they are from a touchpad or a computer mouse? 
 

 
Fig. 1. Illustration of angle-based metrics and calculations (N. Zheng at al., 2016) 
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2.2 Mouse movement and actions evaluation 

Like all biometric systems, mouse dynamics authentication systems involve an enroll-
ment phase and a verification phase. There is still a reasonable potential in increasing 
the accuracy, speed and cost of biometric authentication in web environment that have 
become the primary focus of our research. 

There were two approaches of user identity verification: 
a) Static - collect and verify a user’s mouse data at specific times (e.g. at login 

time). Features computed from the user’s movement between each pair of 
dots comprise the enrollment signature. Authenticating involves the same 
series of dot-to-dot movements, which are compared against the enrollment 
signature. Mouse movements can be recorded through JavaScript embed-
ded in the web page and sent to a server for processing. 

b) Continuous - collect and verify the user’s mouse data repeatedly throughout 
the entire session. Mouse events are aggregated as higher-level actions such 
as point-and-clicks or drag-and-drops, characterized by action type, dis-
tance, duration and direction. Consecutive actions over some time frame 
are grouped into sessions [7]. 

Table 1. Research works related to the pointing device usage biometrics. 

Study        Identity verification    FAR  FRR  Participants 
Shelton et al. (2013)  Static authentication   25%  n/a   8 
Gamboa et al. (2007)  Static authentication   6,2%  6,2%   50 
Mondal et. al. (2013)  Continuous authentication n/a  n/a   49 
Feher et al. (2012)   Continuous authentication 1%  1%   25 
Zheng et al. (2016)   Continuous authentication 1,3%  1,3%   30 

3 Evaluation of Proposed Model 

In order to fully verify the updated user model, several experiments will need to be 
conducted. In our conditions up to 30 participants can be considered as a sufficient 
sample. 

Once the samples are extracted from the data, we perform the classification (user 
identification) for each type of event separately. Since the number of samples can vary 
greatly across users, it can be temporarily reduced also up to 30 for each type. 

 
Experimental dataset may contain selected mouse events for a particular session for 
each user performing the defined tasks on a website. 

Machine learning module is responsible for data preprocessing, feature extraction 
and user authentication.  

In relation to the Information Gain calculation defined in the section 1, the entropy 
of our dataset in terms of the probability distribution of observations in the dataset be-
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longing to one class or another, sklearn library (e.g. sklearn.feature_selection.mu-
tual_info_classif(X, y, discrete_features='auto', n_neighbors=3, copy=True, ran-
dom_state=None) calculate the Information Gain for each selected attribute. 

 
Our proposed solution is written in Python 3 language, using the following libraries: 

sklearn, pandas, numpy and bokeh. Machine learning module can also provide data 
visualization functionality. 
 

Table 2. Sample of mouse movement logged data per user session. 

input session_id timestamp event_type button x y 
cursor 5e428659f6ba2b00ec9b1cbe 1581418078441 move null 428 310 

cursor 5e428659f6ba2b00ec9b1cbe 1581418078455 move null 427 310 

cursor 5e428659f6ba2b00ec9b1cbe 1581418078471 down left 423 311 

cursor 5e428659f6ba2b00ec9b1b70 1581418078486 up left 416 314 

cursor 5e428659f6ba2b00ec9b1b70 1581418078502 down left 406 317 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Visualized sample of logged mouse cursor movement of 2 users in 2 sessions 
selected from experimental dataset 

 
The sample was selected from 28 users where each session contained several mouse 

event actions. Particular differences in the ange-based metrics can be spotted between 
users visually, where user 1 and user 2 show similar behavior during both sessions.  
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4 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper we introduced and partially elaborated a user model for biometric identi-
fication based on standard input devices such as mouse and keyboard applicable in 
general use web environments. In comparison with existing user identification or au-
thentication approaches the current state of our proposed approach to user identification 
should be scaled to more users in order to confirm the experimental results. 
Future work will include improving the identification accuracy and speed by selecting 
the most relevant and least redundant individual features rather than considering entire 
groups of features or choosing their most commonly used subset. Dynamic user identi-
fication should be also included.  

There are some function modifications needed in order to minimize the percentage 
of false accepts and more detailed elaboration of outliers when collecting data is 
planned as well. 

Supervised machine learning algorithms capable of performing classification, re-
gression and outlier detection such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) are going to be 
further elaborated. We will use our model to predict the classes of the samples in the 
testing set and increase the accuracy of the classifier. 

The main challenges in the research area of user identification and authentication are 
precision of evaluation and the amount of data and subsequently the time required for 
a particular authentication decision.  

Higher input device hardware independence of the proposed model is also an inter-
esting motivation for the future research. 
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Abstract. Hardware description languages have been widely used in domain of 
hardware design from their invention up to this day. They brought countless ad-
vantages in domain of hardware design, but can still suffer from the limitations 
of their purely textual form. We can mention low presentability, hard documen-
tation and potential high understanding complexity. These shortcomings were the 
source of motivation for this paper. Our goal in this project is to eliminate this 
limitation in means of graphical visualization using block diagrams. We proposed 
essential steps, processes and concepts which were identified during the visuali-
zation of HDL designs. These steps include specification of the goal block dia-
gram using proposed metamodel and introducing solutions how to represent and 
store diagram visual information using JSON data format from which we can 
later on generate the source code. The result of our work so far is a prototype 
application, which represents the realisation of our solutions. The prototype is a 
web integrated development environment implemented using microservices ar-
chitecture. This IDE allows its users to create and edit their own diagrams repre-
senting HDL design. The solution can generate these diagrams from SystemVer-
ilog source code and vice versa. We also enumerate further approaches in this 
domain. 

Keywords: SystemVerilog, Hardware Decription Language, graphical visuali-
zation, ASIC design, digital system development, block diagram 

1 Introduction 

Hardware description languages, shortly HDL, were from their creation widely used in 
the domain of hardware design because of the higher level of abstraction they brought 
to complex integrated circuit (IC) description than other approaches. Furthermore, we 
can mention more advantages: earlier design functional verification, describing IC 
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designs is analogical to programming and many more, thoroughly identified in multiple 
works [1, 2]. 

The first HDLs has already appeared in 1960s and their concept lasts and stays pop-
ular to this day. We can observe how essential the usage of these languages is in other 
works, for example S. Palnitkar writes “With rapidly increasing complexities of digital 
circuits and increasingly sophisticated CAD tools, HDLs will be probably the only 
method for large digital designs. No digital circuit designer can afford to ignore HDL-
based design.” [1]. 

Despite the multiple advantages of this approach in this paper, we will focus on the 
limitations of its plain text-based usage. Digital designs can be more complex or larger 
in size if we describe them in plain text form without any form of graphical visualiza-
tion. This can result in multiple drawbacks. Briefly, we mention a few: error vulnera-
bility, worse readability (bigger complexity), poor presentation and documentation pos-
sibilities. As we mention later in this paper, (in section 3. Related work) there are al-
ready existing applications that solve this problem to a certain level.  What these solu-
tions lack is the hierarchical abstraction visualization. Under this term we mean that a 
whole block diagram in our solution  can be reused, using abstraction, as one block 
(module) representing the whole functionality in another diagram. Some of the analysed 
solutions allowed this abstraction but could not visualize it. What we propose is a pos-
sibility to hierarchicaly visualize this abstraction. That means users can view the whole 
lower abstraction diagram from the parent diagram. Next these solutions do not allow 
continuous transition between code and diagram, which we try to implement.  

In this paper, we propose our solution for upper-mentioned limitations using visual-
ization to ease or eliminate them. Simply outlined, our solution is a creation of an online 
web integrated development environment (later web IDE), which enables and enhances 
the work with development of digital electronics designs for single user, but also for 
groups of cooperating users. The current key elements of the proposed IDE are: text 
editor with SystemVerilog language support and functionality, such as static text anal-
ysis, but also dynamic help for developers in the form of information delivery about 
existing defined variables, signals, ports, modules and other attributes. Another goal of 
our web IDE is integrating the elements needed to support collaboration of multiple 
authors and version-control functionality. Emerging from the previous objectives, the 
next one is that there is a need to design and implement data storage and archive the 
created designs. And finally, we are getting to our primary goal of visualizing Sys-
temVerilog, which consists of creating and editing IC designs using block diagrams. 
The upper mentioned objectives represent a “big picture” idea. The resulting system 
will not be a work of one thesis, but of a collaborating multiple theses. Our specific 
primary goal is the feature of graphical visualization using block diagrams. 

2 Visualization of SystemVerilog language 

In this section, we dive into the used processes and options of SystemVerilog language 
visualization. Right from the start, it is important to define specific design of our 
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proposed visualization. Next, we propose a serializing and archiving format for the cre-
ated diagrams. 

Our main goal from the user experience perspective is to achieve continuous two-
way visualization. This means that the IDE users should be able to switch between the 
code and diagram and vice versa on demand at any time during their development. 

2.1 Block diagrams 

We chose to visualize SystemVerilog using block diagrams (See Fig. 2.). This decision 
was based on multiple existing papers (e.g. [3, 4]) and tools [5, 6], which used similar 
diagrams. This way we can capture and clarify the overall concepts, structure and rela-
tions of digital designs without concern for the details of implementation. 

 
Fig. 2. A brief example of an explained generic block diagram used for our goal completion 

In Fig. 2. we briefly explain the specific elements used in our proposed block dia-
gram. In our case, the next advantage of block diagrams is the ambiguousness of the 
block. This means that with the right specification, we can propose our own type of 
diagram in which we specify, what the block does and its body mean. For this purpose, 
we designed a metamodel (Fig. 3.) describing and specifying our goal block diagram. 

Parent module ports

Inner module instance

Inner module name

Data flow

Inner module instance

Inner module name

Inner module ports

Parent module diagram

Inner module

Viewer does not support full SVG 1.1
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Fig. 3. Metamodel, in progress, specifying our proposed block diagram 

In our designs we use abstraction to achieve modules hierarchy. It means, that a 
module (block) in one diagram can be a representation of a real single module, or an-
other whole block diagram. This way we achieve a possibility to build unique functional 
blocks/modules and we also greatly increase reusability of modules. 

2.2 Module serialization 

As the nature of the solution indicates, the end users does not have to carry their designs 
always with themselves. One of our goals is to create a fine way to save and archive 
designs in the progress and then later deliver them on demand. This requires a well 
created data format to store. Usual approaches are XML (example [3, 4]) or Object 
Oriented representations (example [7]).  

During our analysis and previous work, we proposed a custom XML representation 
[8], similar but simpler than K. Jelemenská et al proposed in their paper [3]. Now, how-
ever, we are using an open-source diagraming library JointJS[9] for core visualization. 
It uses JSON objects to represent and preserve the inner structure of diagrams and so 
the both, simplest and most synchronized way, how to store diagram information was 
to reuse these JSON objects. The only thing we did was that we enhanced the objects 
to serve our cause. Most of the time, it meant containing more information (Fig. 4.).  
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Fig. 4. JSON representation of block diagram elements. Original schema of JointJS [9] library 

edited for our purposes. 

3 Related work 

During our research in the problematic domain we discovered multiple similar solu-
tions. These solutions are sourced from distinguished spheres so we mention a few re-
lated works from different sectors. 

We would like to begin with the research sector, because this is the closest to our 
own paper. In academic works and papers we do not have to go further, than just our 
own university. Multiple papers from multiple authors, but all including the author K. 
Jelemenská, have devoted themselves to this issue [3, 4, 10]. Many of the conceptual 
approaches in these papers are similar to ours and at the beginning they served as initial 
point of our project. The main differences are on the practical level including imple-
mentation details. As the papers suggest [3, 4], they work with another HDL languages. 
However, the differences are also in the architecture and used technologies of com-
pleted prototypes. For example in “VHDL Structural Model Visualization” [4] autors 
use .NET, C# and explicitly expressed their aim in Windows operating system platform, 
while our approach tries to be more modern and more platform independent. In addition 
to this work, we ourselves participated in similar project in the past, this time only in 
the form of a more monolithic C++/Qt application that also visualized SystemVerilog 
[8]. 

Lets proceed to the commercial sphere of existing industrial solutions. In this sector, 
again, multiple similar solutions can be found. From the perspective of software quality, 
these solutions are on high level, probably only excluding the usability and portability 
aspect of software quality. This is of course due to the size and complexity of these 
software solutions. In our opinion, the main problem with these products is their price 
and inaccessibility for an ordinary user. We tested 2 student accessible solutions HDL 
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Designer [5] and Active-HDL [6]. Both of these tools support block diagram viasuali-
zation. 

The last area which we have analyzed was the open source sector. Generally, there 
were some tools like Symbolator [11] which were working really well, were doing what 
they proposed, but the functionality itself was not enough. Next, these solutions are 
very technology dependent and hard to install. Symbolator is a component diagram-
ming tool for VHDL and Verilog. The tool analyzes (and parses) the source codes of 
the languages, searches for and extracts components or modules and plots them as a 
picture. Supported raster formats include PNG and vector formats include SVG. Sym-
bolator is implemented in Python and it needs Pycairo and Pango libraries to run. 

4 Web Integrated Development Environment implementation 

We have already described some base information, processes and formats which sup-
ported our visualization and now it is time to present the prototype application, which 
delivers the upper-mentioned functionality. 

4.1 System architecture and core processes 

Our web IDE is based on a web application priciple which is furthermore extended 
by microservices architecture. System architecture is demonstrated in Fig. 5. Regarding 
the used technologies, we used Spring Boot framework [12] and Maven [13] software 
project management tool for backend. Application frontend is implemented using An-
gular [14] framework. Backend and frontend communication are delivered through 
REST API calls, which are defined using the Swagger tool [15]. This means that our 
services fulfill the OpenApi specification. 

 
Fig. 5.  Diagram representing the architecture of the system. Functionally the diagram is fo-

cused on the visualization module.  

In terms of functionality, there are three functional modules worth mentioning. We 
will separate these modules in logical wholes according to the direction of visualization 
(diagram to code or code to diagram).  
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The first is the core diagram visualization functionality module. As we mentioned 
before, core diagram rendering is delivered using library JointJS[9] integrated with an-
gular framework on the frontend of the application. This module is shared between the 
two logical directions. Before we generate source code, we draw the diagram in this 
module. On the other hand, when we parse the source code and need to visualize it, we 
draw the diagram using this module.  

Next is the code generation module. It uses our completely custom algorithm, which 
passes through given diagram using the JSON representation and generates SystemVer-
ilog source code. For now, the logic of this functionality is implemented directly on the 
frontend because the algorithm itself is not very resource-intensive and by bypassing 
the API calls we lighten the server. 

For code visualization, that means the second direction of visualization, we again 
start on frontend of the application with source code. This source code is delivered to 
SystemVerilog parser module using services. In this module, the source code is parsed, 
using Antlr [16]. Important information are extracted and then delivered to the code 
visualization module. This module enhances the extracted data with spatial information 
and delivers them back on the frontend and to the upper-mentioned diagram visualiza-
tion module. 

4.2 System user interface 

At the moment, we are having a low fidelity user interface that allows us to test the 
developed functionality on the frontend of the prototype system (Fig. 6.). 

 
Fig. 6. In progress low fidelity user interface of prototype system.  

4.3 Example functionality 

For the propagation of the system functionality lets design a simple scenario. The user 
of our system designed a diagram which we can see in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7. Representation of system functionality using simple scenario. The diagram showed 

on this picture was drawn only by our prototype.  

After pressing the "Print Code" button, the text in the makeshift window is displayed, 
showing the generated SystemVerilog code skeleton describing its diagram. Based on 
the output (Fig. 8.), you can see that the test scenario will run as expected  and correct 
formatting will be displayed when code is generated. 
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module TestModule ( 
  input logic        PIB1, 
  input logic [2:0]  PIV2_2, 
  output logic [2:0]  POV2_1, 
  output logic        POB2 
); 
 
logic        INST3_OB2_to_INST1_IB1; 
logic [2:0]  INST3_OV2_1; 
 
MOD1 INST1 ( 
  .IB1    (INST3_OB2_to_INST1_IB1), 
  .OB1    () 
); 
 
MOD2 INST2 ( 
  .IV2_1    (INST3_OV2_1), 
  .IV2_2    (PIV2_2), 
  .IB3      (PIB1), 
  .OB1      (INST2_OB1) 
); 
 
MOD3 INST3 ( 
  .IV2_1    (PIV2_2), 
  .OV2_1    (INST3_OV2_1), 
  .OB2      (INST3_OB2_to_INST1_IB1) 
); 
 
assign POV2_1  = INST3_OV2_1; 
assign POB2    = PIB1 | INST2_OB1; 
 
endmodule: TestModule 

Fig. 8. Generated source code based on the Fig. 7. block diagram. 
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5 Conclusion and further work 

In our present work, we achieved to learn the essential processes on how to perform the 
visualization of SystemVerilog source code designs and also completed an in progress 
prototype application. This application, for now, stays not so refined and sophisticated 
as the upper-mentioned commercial systems, but in our opinion, it has a big potential 
and since it is made as a group of multiple bachelor/master thesis, there is a possibility 
that other students will enhance and complete this goal even after us. 

Right now in the field of visualization, we are at the point when we can generate 
code from everything that can be drawn in our application. Specifically, we can visual-
ize and generate to code: modules, ports and connections. We also started including 
some special elements that make the designs simpler. For example, we work with du-
plicator of connections and also started to generate and visualize some logical gates. To 
delineate the future work in this domain, we have already documented a specification 
of all elemenets we could visualize and generate, including some complex logical gates 
(e.g. multiplexer or encoder). But to be honest, this work theoretically never ends, be-
cause we can always come up with some new inovative graphical element that we need 
to visualize and then convert to code. 

Considering the other direction, code to diagram, now we are at the stage of suc-
cesfully parsing and extracting important data from source code and we need to come 
up with some mechanism on how to enhance the plain code data with dimensional in-
formations required to create the desired diagram. On the other hand, we already can 
make use of our parsing, because when an user wants to visualize a single existing 
module, this functionality is everything we need in order to accomplish it. At the mo-
ment, we can parse parent module’s interface and its submodule declarations, identified 
submodules interfaces, existing signals (connections) and we can also parse the section 
of declared submodules outgoing ports signals (Fig. 8. lines 8 and 9) more precisely, 
because these give us better idea about the bandwidth of the connection and its relation 
with connected input ports. 

Next, we have already mentioned the aim to achieve visualization of multiple layers 
of abstraction by showing the diagram of the visualized module by clicking on the mod-
ule. We managed to create a serializing format for the diagrams but now, we need to 
decide and create an optimal storing process of these diagrams. And last but not least, 
it would be right to implement better and automated way of testing our solution. 

More distant improvements, which would fulfill the upper-mentioned big picture 
idea of our web IDE, are: extending the visualization options (e.g. State diagrams) and 
implementing a real-time collaborative designing and diagram completion. 
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Abstract. One of the most reliable methods to confirm cancer diagnosis
is a biopsy, which is a very difficult and lengthy process because it consists
of a large amount of microscopic(histological) data. Nowadays, we are
able to see the rise of automatic data processing using computer vision
and deep learning. This automation provides us with a lot of benefits,
such as efficient and faster data processing or more accuracy.
In this work we focus on classification of histological data using deep
neural networks and namely convolutional neural networks. The main
idea is to compare different approaches for initialization of kernels in
the first layers of the neural networks, We compare automatic and man-
ual initialization of kernels. We chose backpropagation, autoencoder and
transfer learning for automatic initialization of kernels. And for manual
kernels initialization we chose Gabor filters.

Keywords: Artificial intelligence · Machine learning · Medical data ·
Histological images · Gabor filters · Transfer learning · Autoencoder ·
Backpropagation

1 Introduction

Processing of histological data is one of the hardest techniques of diagnostics.
As the result of this issue, the method is executed as the last, even though its
results are the most accurate. Thanks to this examination, we can determine
the correct diagnostics with the highest probability. Histological examination
starts with the biopsy of the infected part of the body, as the sample is taken
from tissue. In laboratory the sample is closely inspected by great magnification
through the microscope, to the distance at which, every single cell can be tested
for cancer.

Since this last part of the process is usually a routine, and there is no need
of interaction with the patient, we believe we can automate the process, with
the help of the computed science and artificial intelligence. Due to the deep
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learning of neural networks, it is possible to increase the amount of data we can
process and their accuracy. The only disadvantage of the method we suggest, is
the requirement of huge numbers of data samples to train on.

The aim of our thesis is the presentation of numerous types of filters of
convolution neuron networks. We will compare the approaches of both manual
and automatic filter creation, with their main purpose being the detection of
cancer in histological data

2 Related Work

2.1 Publication Transfer learning based deep CNN for segmentation
and detection of mitoses in breast cancer histopathological
images [4]

In the work about segmentation and detection of mitosis in breast cancer two
convolutional neural networks are used. The networks are mutually connected.
The segmentation uses Transfer learning, where the model from which the weights
are taken is ImageNet network, that stores about thousand categories for detec-
tion of natural colored pictures.

The first convolutional neural network is used for mitosis segmentation.
Patches that are extracted, further create the input for the second network,
that is hybrid- convolutional in the way that in combines Weight Transfer and
a custom layer for the final classification. The outcome of classification is either
“mitosis” or “non-mitosis”. Thanks to these 2 phases, and the deep learning
neural networks, the effect of imbalance of availability of individual categories
in histological data is decreased.

Data from the dataset for TUPAC16 resulted in the accuracy of 66,67%. If
the data were validated by both MITOS12 and MITOS14, result decreased to
65,1%. But if the model was trained on all the data from the beginning, the
individual accuracies decreased, in the case that TUPAC16 was the validation
dataset, with the accuracy of 65%. Since the validation dataset was both of
the sources, the accuracy was only 63%, plus regarding only the MITOS12 and
MITOS14 – 59,7%. These results are included in the table 1.

Train Validate F-measure

Source-A Source-A 0.667
Source-A and B 0.651

Source-B 0.599
Source-A and B Source-A 0.651

Source-A and B 0.638
Source-B 0.597

Table 1. Results segmentation and detection of neural networks. (source A is TU-
PAC16, source B is MITOS12 and MITOS14). [4]
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2.2 Publication Rotation Equivariant CNNs for Digital Pathology

In this work, instead of the classical convolutional neural network, they used G-
CNNs. G-CNNs are a generalization of CNNs that are equivariant under more
general symmetry groups, such as the group G = p4 of 90 rotations, or G =
p4m, which additionally includes reflection. In a G-CNN, the feature maps are
thought of as functions on this group. For p4 and p4m, this simply means that
feature channels come in groups of 4 or 8, corresponding to the 4 pure rotations
in p4 or the 8 roto-reflections in p4m.

Subsequently, these layers of G-CNN create dense layers, using them to create
a special architecture called DenseNet. The architecture is based on the densely
connected convolutional network (DenseNet), which consist of dense blocks with
layers that use the stack of all previous layers as input, alternated with transition
blocks consisting of a 1x1 convolutional layer and 2x2 strided average pooling.
We use one layer per dense block due to the limited receptive field of the model,
with 5 dense-block/transition-block pairs. The model spatially-pools the input
by a factor of 25.

Data from the PCAM dataset reached accuracy for DenseNet with P4M 89.8
and accuracy for DenseNet with P4 89.

Network K #W NLL Acc AUC

P4M-DenseNet 64 119K 0.260 89.8 96.3
P4M-DenseNet M 24 19K 0.273 89.3 95.8

P4-DenseNet 48 125K 0.329 89.0 94.5
DenseNet+ 24 128K 0.306 88.1 95.1

DenseNet+ M 64 902K 0.365 87.2 94.6
DenseNet 24 128K 0.315 87.6 95.5

Table 2. Results for PCAM dataset. [5]

3 Our work

We implemented our work the Python language, and the main part with the
help of Keras
TensorFlow, Numpy, Scikit-learn and Matplotlib libraries.

3.1 Dataset

The results are gained through the PatchCamelyon (PCAM) dataset [5], that is
divided into 262 144 images for learning, 32 768 images for validation and 32 768
for testing. These images are patches from the Camelyon16 dataset. This dataset
consisting of colored WSI slides of sentinel lymph nodes. Slides were obtained
and digitized in 2 different centers using a 40x objective.
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3.2 Results

The best results were set by the unet architecture, with the accuracy of 78- 82%.
The other architectures we tried are VGG 16, with only 50%, and ResNet with
the depth of 8, that resulted in 67.2% accuracy. We also tried networks, with
maximum of 5 convolutional layers. The outcome can be found in the table 3.

Count of layers Kernel size Accuracy

3 conv 2x3 1x5 74,9%
3 conv 2x3 1x5 73%

3 conv without dropout 2x3 1x5 72,29%
5 conv 2x5 3x3 63%
2 conv 2x3 74,6%

Table 3. Results for CNN with maximum 5 layers.

The best solution to our classification problem seems to Unet architecture,
that contains 9 convolutional layers. It was taken as the base for further exami-
nation and comparison. The following models are based on Unet with the layer
of continuously changing approaches of filter creation. 4 types of filters are used
on the first layer 1:

1. Backpropagation, created as the regular convolutional layer for Unet arch.
that consists of Conv2D, Batch Normalization, Activation function, with the
hidden second layer of Conv2D, Batch Normalization, Activation function.
After the combination we add MaxPooling2D with the size of 2 and dropout
layer for decrease of overlearning. On picture number 4 you can see kernel
vizualizetion.

2. Autoencoder, that consists of Conv2D, Dropout, Conv2D, MaxPooling2D
with the size of 2 and Conv2D, Dropout, Conv2D, with the last layer merged
by Concatenate and UpSampling2D with the size 2. On picture number 3
you can see kernel vizualizetion.

3. Gabor filters, created by the prohibition of weights learning, followed up
by creation of Gabor filters with the help of OpenCV library, that is later
inserted into Conv2D layer as the weights. On picture number 2 you can see
kernel vizualizetion.

4. Transfer learning, we use pretrained model, from Keras library as VGG16
and ResNet 152, after that we connect this model to our Unet Architecture.

We use activation function and we add padding type “same”. We come to fol-
lowing results, with the restricted parameters of Backpropagation, that included
16 filters with the size of 16 – 80% accuracy, Autoencoder reached 80,524% accu-
racy with 32 filters with the size of 3, and accuracy of 80,47% for Gabor filers with
32 filters with the size of 7. Transfer learning reached % accuracy with ResNet
and with VGG reached % accuracy. Extensive results with multiple parameters
can be seen in Table number 4.
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Fig. 1. Unet Achitecture with additional first layer (different approaches).

CNN approaches Kernel size Accuracy

3x3 0.81387
Backpropagation 5x5 0.83279

7x7 0.78588

3x3 0.70355
Autoencoder 5x5 0.70458

7x7 0.61163

9x9 0.81155
Gabor filters 7x7 0.83612

5x5 0.77017

TransferLearning
ResNet 0.58160
VGG16 0.65578

Table 4. Extensive results with multiple parameters.

4 Conclusion and future work

Classification of histological data is very difficult process, because of restricted
amount of data for learning, complexity of differentiation, where even the human
has of finding the cancer cells, or the time consumption of the learning. Models
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Fig. 2. Kernels vizualization from Gabor layer.

Fig. 3. Kernels vizualization from Autoencoder layer.

and comparisons, that we created and tested, resulted in different findings which
are; The architecture of even small models, created by low number of layers,
are very effective, sometimes ever more than the complex versions. Regarding
the individual types of filters in first layers, the results were similar, with the
differences in decimal numbers.

Therefore we would like to spread the scope of our observations, and to find
out advantages and disadvantages of individual approaches. For this comparison
we will use a synthetic dataset of textured surfaces, where the neural network
should easier learn to decide between positive and negative classes. Further we
will try to find out, which principle of the 4 approaches (Backpropagation, Au-
toencoder, Gabor Filters, Transfer learning) is the best. The observation is going
to consist of minimum 11 neural networks in each principle, where we are go-
ing to change only the parameters of first layers that are; number of filters (16,
32, 64) and their size – Backpropagation and autoencoder (3, 5, 7). Regarding
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Fig. 4. Kernels vizualization from Backpropagation layer.

Gabor filters we will choose the sizes of 5, 7 and 9. As of transfer learning, we
are using already created filters that we are not willing to change, so only their
number that network can learn will change. Overall results will be widened by
multiple metrics, such as precision, recall, f1 score and true positives. We only
take the results from a test set, a data network has never seen before.
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Abstract. Accurate segmentation of the brain tumor is essential when
diagnosing, planning surgery, or monitoring disease progression. How-
ever, this time-consuming work still depends on the operator’s experience
and his/her subjective decisions, which are difficult to repeat. Although
automatic segmentation will not completely replace a radiologist for a
long time, its results can provide a valuable second opinion without re-
quiring additional (human) resources. The underlying trend in image
segmentation is represented by deep neural networks, whose usability
is radically increasing with the ever-improving hardware and expanding
data sets.
In this paper, we will present and compare the capabilities of a U-Net
architecture introduced in 2015. Despite the trend of modifying existing
architectures, a thoroughly trained U-Net achieves competitive results
even today, as proven in 2018, when U-Net won the second place in
Brain Tumor Segmentation Challenge (BraTS).

Keywords: CNN · U-Net · Brain tumor segmentation

1 Introduction

Primary malignant brain tumor is one of the most dreadful types of cancer, for
the low survival rates it accompanies and its direct impact on patients cognitive
functions, physical health or perception. Around 80% of all cancerous brain
tumors are accounted by gliomas. Even with current diagnostic and treatment
technologies the overall survival rates of patients with high-grade glioma (HGG)
are very low. The average survival time lies between 12 and 18 month, where
only 25% of the patients survive longer than one year and only 5% live longer
than five years. [6] Patients with low-grade glioma (LGG) do not have much
better life expectations, with an overall 10-year survival rate of 57%. Even non
malignant cancers can be life threatening if they interfere with parts of brain
responsible for vital body functions. [2]
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Due to the apparent severity of this decease, a significant number of com-
putational algorithms have been proposed to address the complicated tumor
segmentation task. To accelerate these efforts the BraTS Challenge provides a
large dataset of labeled HGG and LGG cases, where for each patient there are
T1 weighted, post-contrast T1 weighted, T2 weighted and Fluid-Attenuated In-
version Recovery (FLAIR) MRI scans available. Tumors are segmented into four
regions: edema, necrosis, non-enhancing tumor and enhancing tumor.

Fig. 1. Segmented tumor.[1]

2 Our proposed solution

As the base of this work we are going to use the previously mentioned U-Net
architecture [5], while following some of the procedures used by the No New-
Net team from BraTS 2018 [4]. Caused by the limited hardware resources, our
network will only work with 2D slices, however the emphasis on proper training
and evaluating different strategies will not be neglected.

2.1 Preprocessing

During the preprocessing stage we use a standard normalization (subtracting
the mean and dividing by the standard deviation) of the brain region in the
image. The rest of the image is set to zero which ensures that the values inside
of the brain region will not be influenced by the size of the background. The
normalization is necessary because the BraTS dataset is made of data coming
from different organizations that use different machines and protocols to enquire
them. In order to reduce the overfitting of the network, we use a number of data
augmentation methods such as random rotations, scaling and gamma correc-
tion. Both normalization and augmentation is done while training or testing the
network, since it does not cause any significant delay (at least for our purposes).
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2.2 Segmentation using U-Net architecture

U-Net, a convolutional neural network for biomedical image segmentation, pro-
posed by Prof. Olaf Ronnenberg et al. in 2015 [5], consists of a contracting and
an expanding path.

The function of U-Net’s first, contracting or downsampling path is to capture
the context of an image by learning its features. It consists of four steps made
of two convolutional layers followed by a max pooling layer. Each convolutional
layer uses a 3x3 filter with no padding which slightly shrinks the dimensions of
an image and extracts part of its features. The output of each convolutional layer
is defined by the ReLU activation function. At the end of every downsampling
step a max pooling layer with stride 2 is used to halve the image and to pass it
to the following step with its number of activation maps doubled.

At the bottleneck, the network reaches the highest number of feature maps
and leaps to the expanding path.

During the expanding or upsampling path, skip connections provide local
information from the downsampling layers that is used together with the newly
recovered spatial information. [5] In the upsampling path two convolution oper-
ations with a ReLU activation are followed by an upsampling layer that doubles
the images resolution.

Fig. 2. U-Net architecture. The dotted blue rectangles (in the contracting path) rep-
resent feature maps, white rectangles (in the expansive path) represent copied feature
maps. [5]
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2.3 Training

Our network’s input comprises of 4 channels, each representing the corresponding
slice from a MRI sequence included. The training will go on for a maximum of 50
epochs, with early stopping and best weight restoration set when the validation
loss does not change at least for 0.5 during 10 epochs. The model is compiled
with the categorical crossentropy loss function and Adam optimizer.

3 Future work

Our proposal for a future work is to train a set of U-Nets, each designed to
segment a different part of tumor. Such ensemble would be later compared to
the fist model trained to locate and segment the whole tumor on its own. An
advantage of this proposal is the possibility to chain the networks, where every
following network can use and focus solemnly on the region marked by its pre-
decessor. Any plans to modify the architecture of U-Net itself were discouraged
by the [3].

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we took a look at the bald approach of [4], that motivated us
(alongside with other benefits of the architecture design) to build and train a
U-Net network. This architecture was able to produce fair segmentation even
after first deficient training. We are looking forward to improving the training
and experimenting with an ensemble of expert networks.
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